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College Calendar 195 5-56
FALL SEMESTER
1955-'56
President's reception for faculty .................... 4-6 p.m., Sept. 7
Faculty conference .......................... .............................. Sept. 8-9
Freshman assembly ................ .. .......................... 8 a.m., Sept. 12
Assembly for sophomores, juniors & seniors .. 9 a.m., Sept. 12
Orientation and counseling .................................... Sept. 12-14
Registration for fall semester .................................... Sept. 15
Class work begins ............................................ 8 a.m., Sept. 16
Faculty-student reception ................................ 8 p.m., Sept. 17
Lectureship .................................................... To be announced
Thanksgiving ........ from 4:35p.m.; Nov. 23 to 8 a.m., Nov. 29
Final application date for degree, spring semester ...... Dec. 16
Christmas recess ...... from 4:35p.m., Dec. 16 to 8 a.m., Jan. 3
Semester examinations ............................................ Jan. 25-28
SPRING SEMESTER
1955-'56
Counseling new students ..................... ........................... Jan. 30
Registration for spring semester .................................... Jan. 31
Class work begins .. .............................................. 8 a.m., Feb. 1
Spring recess ...... from 4:35p.m., March 29 to 8 a.m., April 3
Final application date for degree, summer term ........ April 28
Annual field day .................... .......... .... .... ..... ....... .... .......... May 3
President's reception for seniors ...................... 8 p.m., May 26
Baccalaureate service ........................................ 8 p.m., May 27
Final examinations ........................................ ............ May 26-30
Commencement exercises ................................ 10 a.m., May 31
Annual alumni luncheon
and business meeting ........................ 12:30 p.m., May 31
SUMMER TERM
1956
Counseling new students .. ..... ......................... 8-12 a.m., June 4
Registration for summer term ........................ 1-4 p.m., June 4
Class work begins ................................................ 7 a.m., June 5
National holiday ....... .. ....................................................... July 4
Examinations, first term ....... ................... ... ................... July 7
Classes begin, second term .................................. .. .. ...... July 9
Final application date for degree, fall semester .. ........ .. July 28
Final examinations ........................................................ Aug. 10

Harding University

HARDING COLLEGE CALENDAR 1958-59
FALL SEMESTER - 1958-59
!~resident's reception for faculty .................... 4-6 p.m., Sept. 3
l•.n.culty conference ................................. ..................... Sept. 4-5
r reshman assembly ....... ..................................... 8 a.m., Sept. 8
As~embl1f for sophomores, juniors & seniors .... 9 a.m., Sept. 8
One.ntatu:n and counselling . . ... . . ... .. .. ... ... .. . .... ... ...... Sept. 8-10
Uegtstratwn for fall semester ........................................ Sept. 11
Class work begins .............................................. 8 a.m., Sept. 12
Completio'!'l' of freshmen tests .................................... Sept. 22
~~~ctureshtp ................. .. ........................................... Nov. 24-27
Fmo:l application for degree, spring semester ................ Dec. 18
Chn_stmas recess ...... 4 :35p.m., Dec. 18 to 8 a.m., Jan. 6, 1959
~enwr tests ............. ........ ............................................... Jan. 12
vemester examinations .......................................... Jan. 19-24
SPRING SEMESTER -

1958-59

Cou:"selling new students .............................................. Jan. 26
Regtstration for spring semester ......................... ........... Jan. 27
Class work begir.s ................. .. ............................. 8 a.m., Jan. 28
Freshman tests . . ... .. ... ..... .. .... .. . ... . ... .. ....... ... .. . ... . ..... .. . .. . ... Feb. 2
Sop~omore and senior tests ........................ .. ... .. ............. Mar. 9
S'I!nng rec~ss :···············4:35p.m., Mar. 26 to 8 a.m., Mar. 31
Ftnal appltcatwn date for degree, summer term ........ April 25
Ann~al f~eld day .................................................. .. .......... May 7
Prestdent s reception for seniors ...................... 8 p.m., May 23
Bc:-ccalaurea_te s.ervice ........................................ 8 p.m., May 24
Ftnal exammatwns ........................ ............................ May 21-27
Commencement exercises .............................. 10 a.m., May 28
Annual alumni luncheon
and business meeting .......................... 12:30 p.m., May 28
SUMMER TERM- 1959
Cou:"selli"!g new students .................... .. ... .. ... 8-12 a.m., June 1
Regzstmtwn for summer term .. .................... 1-4 p.m., June 1
~lass work begins ....... ............. ............................ 7 a.m., June 2
re~hmen tests ........ ...................................................... June 3-4
S~nwr tests ............. .. .......................... .. ..................... June 23-24
~tnO:l e~aminations .......................................................... July 3
cttwna ho~iday .............................................................. .. July 4
.asses begm, second term ............................................ July 6
~~na; applic.atio'!'l' date for degree, fall semester ............ July 25
tna exammatwns .................................. .................... August 7
(Over for 1957-58)
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HARDING COLLEGE CALENDAR 1957-58
FALL SEMESTER - 1957-58
President's reception for faculty .................... 4-6 p.m., Sept. 4
Faculty conference ........................................................ Sept. 5-6
Freshman assembly .................. .......................... 8 a.m., Sept. 9
Assembly for sophomores, juniors & seniors .... 9 a.m., Sept. 9
Orientation and counselling .. ............ ... .......... ......... Sept. 9-11
Registration for fall semester ............................ .. .......... Sept. 12
Class work begins ................ .. .......................... 8 a.m., Sept. 13
Completion of freshmen tests ........................................ Sept. 23
Lectureship ................................................................ Nov. 25-28
Final application date for degree, spring semester . ... Dec. 13
Christmas recess ...... from 4:35p.m ., Dec. 19 to 8 a.m., Jan. 7
Senior tests ............................. ... .................................... Jan. 13
Semester examinations .... .. .................................... Jan. 20-25
SPRING SEMESTER -

1957-58

Counselling new students ....... .. ................. ............... .. ... Jan. 27
Registration for spring semester ................................ Jan. 28
Class work begins ................................................ 8 a.m., Jan. 29
Freshman tests . ...... .. ... . . ... .. ...... .. ........ .... .. .. .. ..... .... ... . ... . .. Feb. 3
Sophomore and senior tests .................................. ...... Mar. 10
Spring recess .... from 4:35p.m., March 27 to 8 a.m., Mar. 31
Final application date for degree, summer term ........ April 26
Annual field day .............................................................. May 1
President's reception for seniors ............. .. ......... 8 p.m., May 24
Baccalaureate service ........................................ 8 p .m., May 25
Final examinations . . . .. . . .. .. . . . ... . .. ... . ... . ... . ... . . .. . . ... . . . .. . May 24-28
Commencement exercises ................................ 10 a.m., May 29
Annual alumni luncheon
and business meeting .................. ...... 12:30 p .m., May 29
SUMMER TERM -

1958

Counselling new students ............................ 8-12 a.m., June 2
Registration for summer term ........................ 1-4 p.m., June 2
Class work begins .. ........................ .... .................. 7 a.m., June 3
Freshmen tests . . ... .. .. .. .. .. . ... . . . .......... .... ... .. .. .. .... .. .. . . ..... June 4-5
Senior tests .. .... .... ... .. .. ...... .. .... . ... .. ....... .. ... .. .. ... ........ June 24-25
National holiday ... ............................................................. July 4
Examinations, first term . . ..... ..... . .... .. .. . ......... . ... . . ... ... .. . July 5
Classes begin, second term ......................................... .. ... July 7
Final application date for degree, fall semester ............ July 26
Final examinations .......................................................... Aug. 8

College Calendar 1956-57
FALL SEMESTER
1956-'57
President's reception for faculty .................. 4-6 p.m., Sept. 5
Faculty conference ........................................................ Sept. 6-~
Freshman assembly ............................................ 8 a.m., Sept. 1
Assembly for sophomores, juniors & seniors .... 9 am., Sept. 10
Orientation and counseling .............. ...................... Sept. 10-12
Registration for fall semester ...................................... ·· Sept. 13
Class work begins ...... :········ .. ··························· 8 a.m., ~=P~· ~§
Faculty-student receptwn ......... · ·· · · ··· · · ··· · ··· ···· ·· 8 p.m.,
P ·
Lectureship ......................................... ······················· Nov. J9-22
Thanksgiving r ecess ······················:··· Nov. 28 to 8 a.m., eci 4
Final applicatioon for degree, spnng semester · · · ·· ·· · ·· ·· Dec. 4
Christmas r ecess .... 4:35p.m., Dec. 14 to 8 a.m., Jan. 2, \957
Semester examinations .............. .............................. Jan. 2 -26
SPRING SEMESTER
1956-'57
Counseling new students ................................................ Jan. ~~
Registration for spring semester .................................. Jan.
CSlas.s work begins ........... ..: P·-~·-·M·~;···28..t~- ~
i~~}g
prmg recess ........... ..... 4 ·
· .,
·
·1 27
Final application date for degree, summer term . · ··· · ·· Apr1
Annual Field Day ········· ·· ······································:·········· May 2
President's reception for seniors .................... 8 p .m., May 24
Bc;ccalaurea.te s~rvice .. ............. ..... · ·· · · ··· · · ··· · · ·· ·· · 8 p.m., M2~-~~
Ftnal examtnatwns · ........... .. ·· ··· · ··· ·· · ·· ·· ···· · ··· ·· ··· ·· ··· · · · May
Commencement exercises .. .............................. 10 a.m., May 30
Annual alumni luncheon
. 0
·
and business meeting ........................ 12:30 p.m.,_Ma..y 3.

35..

::::;

SUMMER TERM
1957
·.
l'
.
t
d
t
counse tng new s u en s . ... . . ... . ... . . .. . . . ... . . .. . . . 8-12 a.m. , June 3
Registration for summer term .......... ......... ..... 1-4 p.m.,. June 3
Class work begins ...................................... :......... 7 a.m., June:
National holiday ····················::· ·· ··· .. ···········:: ·· ······ :·····; ···: July .
Final exa:minations ...... ~:.:. ; ... ~---· · · · ······· ········· "······· · · · .. :...... July 5
. -- ·J u IY ·8
Classes begin, se.c ond term.. _. ......................... :.................
Final application date for degree, fall semester ....... ... Julv 27
Final examinations ...................................................... August 9

(Over for 1958-59)
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1-ACULTY
JAMES G. BuRROW, PH.D. (University of Illinois)

FACULTY

Assistant Professor of History. 1954.
GLORIA JoANE LILLY ALEXANDER, B.A. (Harding College)

Assistant Librarian. 1954.
JAMES H. ATKINSON, M.A. (Texas Technological College)

Assistant Professor of English. 1954.
JAMES L. ATTEBERRY, JR., M.A. (University of Texas)

Assistant Professor of English. 1953.
RICHARD C. BAKER, PH.D. (Columbia University)

Professor of Political Science. 1955.
JAMES D. BALES, PH.D. (University of California)

Professor of Christian Doctrine. 1944, 1947.•
WILLIAM BRYAN BARTON, JR., PH.D. (Harvard University)

Associate Professor of Christian Doctrine. 1955.
CECIL MuRL BEcK, M.A. (North Texas State College)

Assistant Professor of Physical Education and Health.
1953.
MILDRED L . BELL, M.S. (North Texas State College)

Assistant Professor of Home Economics. 1952.••
THELMA DuMAS BELL, M.S. (Texas State College for Women)

Professor of Home Economics and Chairman of the
Department. 1937.
GEORGE STUART BENSON, M.A. (University of Chicago)

President of the College. 1936.
M. E. BERRYHILL, M.A. (George Peabody College)

Professor of Physical Education and Health and
Chairman of the Department. 1937, 1946.
G. W. BoND, PH.D. (Columbia University)
WILLIAM LESLIE BuRKE, M.A. (Northwestern University)

Professor of Greek and German and Chairman of the
Department of Foreign Languages and Literature.
1944, 1947.

Harding University

CoPE, M.S.J. (Northwestern University)
Professor of Journalism and Chairman of the
Department. 1936, 1947.
.JAMES N. DAVIS, M.B.A. (University of Arkansas)
Assistant Professor of Economics. 1952.**
KENNETH DAVIS, JR., M .M . (Westminster Choir College)

Assistant Professor of Music. 1953.
HERBERT P. DEAN, B.A. (Harding College)

Instructor in Art. 1954.
JOHN LEE DYKES, M.S. (Oklahoma A. and M. College)

Assistant Professor of Christian Education. 1939.
J.D. FENN, M.A. (Vanderbilt University)

Professor of Business Administration. 1954. u
PATTIE Jo RussELL FENN, M.A. (George Peabody College)

Associate Professor of Business Education. 1954.'*'*

E. GLENN FuLBRIGHT, M.M. (Northwestern University)

Assistant Professor of Music. 1950.
BENNY PAUL GALLAWAY, M.A. (North Texas State College)

Assistant Professor of History and Political Science. 1955.
CLIFTON L. GANUS, JR., PH.D. (Tulane University)

Professor of History and Chairman of the Department of
History and Social Science. 1946, 1952.
PARALEE P. GLASS, M .S.L.S . (East Texas State Teachers College)'
·
·

Librarian. 1954.
EARL CoNARD HAYs, B.D. (Southern Methodist University)
Assistant Professor of Bible and Church History. 1953.
JAMES AcTON HEDRICK, ED.D. (North Texas State College)

Professor of Education. 1956.

* First date indicates year of employment;
· to present rank or position.
** On leave of absence 1956-57

N11:t L B.

second date, year appointed

Professor of Accounting and Business. 1952, 1956.
EDWIN M. HuGHES, ED.D. (Univers.i ty of Denver)

Assistant Professor of Education. 1953.
JoHN BELL LASATER, M.A. (George Peabody College)

Assistant Professor of Biological Science. 1951. ·
""" On leave of absence 1956-57
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HARDING COLLEGE

PEARL LATHAM, M.A. (University of Oklahoma)

CK WooD SEARS, PH.D. (University of Texas)

Professor of Biological Science and Chairman of the
Department. 1945.

Assistant Professor of English. 1947.
MAuRICE L. LAWSON, M.S. (University of Oklahoma)

Assistant Professor of Physics. 1954.

lr.OYD CLINE SEARS, PH.D. (University of Chicago)

Professor of English and Chairman of the Department
of English. 1924.

JACK PEARL LEWIS, PH.D. (Harvard University)

Associate Professor of Bible. 1954.

l·:owARD G. SEWELL, M.A. (George Peabody College)

Associate Professor of Education. 1947, 1954.

LEONARD LEWIS, ED.D. (University of Texas)

Professor of Education and Head of the Department.
1953, 1956.
ELIZABETH B. MASON, M.A. (George Peabody College)

Professor of Art and Chairman of the Department.
1946, 1950.
RoBERT R. MEYERS, M .A. (University of Oklahoma)

DONALD R. SIME, B .D. (Princeton Theological Seminary)

Assistant Professor of Religion. 1954. **

RICHARD F. STAAR, PH.D. (University of Michigan)

Professor of Political Science. 1954.
CALVIN STANLEY, PH.D. (University of Connecticut)

Associate Professor of Elementary Education. 1955.

Assistant Professor of English. 1952.u
ERLE THOMAS MooRE, ED.D. (Columbia University)

Professor of Music and Chairman of the Department.
1948.

RUBY LowERY STAPLETON, M.A. (University of Oklahoma)

Associate Professor of English. 1932, 1949.
W ILLIAM CLARK STEVENS, PH.D. (Vanderbilt University)

Professor of Biological Science. 1950, 1955.

FRANCES MuRDOCK, B.A., B .S .L.S. (George Peabody College)

Assistant Librarian. 1955.

W ILLIAM KNox SuMMITT, PH.D. (University of Missouri)

Professor of Education and Psychology and Chairman
of the Department. 1933, 1937.

JAMES RoY OTT, M.A. (Vanderbilt University)

Assistant Professor of Economics. 1955.
CHARLES G. PITNER, M.A. (George Peabody College)

Professor of Mathematics and Chairman of the
Department. 1950.
JosEPH E . PRYOR, PH.D. (Louisiana State University)

Professor of Physical Science and Chairman of the
Department. 1944.
HuGH HARVLEY RHODES, M.A. (George Peabody College)

Associate Professor of Physical Education and Health.
1944.
ANDY T . RITCHIE, M .A. (Scarritt College)

Assistant Professor of Bible. 1946, 1954.
ORLAN LESTER SAWEY, PH.D. (University of Texas)

Professor of English. 1955, 1956.
*"' On leave of absence 1956-57

Harding University
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I"ACULTY

ELAINE CAMP THOMPSON, M .S. (Texas State College for
Women)

Instructor in Home Economics. 1954.
R. L. TIPTON, B.A. (Abilene Christian College)
Instructor in Spanish. 1956.
EvAN ULREY, PH.D. (Louisiana State University)

Professor of Speech and Chairman of the Department.
1950.
BERNICE WAGGONER, B.A. (Abilene Christian College)
Instructor in Physical Education. 1956.
RICHARD WALLER WALKER, M.A. (Louisiana State University)

Assistant Professor of Speech. 1953.
VELMA R. WEST, M.A. (George Pepperdine College)

Assistant Professor of Greek. 1952.
* ~On

leave of absence 1956-57
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HARDING COLLEGE

W . B. WEST, JR., TH.D. (University of Southern California)

DIVISIONAL CHAIRMEN

Professor of Bible and Religion and Chairman of the
Department of Bible, Religion and Philosophy. 1951.
RoGER GLENN WILEY, B.S . (Louisiana State University)

Assistant Professor of Speech. 1955.
WANDA LuTTRELL WILEY, M.A. (Louisiana State University)

Assistant Professor of Speech. 1955.
WILLIAM D. WILLIAMS, PH.D. (University of Kentucky)

Assistant Professor of Chemistry. 1954.

1956-57
t.tFTON L. GANUS, JR., PH.D
.liZABETH B. MASON, M.A.
.lACK WooD SEARS, PH.D.
WrLLIAM KNox SuMMITT, PH.D.
EVAN ULREY, PH.D.
w. B. WEST, JR., TH.D.

EMERITI
WooDSON HARDING ARMSTRONG, B.A.,

Emerita Professor of Speech and Dean of Women.
SAMUEL ALBERT BELL, B.A.,

Associate Professor Emeritus of Bible.
FLORENCE M. CATHCART, B.A.,

Instructor in Elementary Education and Dean Emerita
of Women. 0
LONNIE E . PRYOR, M.A.,

13

( ACULTY DIVISIONAL CHAIRMEN

Social Science
Fine Arts
Natural Science
Education
Humanities
Religion

GRADUATE COUNCIL
CLIFTON L. GANUS, JR., PH.D.
LLOYD CLINE SEARS, PH.D.
WILLIAM KNox SuMMITT, PH.D.
LEONARD LEWIS, En.D.

w. B.

WEST, JR., TH.D.

Chairman
Dean
Registrar
Chairman,
Department of Education
Chairman,
School of Bible and Religion

Associate Professor Emeritus of Social Science. 0
JESSE P . SEWELL, LL.D.,

The gate to a good liberal arts Christian education.

Lecturer in Bible and President Emeritus of Abilene
Christian College.
• Teaching part time

Armstrong Hall, one of three men's dormitories

Harding University

Office of the Provost
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HARDING COLLEGE

15

('ADEMY AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

ACADEMY AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL FACULTY

Spacious lounge in Ganus Student Center.

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY

I.

Academ:c Affairs: Lloyd C. Sears, Chairman, Clifton
L. Ganus, Jr., Erle T . Moore, Joseph E. Pryor, William
K. Summitt, Evan Ulrey, W . B. West, Jr.

II.

Executive Committee: George S. Benson, Chairman,
James L. Atteberry, Adlai S. Croom, Clifton L. Ganus,
Jr., Joseph E. Pryor, Lloyd C. Sears, William K. Summit.

III.

Faculty Affairs: William K. Summitt, Chairman, Adlai
S. Croom, Clifton L. Ganus, Jr., Hugh H. Rhodes.

IV.

Physical Plant: Adlai S. Croom, Chairman, Elizabeth
B. Mason, Jack Wood Sears, W. B. West, Jr.

v. Placements : M. E.

Berryhill, Charles G. Pitner, Edward

G. Sewell.
VI.

Public Relations: Neil B. Cope, Chairman, William P .
Campbell, Adlai S. Croom, Perry S. Mason, Russell L.
Simmons, J. C. Moore, Jr.

VII.

Student Affairs : Clifton L. Ganus, Jr., Chairman, James
L. Atteberry, Cecil M. Beck, M. E . Berryhill, Inez
Pickens, Edward G. Sewell.

Harding University

'r)RCE EDWARD BAGGETT, M.A. (University of Kansas City)
Choral and Instrumental Music
J K BERRYHILL, M.A. (George Peabody College)
Principal, Sncial Science.
Ill llDERT DEAN, B.A. (Harding College)
Art
·IARY ETTA GRADY, B.A. (Harding College)
Home Economics and Physical Education.
IIUCR M. GROOVER, M.A. (University of Arkansas)
Physical Education and Athletic Coach
I .t,OISE JoHNSON, B .A. (Harding College)
English
1-:t.LEN WHEELER KNIGHT, M.A. (Montessori Training School;
George Peabody College) Elementary School
gVELYN LASATER, B.S. (George Peabody College)
Science
l..oxs L. LAWSON, B.S. (Southwestern State Teachers)
Elementary School
l~ESTUS MARY MARTIN, B.A. (Harding College)
Elementary School
brs MARTIN, B.A. (Harding College)
Elementary School
PERRY SHIPLEY MAsoN, M.A. (George Peabody College)
Superintendent
INEZ PICKENS, B.A. (Harding College)
English
MARY PITNER, B.A. (Harding College)
Business
W ILBURN RAINEY, M.ED. (Sui Ross State College)
Principal, Elementary School
KATHRYN C. RITCHIE, B.A. (Harding College)
Mathematics
MRs. GuY VANDERPOOL, B.S. (Texas State College for Women)
Speech
VIDA B. YoHE, B.A. (Southwestern State Teachers)
Elementary School
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U \ ti NISTRATIVE STAFF

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
GEORGE STUART BENSON, M.A., LL.D.
MARGUERITE O'BANION, B.A.

President of the College
Secretary

Vice-President of the College
Dean, School of American Studies
Secretary

CLIFTON L. GANUS, JR., PH.D.
EDWINA PACE

W. PEYTON CAMPBELL, B.S., Brig. Gen., U . S. Army, Ret.
RuBY Jo HuGHES

Executive Assistant in Finance
Secretary

.

Assistant to the President
Secretary

JAMES C. MooRE, JR., B.A.
WAN ICE BECKETT
RusSELL L. SIMMONS

Director, Publicity and Publications
Assistant to Director
Secretary

MARY ANN WHITAKER, B.A.
DoRMA LEE RoGERS

Academic
Dean of the College
Secretary

MARGARET LONG

Assistant Registrar

LuDENE SLATTON, B.A.

Student Personnel

CECIL MuRL BECK, M .A.
EDWINA WILSON
J.

E.

BERRYHILL, M.A.

GREG RHODES
JESS RHODES, M.A.
MABEL FRENCH, R.N.

Harding University

Business Manager
Secretary
Assistant Business Manager
Office Manager
Assistant to the Office Manager
Accountant
Cashier

Secretary

JERRY CHESSHIR McNuTT

Library

Registrar

WILLIAM KNox SuMMITT, PH.D.

INEZ PICKENS, B.A.

Business

s.

\ ULAI
CROOM, M.A.
DoRIS PAcE
J I !JS RHODES, M.A.
I.OTT TUCKER, B.A.
lltr, LIE DIXON
BI LLIE ROWLETT
<ir,ENDA Z INK

Alumni Association

LLOYD CLINE SEARS, PH.D.

JAMES H . ATKINSON, M.A.

Beaumont Memorial Library is being further enlarged.

P ARALEE P. GLASS, M.A., M.S.L.S.
JOANE LILLY, B.A.
FRANCES MuRDOCK, B .S .L.S.

Librarian
Assistant Librarian
Assistant Librarian

Buildings and Grounds

Director of Admissions

Chief Engineer
Stockroom

ELBERT TURMAN
W ARRENL. WALLACE

Dean of Women
Coordinator of Men's Dormitories
Counselor, Cathcart Hall
Counselor, East Dormitory
Counselor, West Dormitory
Coordinator of Student Employment
College Nurse

Auxiliary Enterprises
JoHN LEE DYKES, M.S.
G ERTRUDE DYKES
E DWARD GuRGANUS
C oRINNE HART
G REGG RHODES
ROBERT STREET
HERMAN WEsT
RoY YoHE

Manager, Student Center
Manager, College Book Store
Manager, College Inn
Dietitian and Manager, Cafeteria
Manager, College Laundry
Manager, College Farms
Manager, College Press
Manager, Concrete Materials Plant
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General Information
Aims of the College
As a Christian institution of higher learning Harding
College assists its students to build a philosophy of li~e upon
a foundation of Christian ideals and to develop skills and
abilities necessary for earning a living.
One of the most important factors in the educational
process is the personal contact between student an~ teac~er.
Students will find association with the faculty a strmulatmg
and challenging intellectual experience. Faculty me:nbers at
Harding are concerned with all the needs and requirements
of students and desire to help in the solution of any problem,
whether academic or personal.
The various courses that make up the curriculum are
also a challenging factor in the student's college experience.
The curriculum is organized to give students adequate preparation for a chosen vocation or profession and to provide
for all students intellectual, social and spiritual development.
The whole curriculum, as well as individual courses, is .revised and adapted from time to time to meet the changmg
requirements of students.
. .
Student activities give many opportumtles for selfdevelopment. Sports, dramatics, debate, music, pub!icati~ns
and other activities afford opportunities for leadership traming and the exercise of particular skills and abilities. Lectures concerts and other special events are also of value
to st~dents. Social clubs encourage democratic, Christian
cooperation as well as development in leadership. A wise
choice of activities makes possible a measure of growth that
the student can attain in no other way.
To summarize, the purposes of the College are achieved
through the help of interested instructors and counselors,
through academic courses organized to meet the student's
needs and through activities that give opportunity for recreation, cooperation with others and leadership training.

I PUS FACILITIES
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Historical Sketch
llurding became a senior college in 1924 when Arkansas
rl t tnn College, a junior college founded in Morrilton, Arnu!l in 1919, purchased the assets of Harper College, a
1 ur college founded at Harper, Kansas in 1915; merged the
1 fncult ies and adopted the new name of Harding College.
I t.! tng moved to Searcy, Arkansas, in 1934.
The College was named in memory of James A. Harding,
luunder and first president of Nashville Bible School (now
"1d Lipscomb College), in Nashville, Tennessee. Preacher,
•chcr and Christian educator, James A. Harding gave to
co-workers and associates an enthusiasm for Christian
lucntion that remains a significant tradition at Harding
•liege.
The College is under the control of a self-perpetuating
ll 1.1rd of Trustees who are members of the church of Christ.
'I Ito College attempts to be non-sectarian in spirit and pract c- • It enrolls students of any religious faith.

Location
Searcy is the county seat and trading center of White
County, one of the largest counties in Arkansas. Population
uf the town is about 7,000. Searcy is 50 miles northeast
uf Little Rock on U. S . Highway 67 and 115 miles west of
Memphis, Tennessee, on U. S. Highway 64. Transportation
to Searcy by train is via Missouri Pacific Railroad to Kensett,
three miles from Searcy. Bus travelers reach Searcy by
Missouri Pacific Trailways.

Campus Facilities

Academic Standing

The campus consists of about forty acres within easy
walking distance of the business section of town. Additional
college property, chiefly land belonging to the college farms,
lies southeast of the campus.

Harding College is fully accredited by the North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and is a member of the American Council on Education and the Association
of American Colleges. Its graduates are admitted to the leading graduate and professional schools.

The twenty-two buildings of the college plant and its
other assets are valued at more than $5,000,000. Equipment
and educational facilities, valued at more than $500,000, make
the college plant one of the most efficient, compact and wellequipped in the South.

Harding University
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Administration-Auditorium Building
The Administration-Auditorium building occupies the
central position on the campus. It contains administrative
and faculty offices, small auditorium, recording studios, .classrooms and a large auditorium with a seating capacity of
1,350. The entire building is air-conditioned.
Beaumont Memorial Library
The new library is air-conditioned and equipped with
the most modern heating and lighting facilities. It will accommodate about one-third of the student body at one time.

21
1

1

llCLuen

'fhi'! new home m a nagement house for the department of
c•conomics is an ideally-arranged brick home, air-condicl nnd attractively furnished, using the modern theme.
t-umodat es six girls and their director.

• ' Hall
'rhe music building contains studios for piano, voice,
"tl and chorus. It also has classrooms, practice rooms
I other music department facilities.

American Studies Building
This new three-story air-conditioned building houses the
School of American Studies, offices, classrooms, business
laboratories and practice rooms, research facilities and a
small auditorium equipped for all types of visual aid materials.

The field house has three basketball courts, a skating
.. k, equipment rooms, showers, classrooms and other
f,, ll ities for sports and for physical education.

Science Hall
The Science Hall is a three-story classroom and laboratory building. Its well-equipped laboratories include those
for the physical and biological sciences and for home economics.

This air-conditioned building is a community center for
and teachers. It houses the college bookstore, post
,fflce, inn, offices of student publications, alumni office,
tudent darkroom, banquet room and other facilities.

'I ·Illes Memorial Field House

,., 1tus

Student Center

t udcnts

The U. S. Post Office branch in Ganus Student Center.

Harding University
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Residence Halls
Five dormitories provide housing for approximately 300
women and 350 men. The Graduate dormitory now under
construction adds room for 185. Pattie Cobb and Cathcart
Halls are residences for women. Men live in Armstrong Hall,
East Hall and West Hall. Most of the rooms in the dormitories,except East and West Halls, are built on the suite plan
with connecting baths for each two rooms. In the Graduate
dormitory 85 rooms a re single. "Vet Village" provides
apartments for married students. They are not restricted
to veterans.

General Reference Room of Beaumont Memorial Library.

The Library
The primary purpose of the college library is the enricha!'nt of the curriculum by the provision of materials related
t • 1 course offerings and by guidance in the wise use of such
'nnterials.
The Administration-Auditorium Building is center of activity.

Faculty Housing
Sewell Hall, completed in 1952, has seven modern apartments. In addition the College owns and rents to faculty
and staff a number of private residences on and near the
campus.

Other Buildings
Additional facilities include an indoor swimming pool,
science annex, home economics demonstration house, train·
ing school and academy building, infirmary, heating plant,
~pr:kshops, laundry and other service buildings.

Harding University

Library holdings include approximately 37,000 volumes,
'00 periodicals, eight daily newspapers and hundreds of
pnmphlets. In addition to printed materials an excellent collection of recordings, consisting of approximately 650 records
an m usic and speech, is cataloged and available for student
listening. A collection of music scores has also been initiated.
The library staff, in cooperation with the various depar tments, offers an unusually complete program of training
in the facilities and use of the library. This instruction
is offered through appropriate classes to freshmen and sophomores, while continuous individual instruction is given as
the demand arises.
The Student Handbook and the Faculty-Staff Handbook
may be consulted for the detailed statement on library policies
and regulations.

Office of the Provost
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Laboratories and Studies
For both physical and biological sciences there are adequately equipped laboratories. There are three large chemistry laboratories with accompanying stockrooms, a balance
room and offices. The physics laboratory provides equipment for the basic courses in college physics. Two large biology laboratories provide equipment for courses in bacteriology, anatomy and animal and plant physiology.
.
In home economics, the cooking laboratories are eqmpped with both gas and electric stoves of latest models. The
sewing laboratory has electric machines and other teaching
equipment for courses in clothing and textiles. A new home
management house permits majors to pursue actual home
management and consumer programs.
The Art Department has a large classroom-studio and
two large work studios for sketching, painting, ceramics and
other arts and crafts.
The Speech Department in addition to its studio facilities and clinical equipment uses the college auditoriums and
professional recording facilities.
The large auditorium, with its excellent stage facilities,
is an asset to the Departments of Music and Speech. Lighting
and sound facilities are unusually versatile. Make-up studios,
dressing rooms and storage rooms for costumes and scenery
are located beneath the stage. The auditorium has arc-light
sound projectors for 16 mm. motion pictures.

Expenses
l h<> undergraduate boarding student can meet all regular
•'!J of tuition, fees, room and board for approximately
) tor the school year. The non-boarding student can meet
n l'S of tuition and fees for about $348. Bills are due and
ltlo at t he beginning of each semester.
n

l'or expenses for graduate students see bulletins, GradSchool of Bible and Religion, and Fifth-year Graduate
rum.
1 ''

Harding University

and Board

Rooms in all dormitories are $12.50 for four weeks.
I l1 at the college cafeteria are $35 for four weeks. Because
f ft>1Si ble instability of food costs the College reserves the
l•l to change cost of meals without previous notice.

111lar Tuition and Fees
The school year of nine months is divided into semesters
18 weeks each. For a student carrying the normal load o.f
I 1 • hours in the regular liberal arts program the following
•ltld be the expense:
I

Semester
Tuition ($9 per semester hour)
Registration fee (activities, library, health)

Recreational Facilities
Indoor recreation is centered in Rhodes Memorial Field
House. Its facilities include three basketball courts, indoor
softball floor, volley ball courts, skating rink, boxing ring,
shuffleboard courts, ping pong tables and large trampoline.
A steam-h eated, white-tiled swimming pool makes yearround swimming possible.
Outdoor facilities include two playing fields for touchfootball, softball, baseball and other field sports. There
are five concrete-surfaced tennis courts. The Academy has
its ovm football field.
Various other recreational facilities are to be found in
the dormitory lounges and in the Student Center. The women's ·dormitories have kitchenettes, party rooms and television sets. A well-equipped photographic darkroom is avail·
able in: the Student Center for camera enthusiasts.

25

Total

Year

$144
30

$288

$174

$348

60

•P('Cial Tuition and Fees
Private instruction in piano, voice, violin, orchestra or
md instruments and speech require in addition to the
"mester hour charge a special fee as follows:

1,

Semester
Two private lessons per week
One private lesson per week
Class instruction in voice and piano
Piano rental, .one hour per day
Piano rental, two hours per day

$37.50
22.50
7.50
4.50
9 .00

Year
$75.00
45.00
15.00
9.00
18.00

Office of the Provost
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Other Special Fees

Late registration fee (after day set
$ 5.00
for regular enrollment)
3.00
Fee for partial payment tuition
1.00
Change of class, each change
Reinstatement in class after
2.00
excessive absences
1.00
Make-up examinations
Preparation of applications for
1.00
teaching certificates
1.00
Transcripts
10.50
Graduation fee
Breakage deposits in chemistry,
each course (returnable, less breakage) 5.00

Expenses for Veterans
World War II: The government pays tuition, fees, books
and the cost of certain supplies plus a subsistence allowance
sufficient to cover personal expenses at Harding for World
War II veterans who have their Certificates of Eligibility
under Public Law 16 or 346.
Korean: Under Public Law 550 veterans receive an
allowance sufficient to cover college and living expenses in
the liberal arts program. Application should be made directly to the Dean of the College as early as possi~le prior
to enrollment. The applications should be accompamed by a
statement of the veteran's educational objectives and by a
ohotostatic or certified copy of his discharge papers showing
~is service record.
Disabled : Those entering under Public Law 16 for disabled veterans should apply to their state Veterans Administration headquarters for counseling and approval.
Refunds
Since the operating costs of a college must be based .u~on
an estimated enrollment, all students are granted admission
with the understanding that they are to remain at least one
semester.
When a student withdraws, refunds of both regular and
special tuition will be governed by the following policy:
Within 2 weeks
Within third week
Within fourth week
Within fifth week
After 5 weeks

Harding University

80 per cent refund
60 per cent refund
40 per cent refund
20 per cent refund
No refund

SES
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:r\ldents leaving the dormitory by permission of the
r11r1tration will be refunded rent for the unused time ex' hnt the use for any part of a month will be counted as
I month.
( 'o<~t of meals will be refunded for the unused portion of
•·11\cster when removal from the dining hall has full sane' ur the president and the business manager. But refunds
II 1 t of a week will be based on cost of individual meals. No
fund can be made for meals missed while the student is enh ol No refund is made of registration or special fees. If the
tt•clrnwal results from the student's misconduct the instiJ..n is under no obligation to make any refunds.'

Cathcart Hall, the newer of two girls' dormitories.

lleserving Rooms
Every reservation for a dormitory room must be accom111\llied by a deposit of $10. A deposit of $15 is required to
n serve an apartment. If the reservation is cancelled this
cl posit is refunded, provided the request is made to th~ Col), ge not later than one month before the opening of the
mester. A room deposit cannot be applied to the student's
current expenses. It is returned to the student at graduation
or upon withdraw:al minus <;ny breakage or damage charges
to rooms or furniture provided the student's account is in
order .

Office of the Provost
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Furnishings for Rooms
Rooms are fumished with single beds, study desk
chairs, chests and mirrors. Students
linens, covers, towels and such other
wish to make their rooms attractive.

29

lol.frships, Loan Funds, Awards, Student Aids
II /Jarton Scholarship Fund, amounting to approxi\,,)00 was established by Colonel T. H. Barton
U '.1do, Arkansas.
Jr Urorge S. Benson Student Loan Fund o£ $1,050
tnhlished by the faculty of Harding College in honor of
n on's election as Arkansan of 1953. It provides for
• •m loans to undergraduate students.
I •th Brothers Memorial Scholarship, established by
B (llh family of Searcy as a memorial scholarship of
. nllows the income to be awarded annually to a Searcy
,, t

\\'. J. Carr Scholarship was founded by a gift of $2,500
W. J. Carr of Junction City, Arkansas.

(. •• valier Club Loan Fund, established by the Cavalier
, unounts to approximately $87 at the present time.
School of American Studies, one of five air-conditioned buildings.

' of Winchester, Kentucky, permits the income to be
lwd on a student scholarship annually.

The Summer Session
The summer session at Harding is an integral part of
the total program of the institution. By means of the
summer session a student can either accelerate or broaden
his educational program. Summer students have the advantage at Harding of air-conditioned classrooms, library, student center and cafeteria.
The summer session is divided into two five-week terms
of six days per week. A student may carry a maximum of
six hours each term. Expenses are as follows:
One Terril Both Terms
$108.00
$54.00
Tuition ( $9 per semester hour)
15.00
7.50
Registration fee (activities, library, health)
118.75
59.38
Board and room
Total

$120.88

$241.75

Reservations and requests for information for the summer session should be directed to the Office of Admissions.
Refunds to summer students who withdraw will l:;>e
50 % if. withdrawal oe<::urs durin.g the first . wee~; no refund
thereafter.

Harding University

J:lizabeth J. Couchman Memorial Fund of $940, made
•hlo through the generosity of Mrs. Elizabeth J . Couch-

Detroit Alumni Chapter Scholarship provides financial
tnnce to a student whom it selects from the Detroit,
U higan, area with approval of the College.
Earhart Loan Fund of $7,500 is used for loans to stu.ts at Harding.

Mr . and Mrs. Jim G. Ferguson Student Loan Fund of
000 is available to worthy students who have done satisf •tory work in Harding College for at least one semester
1 cl whose scholarship record is entirely satisfactory.
The
.,dmum loan is $150 per semester. The amount loaned
h• nny one student shall not exceed $400.
Galaxy Club Loan Fund, amounting to $120 at the
t'!:lent time, was established by a student boys' club on the
l.u·ding Campus.
C. L. Ganus Loan Fund, established by Mr. C. L. Ganus,
r., of New Orleans, Louisiana, has made available $2,000 anunlly as a loan fund for deserving students who could not
,t herwise attend college. As these loans are repaid other
t udents make use of the fund.

Office of the Provost
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Dr. L. K. Harding Memorial Scholarship, created by
gift of $5,000 from Mrs. L. K. Harding of Henni~g, Tennesseo,
is in memory of her husband, Dr. L. K. Hardmg, the eldest
son of James A. Harding for whom the College is named.
Mr. and Mrs. Farris Johnson Student Loan Fund, a sum
of $100 given by Mr. and Mrs. Farris Johnson of Wenatchee,
Washington, is used to assist Bible majors.
Jesse H. Jones and Mary Gi bbs Jones Scholarships, established through the generosity of Jesse H. Jones and Mary
Gibbs Jones of Houston, Texas, provides a fund of $2,000 annually to finance scholarships for young ~en and w?men of
outstanding ability in the School of Amencan Studies. Individual scholarships vary from $250 to $500 annually.
H. R. Kendall Loan Fund, the present amount of which
is $7 650 was a gift from Mr. H. R. Kendall of Chicago,
Illinois. The purpose of this fund is to assist students in the
school of religion.
Mrs. Pauline Law Scholarship of $2,650, established by
will of Mrs. Pauline Law of Granite, Oklahoma, permits the
interest from the fund to be used in scholarships for ministerial students selected by the College.
Orphan Scholarship Fund of $9,000, raised by friends of
Harding College, was established to assist students from certain orphan homes.
Sam W . Peebles Memorial Scholarship, now $1,700, was
started by comrades and friends of Lt. Sam W. Peebles, Jr.,
a graduate of 1938, who was killed in servi.ce on Novemb~r
22 1944. It had been his purpose to estabhsh a scholarship
fu~d to help deserving students. It is hoped that it may ~e
increased by his friends until it is large enough to fulfill his
dream.
J . M. Pryor Ministerial Student Fund of $150 was
created by Mr. J. M . Pryor to aid ministerial students.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse P. Sewell Loan Fund, now $1,150, is
available to ministerial students who have attended at least
one semester in Harding College, whose work and character
are satisfactory; recipients to be chosen by the chairman of
the Bible Department, the Dean, and the Business Manager
of the College.
Sterling Stores, Inc., Student Loan Fund of $500 is available to deserving students who h ave attended at least one
semester at Harding College, who are doing satisfactory work
and who are of good character.

Harding University

HSHIPS
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l'kturesque Pattie Cobb Hall, girls' dormitory and dining hall.

Ua.lph Stirman Scholarship was established by friends
I 11lntives of Ralph Stirman, a m ember of the class of '42
• died of polio in December, 1952.
'
Student Loan Fund, amounting to $900, is provided to
1,, worthy students of Harding College.
'fhe Ganus Awards of $100 each are given to the boy
I the girl making the highest scholastic averages at Har' · College during the academic year. These awards are
• tl through the generosity of Mr. C. L. Ganus, Sr., of New
lo·.tns, Louisiana.
The Utley Award, established by Mr. Morton Utley of
.klnnd, California, is an annual award of $100 for
t · student showing the greatest development during
I • ncademic year. The faculty will determine the recipient.
•tt,blishing Other Scholarships
St.udies have shown that for every student in college
lwrc I S another student with equal ability who finds it
r •111ncially impossible to obtain a college education. To in' t in these students is a worth-while work. Harding ColICC invites others to establish similar scholarships through
ICts and legacies.
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Student Employment

Honor Scholarships and Grants-in-Aid
Honor scholarships, special scholarships or grants-in-Ill•
are available to a small number of high-ranking graduate
of high schools or junior colleges each year or to student
with special abilities or with special needs. Such scholar
ships and grants may be awarded for one to four years. Sine
the scholarships and aids are based upon ability as well t••
financial need, students should submit applications with "
complete scholarship record and letters of recommendatio11
from their superintendents, principals, teachers or other•
who know the quality of their work, their ability, personalit~
and character. Applications may be submitted to the Admis
sions office with applications for entrance.

33
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tltc cl nmount of work is available to help deserving
Ill · t their college expenses. Those who expect to
•l make application to the Coordinator of Student
nt and obtain specific work assignments before
the campus. Otherw ise, the student should not
1 HI l'mployment by the College.
1nnts are advised not to apply for more work than
ut•ly necessary. Any student who works more than
t 't a day must limit his academic load. (See pages

l

II )

'"'""' Student Center is a favorite spot for all students.

Vocational Rehabilitations
Students who are permanently disabled may receive, a t
no cost to themselves, vocational counseling and financial
assistance toward the cost of their college training provided
the vocational objective of the disabled person is approved by
a rehabilitation counselor. The student should apply directly
to the vocational rehabilitation counseling service of tho
Department of Education in his own state and should at the
same time notify the Business Manager of the College so he
may give any assistance necessary.
Music Building contains studios, class rooms and practice rooms.

Alumni Association
Harding College maintains an Alumni Office on the sec1 floor of Ganus Student Center. This office serves as the
nt r through which the various activities of the Alumni
<>ciat ion are coordinated. The purposes of the Association
·· to promote the welfare of Harding College and a mutually
t~oficial relationship between the alumni and their Alma
I tlor. Under the direction of the Executive Secretary an
· to-date file on all alumni is maintained. Membership in
" .A~sociation includes alumni of Harding College, Arkansas
~ hnstian College, Harper College, Cordell Christian College
·~estern Bible and Literary College, Monea College and
l'utter Bible School.

Harding University
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The Alumni News, containing information about
College as well as alumni, is published quarterly and sent
all alumni in the active file. The Alumni Office assists 1
the orientation of new students at the beginning of enc
semester. In the fall two periods of fellowship are plann
-one in connection with the annual meeting of the Arkans
Education Association and the other on the campus durin1
the lectureship. The chief activities of the Association
held during commencement week in June at which time
annual business meeting is held. Alumni are encouraged t•
make an annual contribution to the Alumni Fund.
Active chapters of the Association have been organiz<!•
in a large number of centers. New chapters are organiz I
annually. These chapters are helpful to the College in r
cruiting students, advertising and supplying financial aid
They also afford periods of fellowship for the alumni.
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Student Association
Student Association, composed of all students, exists
de n closer cooperation between the students and the
•trntion and faculty in achieving the objectives of the
a•n and in furnishing a systematic plan of student
l' tion in the responsibilities of the College. The ExecuIU\Cil of the Student Association consists of fifteen
1 chosen annually by the student body.
Representaf•nrn t he Council serve on standing faculty committees
h r concerned with student welfare.

Religious Meetings

In

uddition to the daily chapel and Bible classes, the
,. plan s religious programs to meet the various interests
\tdcmts. Traditional at Harding is the Monday Night
tan!{ at which religious themes are discussed by students
1 I culty members. Special interest groups also study
I' roblems of mission work and evangelism. A series of
"c•!S treating the vital issues affecting the church is con' l by men of outstanding experience and ability each
r during the fall semester.

Honor Society
'rhe Alpha Honor Society was organized in 1936 to
courage and recognize superior scholarship in the student
ly Membership is limited to juniors and seniors who have
h uvcd a high academic record. The Society presents a
lnl at Commencement to the graduating member with the
host four-year scholastic record.

Forensics and Dramatics

Student Activities
Co-curricular activities at Harding are designed to encourage each student's participation in valuable group experiences. F aculty members serve as advisors to all student
organizations.

Harding University

Contestants from the College enter state oratorical and
f.,lmting contests as well as a limited number of invitational
l urnaments in which they have made commendable records.
Dram atic activities center in The Campus Players and
llpha Psi Omega. Four three-act plays are presented as part
t the annual Lyceum Series. Membership in The Campus
l'lrtyers is by apprenticeship. Membership in the Eta Omega
1 hnpter of Alpha Psi Omega, national dramatic fraternity,
•• by invitation to Campus Pla yers of superior dramatic abil•l)'.
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Music Activities

Special Interest Clubs

Participation in the music organizations of the campus i
open to all students. These organizations, directed by mem
bers of the music faculty, include the A Cappella Chorus, th
Harding Chorale, the Women's Ensemble, the Men' s Quartet
the Band, and Symphonette. These groups appear in program
on the campus, before local organizations and in high school
and churches in Arkansas and nearby states. A radio program.
Hymns from the Harding Campus, is recorded weekly. Public
recitals are presented by the music faculty and music major
and an opera, cast entirely from student talent, is produced in
the spring in cooperation with the Speech Department.

rmmber of organizations on the campus are designed
I •r· I students with similar academic, professional or
·n.t! interests the opportunity of meeting together.
· mational Relations Club is affiliated with the Na\'lsociation of International Relations Clubs. The
purposes of the organization are to build internamdcrstanding through a conscious effort to appreciate
1 hloms of other countries and to analyze and criticize,
t•nstructive manner, the foreign policies of our own
lln<.mt. A recent delegation from Harding won . the
l 11 trophies at the first Mid-South Model United Nations
do·d by more than thirty colleges and universities.
Tlaf' Florence Cathcart Chapter of Future Teachers of
rln~ aims to stimulate the interests of prospective teach-'
In professional problems. Affiliated with the national
ntt.ntion, the local chapter is one of the largest FTA
11 in t he state and a number of its members have served
tli t <-' officers.
\ Tempo aims to stimulate interest in musical activities.
•'roup holds periodic discussions of musical topics, prerecitals and provides performers requested by off1•11!1 groups.
'/'he Home Economics Club encourages professional int in home economics. The local elub holds membership
Uu• state and national Home Economics Association.
'/'he Art Club offers opportunity for those interested in
nnd creative design to work together and discuss problems
·unmon interest.
'fhe Poetry Club affords to those interested in writing
1 ry periods for discussion and criticism and occasionally
I ·h!!hes a small volume of verse.
The Camera Club encourages artistry in the use of the
t wra and cooperates with the student publications in suplvang needed photography. Members of this club have
•''IS to the well-equipped darkroom in Ganus Student
ntor.

Harding's A Cappella Chorus is heard on over 180 radio stations.

Student Publications
The Bison, the college weekly newspaper, is edited and
published by students. The paper has won numerous awards
in the competitive events sponsored by the Arkansas College
Press Association.
The Petit Jean, the college annual, is published in the
spring of each year by a staff chosen by the editor and business manager who have been previously selected from the
senior class.

Harding University

Lecture and Lyceum Series
Each year lecturers from outstanding universities and
unatic and concert artists of national reputation are
•lught to the campus for presentation to the College and the
1mmunity.
1

1
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Social Clubs
Women's and men's social clubs have been organized t
provide for students a wholesome social life with opportutu
ties to develop leadership abilities and cooperative attitudo•
Club activities include regular meetings, informal parti •
banquets and outings. It is the college policy that each
student receive an invitation to membership in a social cluh

39

General Regulations
tho a ims of Harding College is to maintain and
lutstian standards of life. In all matters pertainonnl conduct, students are expected to behave as
lie citizens in a Christian community. A student's
' for admission to the institution implies his ac(i 1 tho objectives and regulations of the College.
Any
"o is antagonistic to the spirit of the College and
not intend to support its policies should not
1 ho College aims to have its discipline firm, reason1 "tympathetic. It reserves the right to dismiss a
. honever in its judgment the general welfare of the
l ·II seems to require such action.
l 11 I •nts a re responsible for reading and observing all
l>!lll in the Student Handbook.
The following basic
t (111'1 are designed to contribute to the welfare of each

t.

,,,,.ses
llu College believes that a knowledge of the Bible and

ciation of its teachings constitute the foundation
adtling happy and useful lives. Therefore, each student
•llrcd each semester to enroll in a course in Bible or in
r·• oved course in a related field.

rIll'

Rhodes Memorial Field House is center of indoor sports.

Athletics
Harding provides an active program of intramural athletics for both men and women. The physical education
program, in which a large percentage of students participate,
is planned to obtain maximum values in health and recreation. Regular schedules of sports are arranged throughout
the year and every student is given an opportunity to take
part. Among the major activities are intramural football, softball, baseball, basketball, volleyball, tennis and track and
field events. The excellent and varied facilities of Rhodes
Memor-ial Field House, the indoor swimming pool and a
skating rink are used extensively throughout the year for
recreational purposes. Harding does not engage in intercollegiate competition.

Harding University

I Attendance
OttO of the most important periods of the day is the
1 I service which draws faculty and students together

common experience. The quiet devotional period is
'' d by programs which are designed to stimulate in' tual, religious and aesthetic development. Each student
•ruired to attend daily chapel.

•• h Attendance
Students are required to attend church services each
••llty morning and evening.

Resident Students
Local students are expected to observe college regula'"' while on campus and when participating in college
It vi ties.
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Resident Students
Boarding students are required to room in the colt.
dormitories. Exception to this regulation must be appro
by the President.

' mnnel Office is responsible for the college calen'rclination and supervision of student activities
ntcnance and general oversight of the residence
11ldition, this office provides vocational guidance for

Student Marriages
Students who marry secretly or who falsify their ma
status automatically sever their relationship with the
Tobacco
The College discourages the use of tobacco.
dents are not permitted to smoke. Men must confine the
smoking to their own dormitory rooms or to the room c
another student who smokes.

•·mont Office keeps in constant touch with schools,
nnd businesses, and assists students in finding
pn· itions. The demand for Harding graduates for
!i ftf responsibility is greater than the institution can
!I

Visiting
Permission to spend week-ends away from the vu•u u.11•
requires that the written consent of parents or guardians
sent directly to the dormitory officials. Students are not pc
mitted to remain off campus overnight with friends in

Health Program provides within the registration
rallowing services for all students:
t·

Moral Conduct
Drinking, gambling, hazing, obscene literature and pi
tures and profanity are not consistent with the
standards of a Christian institution. Students are expec~to•
to recognize this fact and govern themselves accordingly.

Personnel Services
Personnel services are available to each student to
him in his total development. Major services include
t.ration, orientation, individual testing and counseling
cording to student needs.

Counseling Service
Each student is assigned to a faculty member who
as his advisor for both academic and personal
Freshmen and sophomores are generally assigned to
division counselors. At the end of the sophomore year stu·
dents are counselled by the depar tment chairmen in their
respective major fields of interest. The Personnel Office,
maintains a cumulative folder of information on each student.

Harding University

~

A physical examination at the beginning of the
in which the student enters.
Emergency and accident care which can be ade-

l ly administered in the college infirmary.

:t

Surgery fee for an acute attack of appendicitis.

1. Hospitalization in the college infirmary upon
mmendation of the college nurse. Since hospitaliza'' beyond our own infirmary service is not included,
,rfC'nts are advised to obtain insurance for more com' honsive coverage.
~mallpox vaccination is a requisite to entrance.
I fc>alth service does not cover cost of drugs, extensive
lfdllat ions, X-rays, dental care or medical attention for
r nic illnesses or accidents, including those incurred in
h•n tnry activities such as intramural sports and outings,
t I· h require the services of a physician or outside hospitali' •tn. These services may be arranged through the nurse
11 the student will be expected to pay the additional cost.
A student may select his own physician in consultation
'h the Health Service. The College does not assume finan,J responsibility for medical service arranged by the
ul nt. Financial responsibility of the College for health
•,. ice ends with the termination of one's student status.
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- ..-..., .~,.~~ 'itcmding
hi lt•nt who has completed certain work at a recog-

1

~·u

or university may be admitted to Harding Col-

t, ndvanced standing. Candidates for admission
1 • t•nt to the Office of Admissions a transcript of
•lnnd college work, and the regular admission forms .
dull{ College reserves the right to evaluate a student's
Jll nnd t o accept only such courses as meet the re_,....,, 1 t established for graduation. Not more than three
f 'ollege work or 96 semester hours will be accepted
I .,nduation. For graduates of junior colleges not
ll 111 68 semester hours of credit may be transferred.
1 ',. onting transfer credit from non-accredited institul , .. have their work evaluated by special examination
tt.. basis of satisfactory work completed in residence.
A .l::hology class in a ction.

Academic Information
Admission
Harding College desires to admit students who are
qualified to contribute to the college env ironment and can
benefit from the opportunities offered. An applicant' s eligibility is decided in terms of academic preparation, character,
educational interests and ability to do college work.
Application forms for admission to Harding College
may be obtained from the Office of Admissions. Each candidate should become acquainted with the objectives and regulations of the College. It is strongly urged for prompt action
that applications for admission be submitted by March 15.
None should be later than July 15. A transcript will ultimately be required, but do not wait till the end of your school
year to make application. A room deposit of $10 should accompany the application. Married students desiring an apartment should send a deposit of $15.
Graduates of accredited high schools, or non-graduates
w ith 15 acceptable units, may meet the academic requirement
for admission by presenting an official transcript. Applicants
from unaccredited high schools, or those with fewer than
15 acceptable high school credits, may m eet entrance requirements by passing certain psychological and achievement
tests.
·

Harding University

Art studios are modern, well equipped and well staffed.

l••1nce Tests
1-~nch

freshman is required to take a series of tests as a
of his orientation program. Test results are made availto the student's counselor to assist in guiding the student
1 h selection of courses, the recognition and removal of
•'-nesses and the selection of fields of interests compatible
t h nbility and previous preparation.
A student falling too
on t he psychological test will be given probationary status
tal he demonstrates ability to do college work.
1
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HEGULATIONS

Classification of Students

1 tlions. A sufficient number of examinations, inf nnl, a re given during a semester to provide a

Regular students carrying 12 or more hours per semc·
who have met entrance requirements are classified as
men. Those having 27 hours of college credit at the be~
ning of any semester are classified as sophomores. Th
with 60 hours are juniors. Those with 87 hours are sen i1
The necessary scholarship must be maintained at each lo'
Non-degree students who do not meet entrance
but who wish to enroll in certain courses for personal devel1
ment may, upon approval of the Dean, be admitted as
students.

Academic Regulations
Class and Chapel Attendance. Admission to college
plie!: that the student will observe the regulations of
school in regard to class and chapel attendance. Regul
attendance and participation in classroom activities are
sary for the attainment of a student's educational
Regular chapel attendance contributes to his moral,
and intellectual growth.
I£ the College should find that the student does not ·
to meet his responsibilities for attendance at classes
chapel, he will be asked to withdraw.
Class Changes. No student is permitted to change
leave a class without the approval of the instructor, the
selor and the Dean. Any student changing a class will
charged a fee of $1.00 unless the change is required by
institution. Class changes are not permitted after the thi
week of any semester except for unusual circumstances
only with the approval of the instructor, counselor and
Dean.
No charge is made for dropping a class. Any
dropped without the unanimous approval of the ·
counselor and Dean will be marked F. Even though nA·rmlillol
sion is given, a failure is recorded if the student is below
ing grade in the course at the time it is dropped.
Late Enrollment. Students enrolling after the day s
fm· rP-~istration are charged a late enrollment fee of $5.0Q;
The amount of course work to be carried is also reduced a ec
cording to the time of entrance.
Enrollment is not permitted after the third week of the
fall and spring semesters and after the first week of either
summer term. Exceptions to this regulation must be ap
proved by the instructor, the counselor and the Dean.

Harding University
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~ bnsis for grades.

Students are expected to take
'ICheduled examinations. If a student misses an
I ' because of illness confirmed by the college
f, nily physician, participation in a college activity
by the faculty sponsor or other cause sanctioned
1 trar, a make-up examination may be arranged at
uwnce of the instructor. In an emergency a student
mted permission to take a final examination out of
hcdule only by permission of the instructor and the
I by the payment of $1.00 examination fee.
I'

and Grades. Reports of semester and midr r.crades are sent to parents or guardians. A report
lt1factory work may be sent at any time.
I,.,Jurship or achievement of the student in each course
~ •;cd a s follows:
Jl·rts

Excellent or outstanding
Good to superior
C' - Average
U-Below average, the lowest passing mark
f~onditional failure, removable by second examination
P-Failure
S--Satisfactory, but without reference to the quality
of achievement
! -Incomplete
W-Withdrawn with approval and passing grade
I

I •nay be given only when the student has been unable to
·l••te a course for reasons which in the judgment of the
actor have been unavoidable. Incompletes must be red the following semester. Those not completed within
pccified time automatically become F.

Oefinition of Semester Hour. A semester hour of credit
mes one hour of recitation or lecture per week for 18
!1. Two or three hours of laboratory work are equivalent
•:'lC hour of recitation.
Honors and Honor Points. In order to determine the
lent's scholarship level, the following points are assigned
each hour of the indicated grade: A 4 · B 3· C 2 · D 1·
I•' and S , 0.
' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
Students who achieve a scholastic level of 3.30 points
rang their entire college course are graduated "cum laude."
ose with an average of 3.60 are graduated "magna cum
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· oddng 22 to 28 hours must limit their load to
·r purposes of registration, however, the Dean
t ucJcnts to vary one hour from this schedule.
whose scholarship level for the semester
su· ceding is 3.00 may carry 18 hours of credit.
t•niors whose scholarship level for the semester
Ia .tOO m ay carry 19 hours of credit.

laude." Those who have an average
"summa cum laude."

Scholarship Levels. Students are urged to keep t
scholarship levels as high as possible. The grade-)"
average is the ratio of grade points achieved to the h
carried during the semester. Those falling below a speca
grade-point average will be placed on scholastic probnl
This average for the different classifications of student.
as follows:
Freshmen ................................................. ...................
Sophomores ..................... ..... ......................................
Juniors ..... ... ....................... .............. ...........................
Seniors .......... ......... ... ................ .................... .... ..........

Amount of Work. The normal course load is 16 hou
per semester. Students who work for part of their expe~s41
are restricted in the amount of course work to be carried
Those working 18 to 21 hours a week may enroll for only 1l

Harding University

Requirements for Degrees

1.50
1 .65
1.90
2.00

If a student falls below his specified level, his colcin~lft1411•
or the scholarship committee will advise with him. If he
below the level the following semester he will be placed
scholastic probation. A student may remove this n.-nn•n•by achieving a semester grade average above the pro
level. If a student on scholastic probation fails, in the
ment of the scholarship committee, to show satisfactory
provement in his work, he will be asked to withdraw from
College. A student who fails in more than 50 per cent of
hours for which he is enrolled may be asked to
from the College. One who has been asked to withdraw
cause of low scholarship may be permitted to re-enroll
bationally after the lapse of one semester.
A student on scholastic probation, or one whose
tive grade-point average is below 2.00, will be
·
more than the normal load. When a student
~c1.~u~a:n•
probation, he is not permitted to represent the .''u'u"'"""'
extracurricular activity, such as chorus trips, r~~h~4-, ....
dramatic productions and student publications. This
tion also applies to a student who, in a given semester,
below his specified average unless he has a cumulative
age of not less than 2.00.
The College will attempt to notify both the student
his parents regarding the student's scholarship
·
The student, however, is at all times personally re~;o~.;•n~u•
for maintaining proper academic standards.
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liege confers the following degrees : Bachelor of
h lnr of Science, Master of Arts in Bible and
fn'lt.cr of Religious Education, and Master of Teachl.fttion to achieving a satisfactory scholastic record
~ "' for any degree must be of good moral character.
11 must have faculty approval to attain senior status.
t • first semester of his senior year a degree candidate
nt to the Dean a formal application for graduation.
r

u/ Arts and Bachelor of Science Degrees

Bachelor's degree requires the completion of 128
hours of work, at least 32 of which must be in
_ .....,!!c• 11nd not less than 15 of these in the senior year.
·•11tisfy the requirements in General Education listed
• 110. Forty-five hours must be in advanced level
The student must have an average scholarship level
II\ his major field and in all work presented for grad1'' cific requirements for each departmental major are

I preceding the description of courses for the departUnl~ss otherwise s~ated the degree conferred upon
•nplet10n of the curnculum of any department is the
lur of Arts.

Organization of Curriculum
I ho college program is divided into two phases: The
I

•. l Education Requirements and the Major and Minor
of Concentration.

, lnl<?r~ation concerning th~. degree of Master of Arts in Bible
Hchg10n and Master of Rehg1ous Education consult the Graduate
ool of Bible and Religion bulletin. For information about the
Teaching degree see the bulletin, A Fifth-year Graduate
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who complete Chemistry 111 and Physics
•nive Physical Science 102.

The General Education Program
The complex circumstances of our times requin
understanding of basic principles in the areas which r•
our lives most closely. The sciences give insigh t into tho
of life and of the physical world and suggest how theso 1
be related to the advancement of human welfare. Liternt
philosophy and the creative arts reveal the ideas and cone•
which have inspired man and helped to build our
culture. History and social science present the
!.It
men to meet their basic social problems and point the
to better understandings. These disciplines with a knowlt
of one's own nature and relation to his Creator should ena•l
the student to arrive at wholesome attitudes toward the wo
in which he lives and his responsibilities to man and to C
The General Education requirements are designed to (1. 1
all students these basic understandings, to develop
essential and fundamental skills which all should possess
to furnish a broad foundation of knowledge for ad
level courses. They are as follows:
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

Understanding Religious and Spiritual
Values: Bible 101, 102 .................................................. 2
Understanding the Human and Creative Spirit:
1. The means of communicat ion:
English 101-102 and Speech 101 ...................... ...... 9
2. The creative spirit:
Art 101, Music 101, English 201, 202 .. .... ...... .. ...... 10
Understanding the Living World:
1. The world of life: Biology 101-102 ......... ......... ...... 6
2. Health and recreat ion:
Physical Education 103, 203 .................................... 6
Understa nding the Physical World:
1. The la nguage of mathematics:
Ma thematics 101 or a more advanced course ........ 3
2. The physical world:
Physical Science 101, 102 ........................................ 4
Understa nding the Social World:
1. The American scene:
Social Science 101, 102, 103 .. .................... .... .......... 6
2. World affairs and international relations:
Social Science 201, 202 .............. .............................. 6
Understanding Human Behavior:
Psychology 201 .... . .. .. .... ... .. .. ..... .. .. .... . ... ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3
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rn l Education program is normally designed
uum and sophomore years. The student may be
n nny specific course requirement if he can
I hy a proficiency test that he already possesses
I ' to be sought in the course. Exemption based
ncy t est carries no credit.
11

f' uor Fields of Concentration

the second semester of the sophomore year and
t) .. ,n the beginning of the junior year the student
I to choose a field of concentration which normally
f 1 departmental major of 30 to 40 semester hours
11•1r of at least 18 hours. In a departmental major
t r hours and in the accompanying minor six h ours
n advanced level courses.

th• case of students who have made a choice of a voca11' ofession for which there is no established depart-

' 1jor, a special field of concentration may be ar-

t 1lh t he assistance of the counselor and the approval
11• . m and the chairmen of the departments concerned.
,d area major the student must complete a minimum
l•uurs in the area, 24 of which must be in advanced
•llt·ses. A minor is not required of those who elect a
•ron major.
I" nddition to the General Education courses and certain
'bed courses in the major and minor fields, other
nre selected by the student with the approval of his
• lor . The prescribed courses for each major and min or
u·o listed with the offerings.

Suggested Programs
Students who have not definitely decided upon a pro••m or a purpose toward which to direct their education
find it advantageous to complete as rapidly as possible
prescribed work in General Education. Counselors will
11 to outline study programs to fit individual needs but
rollowing is a suggested schedule of courses for the f~esh
•1\ and sophomore years.
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First Year

Semester Hours
Art 101 .................................. 2
Biology 101-102 .................... 6
*English 101-102 .................... 6
Mathematics 101 or elective.. 3
Music 101 .............................. 2
Physical Education 103 ........ 3
*Social Science 101, 102, 103.. 6
Speech 101 ...... .. .. .. .... .. .......... 3
*Bible 101,102 ........................ 2

51
Second Year
0

English 201,202
Mathematics 101 or electivo.
Physical Education 203 ......
Physical Science 101, 102 ..
Psychology 201 ................... ..
0
Social Science 201, 202 ........
0
Bible 201, 202 ....................... .
Electives ................................

interested in clerical, secretarial or office
JlOSitions may elect either the one-year or the
rminal programs.

h .

One-Year Program
tudonts with no prior training in secretarial science
Second Semester
Spring

33
* Must be included in the Freshman year.
o Must be included in the Sophomore year.

Semester Hours
101 .. ...... 3
1 •lucation 105 ........ 2
md Business 108.. 3
11nd Business 112.. 3
1 •lucation

)Ill .............................. 3

l<·nco 101 .................. 2
101 ................................. 1

Semester Hours
Business Education 102 .......... 3
Business Education 106 .......... 2
Business Education 116 .......... 2
Business Education 117 .. .. .. .. .. 3
Business Education 217 .......... 2
Social Science 102, 103 .......... 4
Bible 102 .................................. 1

17

17

r those with prior training in shorthand or typewriting
Spring

Students who have a definite profession in mind
find it necessary to postpone some of the General
courses and to replace them with beginning courses in
major fields. The following pages outline a number of
gested plans for professional or pre-professional
Changes should not be made in these programs without tho
approval of the counselor. For specific requirements a student
seeking a professional degree is advised to consult with his
pre-professional advisor the most recent catalog of the in·
stitution from which he intends to graduate. The advisor
for the pre-professional courses in agriculture, dentistry,
medicine and medical technology is the chairman of the
Biological Science Department; in architecture and engineering, the chairman of the Physical Scien ce Department; in law
and social work , the chairman of the Social Science Department.

Harding University

Semester Hours
Education 102 or
................................. 3
Education 106 or
................................... 2
niCS and Business 108.. 3
•niCS and Business 112 .. 3
... 101 .................... .......... 3
I Science 101 .. .... ............ 2
101 .................................. 1

Semester Hours
Business Education 102 or
103 ........................................ 3
Business Education 106 or
107 ........................................ 2
Business Education 116 .. ... ..... 2
Business Education 117 .......... 3
Business Education 217 .. .. .. .. .. 2
Social Science 102, 103 .......... 4
Bible 102 .................................. 1

17

17

Two-Year Program
First Year

taU

Semester Hours
"''" Education 101 or

H•1

.... ....................................

n<'SS Education 105 or
l)tj ... .....................................

nomics and Business 108..
·hsh 101 ..............................
. ,J Science 101, 102 ..........
.J 101 ............................. .....

3

2
3
3
4
1

16

Semester Hours
Spring
Art or Music 101 .................... 2
Business Education 102 or
103 ........................................ 3
Business Educat ion 106 or
107 ........................................ 2
*English 102 .............................. 3
Speech 101 ... ...... ..................... 3
*Social Science 103 .................. 2
*Bible 102 .................................. 1
16
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Second Year

\'I'!ON

Spring

Fall
Semester Hours
Accounting 205 .. .. .. ... .. .. ..... .. .. 3
Business Education 103 .......... 3
Business Education 107 ........ 2
Economics and Business 112.. 3
Economics 201 ..... .. .. .... .. .. .... ... 3
Economics and Business 315 .. 3
Bible 201 .................................. 1

Semester
Accounting 206 .. ... ... ...... .. ...... ..
Business Education 116 ........
Business Education 117 ........
Business Education 217 ........
Economics 202 . .. .. .... .. .. .. .... ... ..
Business Education 317 ........
Bible 202 ..................................

.r

3
2

3
2
3
3
1
17

18

Students interested in teaching business education
jects should complete the four-year degree program.

those majoring in elementary education the follow-

t h suggested program:
Vror

Second Year

Semester Hours
Music 101 .................... 2
y 101-102 ...................... 6
h 101-102 ...................... 6
h rnntics 101 ....... ............. 3
ll5-116 ........................ 4
•II Education 103 ........ 3
' Science 101, 102, 103 .. 6
101, 102 ........................ 2

Four-Year Degree Program
Semester Hours
Art 101 .................................... 2
Biology 101, 102 ...................... 6
Business Education 105-106107 .................................... 2-6
Economics and Business 112.. 3
English 101, 102 .................... 6
Music 101 ................................ 2
Social Science 101, 102, 103 .. 6
Bible 101, 102 .................. ........ 2

32

Semester
Business Education 101,
102 .................................... 3-6
Business Education 116 ........ 2
Business Education 117 ..... .. . 3
Economics 201, 202 . .. ... ... . .. .. .. 6
English 201, 202 . .................. 6
Social Science 201, 202 ........ 6
Speech 101 ............... ............... 3
Bible 201, 202 ......... ............... 2
31-34

29- 33
Must be included in Freshman year.

32

, I Year

Fourth Year

Semester Hours
'11 ) , 212 .......................... 4
ttion 360 ........................ 3
ttion 361 ........................ 5
'I lphy 212 ........................ 3
•r 11l Education 203 ........ 3
~ology 203 or
lurntion 250 .................... 3
hology 307 ... .... .. ... ... ... .. .. 3

Semester Hours
Education 362 ................. ....... 5
Education 320 or 375 ............ 2
Education 310 or 317 or 410.. 3
Education 441 ........................ 6
Bible ........................................ 4
Electives, include courses
to complete a minor ..........10

......................................... 4
'IVCS

.. ................................

6

34

30

Fourth Year

Third Year
Semester Hours
Accounting 205-206 .... .. .. .... .. .. 6
Business Education 103 ... ..... 3
Business Education 217 ........ 2
Business Education 250 ........ 2
Economics and Business 315.. 3
Economics and Business 322.. 3
Education 301 ........................ 3
Physical Science 101, 102 .... 4
Physical Education 103 ........ 3
Psychology 201 .. ... .. .. .... .. ...... . 3
Bible ........................................ 4
36

Semester
Business Education 317 ........ 3
Economics and Business 255.. 3
Economics and Business 330.. 3
Economics and Business 356.. 3
Education 305 ...... .... .............. 5
Education 451 .. .. .. .. .. .... . .. .. .... . 6
Education 317, 320 or 375 .. 2-3
Psychology 307 .. .. .. ......... ....... 3
Physical Education 203 .......... 3
Bible .......................................... 4
34-35

Students may be exempt from Business Education 101, 102 and
iness Education 105, 106 if they can pass proficiency examinations.

Harding University

Semester Hours
Art or Music 101 .................... 2
Education 204 ..... ...... ............. 3
Education 250 or
Psychology 203 .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . .. 3
English 201, 202 ..... .......... ..... 6
Physical Science 101, 102 .... 4
Psychology 201 .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. 3
Social Science 201, 202 ........ 6
Speech 101 .............................. 3
Bible 201, 202 ........................ 2

Second Year

First Year

*
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l' he following program is arranged for those preparing
tJOr in secondary education:
·~ Year

Second Year

Semester Hours
101 .. .................................. 2
nKY 101-102 .. .................... 6
lash 101-102 ..................... . 6
I~ 101 ................................ 2
· h!'mat ics 101 .. ...... ......... ... 3
hology 201 .. .................. .... 3
I Science 101-102-103 .... 6
·~h 101 .............................. 3
In 101, 102 .. .. .. ..... .. ........ ... 2

Semester Hours
English 201, 202 ................ ...... 6
Physical Education 103 .. ...... 3
Physical Science 101, 102 ...... 4
Psychology 203 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3
Social Science 201, 202 .. ... .. .. . 6
Bible 201, 202 ......... .... .......... ... 2
Electives .. .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. 7-9
31-33

33
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t• .tching majors must complete Biology 101-102 and

Third Year

Fourth Year

Semester Hours
Education 301 .. ............. ... ...... 3
Education 305 ....... ....... ......... . 5
Education 317 ...... ... ..... ... ..... .. 3
Education 320 or 375 ...... ...... 2
Physical Education 203 . ...... . .. 2
Psychology 307 ..... . ....... . ....... .. . 3
Bible ........................................ 4
Electives include courses in
two teaching fields .. ........ .. 9

Semester
Education one course elected
from 321-327 .................... .
Education 431 ........................
Education 451 ...................... ..
Psychology 351 ................... ..
Bible .......................................... t
Electives include courses to
complete two teaching
fields .. .................... ...... 11-1

31

I

r

of Science)

Second Year
Semester Hours

Semester Hours

Second Year

Semester Hours
Art 101 .................................... 2
Art 117, 118 ............................ 6
English 101-102 ...................... 6
Home Economics 101, 102 .... 6
Mathematics 101 .... ................ 3
Physical Education 103 . .. .. .. ... 1
Social Science 101, 102, 103 .. 6
Bible 101, 102 .......................... 2

Semester
Chemistry 111-112 ................
English 201, 202 ................ ....
Home Economics 114,
201, 202 ................................
Psychology 201 ........................
Social Science 201, 202 ........
Bible 201, 202 ..........................

8
G
8
3
6

2

33

,., . .. ..................................
I
101-102 ......................
h 101-102 ........................
~:Conomics 102 ..............
mntics 101 ....................
101 ................................
' Science 101, 102, 103 ..
h 101 ................................
101, 102 ..........................

2
6
6
3
3
2
6
3
2

Chemistry 111-112 ............. .....
English 201, 202 .. ... ...... .........
Home Economics 114, 201 ....
Physical Education ................
Physcial Science 101, 102 ......
Social Science 201, 202 ..........
Bible 201, 202 ..........................

8
6
5
1
4
6
2

32

33

Third Year

Fourth Year

Semester Hours
Biology 271, 275 ...................... 8
Education 301 ..... .. ................. 3
Home Economics 103 or 303.. 3
Home Economics 312, 323 .... 6
Music 101 ................................ 2
Physical Science 101 .............. 2
Psychology 203 .. .... .. .. .... .. .... .. 3
Speech 101 .. .... .. .. ..... .. .. ..... .. .. .. 3
Electives .................................... 3

Semester
Education 305, 451 ................10
Home Economics 313,
324, 331-332, 405 .............. 15
Physical Education 203 .......... 3
Electives ...... ............................ 4
32

33

Deviations from the General Education requirements:
for teaching majors, Biology 271 and 275 are taken in
of Biology 101-102; Home Economics 114 is substituted
the lecture part of Physical Education 103; and
Science 102 is waived.

Harding University

'rt TIONAL MANAGEMENT AND DIETETICS

~~.o~~~;

First Year

32

• aonce 102, but may omit Education 301, 305 and
a • Economics 405 and the two-hour lecture part of
I I «lucation 203. Sociology 255 may be substituted for
; 203. Such students may elect not more than six
,J hours in home economics.

• following program prepares the student for positions
tutional management, dietetics and related fields.

HOME ECONOMICS (Bachelor of Science)
The following program is arranged for those
to teach home economics.

55

Fourth Year

I ul Year

Semester Hours

Semester Hours
"iiY 271, 275 ...................... 8

tomics and Business
lll-202 .................................. 6
no Economics 331-332,
I \3 ........................................ 9
•leal Education 203 .......... 1
t•hology 201 ........................ 3
lives•• .............................. 5

Chemistry 301, 324 ...... .. .. .... .. 7
Home Economics 313, 324,
335, 336, 405 ........................15
Psychology 307 .. .... ........ ... ....... 3
Electives .................................... 7
32

32
• Home Economics 114 takes the place of the lectures in Physical
Education 103.
• • Accounting 205 is strongly recommended.
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MUSIC EDUCATION

/I I'T'ECTURE

Those planning to teach music should follow for 1
first two years the curriculum below. The program for I
junior and senior years will be outlined by the chairman
the department.

n

57

1 planning a career in architecture, architectural
or regional and city planning should expect to
"N\rs to complete a degree.

' !

who transfer to Louisiana State University may

tho requirements for the degree in Architectural

Second Year

First Year
Semester Hours
Art 101 ......... .......................... .
Biology 101-102 .......... .... ...... ..
English 101-102 .... .. ......... ..... ..
Music 111-112 ........................
Piano 101 ................. ...............
Social Science 101, 102, 103 ..
Voice 101 .......... ......................
Bible 101, 102 . .. ....... ........ ... ...

2
6
6
8
2
6
2
2

English 201, 202 ............. ...... .
Mathematics 101 ....................
Music 131, 132, 251-252 ..... .lO
Physical Education 103 ........ 8
Physical Science 101, 102* .. 4
Piano 102 ................................ 2
Speech 101 .............................. 3
Voice 102 ................................ 2
Bible 201, 202 . ............. ........ .. 2

34

*

One or both courses in Physical Science may be postponed to
third year to be taken with the remaining General Educatar
Course in Psychology 201.

in two years and a summer term after finishing
mg two-year course here, provided no grade of D
I on work to be transferred.
Second Year
Semester Hours
································ 2
111-112 ................ 8
101-102 ······················ 6
olics 151, 152, 153 ....10
• arnce 101 ...... ... ..... .. 2
101 .............................. 3
101, 102 .......................... 2

r

Piano and voice majors should consult with the chairman
of the department.

Students planning agriculture as a vocation or profession
may take one year or in certain instances two years of pro
agricultural training at Harding. The following is the sug·
gested arrangement of courses.
Second Year

First Year
Semester Hours
Biology 101-102, 104-105 ......
Chemistry 111-112 ................
English 101-102 ... ...... .. ...........
Social Science, 101, 102, 103..
Speech 101 ...... ........ ................
Bible 101, 102 ..........................

8
8
6
6
3
2

Semester Houn
Biology 271, 313 . . ... ..... ... ....... ..
Chemistry 151, 301 ... .............
English 201, 202 . ........ . ........ . ...
Psychology 201 .. . ........ ... ... .... . ..
Social Science 201, 202 ........
Bible 201, 202 ..........................

7
8
6
3
6
2

32
33

Harding University

Art 221-222 .............................. 4
Chemistry 151 ... .. ....... ........ ... . 4
Mathematics 251-252 ............ 8
Physics 201-202 ...................... 8
Social Science 102, 103 .. ... ... 4
Bible 201, 202 . .. ......... . .. ...... .. ... 2
30

33

!NTISTRY

PRE-AGRICULTURE

*

Semester Hours

Sociology 203, 204 are recommended for transfer to the University
of Arkansas or Arkansas State College.

I•· minimum entrance requirement of most schools of
• rv is three years of college work with a scholastic

. of 2.50 for all work transferred.

Preference is fre-

e · l{iven to those who hold the Bachelor's degree. Stu·vho wish to obtain a degree before entering dental
'lhould select as their major either chemistry or bioI 11cience and include those courses listed below. Those
' t'lh to transfer after three years should follow the
alum here outlined. Upon request Harding will confer
hC'lor of Science degree with a major in biological
. on students who follow the suggested program out1 u1d who successfully complete two years in an approved
I of dentistry.
·1 udents transferring to the School of Dentistry, St.

University or the University of Kansas City, should

·h•tc the following courses.
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HARDING
Second Year

First Year
Semester Hours
Biology 101-102, 104-105 ...... 8
English 101-102 ... ...... ........... .. 6
Art or Music 101 ...... ... ........... 2
Physical Education 103 .......... 1
Physical Science 101 .............. 2
Social Science 101, 102, 103 .. 6
Speech 101 ................................ 3
Bible 101, 102 ............... ......... 2
Electives .................................... 2

Semester I
Chemistry 111-112 ......... ....
English 201, 202 ............... .. ,
Mathematics 151, 152 ........ ..
Physical Education 203 ........ ..
Psychology 201 ....................... .
Social Science 201, 202 ..........
Bible 201, 202 ..........................

!aboral arts education is considered the best preJH · paration. Students are advised to elect a conl l m in social science and to take as much work as
I m English composition and speech. Those who expect
r lnw school after the completion of the junior year
I m ultimately to receive the Bachelor of Arts degree
I Curding should consult the chairman of the Dent of Social Science concerning their program of
Upon request Harding will confer a Bachelor of Arts
on students who follow the suggested program and
•u·cessfully complete two years of work in an approved
I uf law.

32
Third Year

Semester Hours
Biology 263 . . ........ ... .......... ..... 3
Chemistry 151, 301-302 ...... 12
German 101-102 ...................... 6
Physics 201-202 ...................... 8
Electives ...... ... ................ ......... 4

\fF:DICAL TECHNOLOGY

33

PRE-ENGINEERING
The following is a suggested two-year program
students who plan to transfer to schools of engineering.
First Year

Second Year

Semester Hours
Chemistry 111-112 .. .... .......... 8
English 101-102 ........... ........... 6
Mathematics 151, 152, 153 ....10
Physical Education 103 .......... 1
Social Science 101 . ........ ... ...... 2
Speech 101 .... ..................... ..... 3
Bible 101, 102 .......................... 2

Semester

Art 221-222 .............................. 4
Chemistry 151 ........................ 4
Economics and Business*
201-202 .............. .................... G
Mathematics 251-252 ............ 8
Physical Education 203 . ....... .. 1
Physics 201-202 ...................... 8
Bible 201, 202 .......................... 2

32

*

33
Chemical engineering majors should substitute Chemistry 252.

Chemical engineering majors who do not object to sp,en1~
ing additional time to meet specific requirements may
a third year before transferring. The following program
suggested:
Third Year
Semester Hours
Chemistry 301-302,
343, 351-352 ........................17
Physics 351 or 354 ........ 3 or 5
Electives* .................... 12 or 10

*

Harding University
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32
Should include Economics and Business 201- 202 if not taken
earlier.

;tudents who wish to prepare for this field of service
• hoose either a two or a three-year preparatory course.
who carry the three-year course may so arrange their
' s here as to receive the Bachelor of Science degree in
acal science from this institution upon the satisfactory
l•lction of their work in an approved school of technology.
Students choosing the minimum two-year course should
" the outline below.
f'\tot Year

Second Year
Semester Hours

·logy 101-102, 104-105 ........
• mistry 111-112 ..................
·llsh 101-102 ......................
to! •'hematics 152 ......................
II\I Science 101, 102, 103 ..
hie 101, 102 ...... ....................

8

8
6
3
6
2

33

Semester Hours
Chemistry 151, 252 ................
Chemistry 301-302 ..................
Physical Education 103 ..........
Physics 201- 202 ......................
Psychology 201 .. ... ...... .. .... .... .. .
Bible 201, 202 ..........................

8
8
1
8
3
2

30

Those choosing the three-year program may spread the
·· nces over a longer period and include the required General
ucntion courses for the degree. The following plan is
•tmmended.
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First Year

Second Year

Semester Hours

Semester Hours
Biology 101-102, 104-105 ........
Chemistry 111-112 ................
English 101-102 ......................
Physical Science 101 ..............
Physical Education 103 ..........
Social Science 101, 102, 103 ..
Bible 101, 102 ..........................

8
8
6
2
1
6
2

61
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HARDING

ic 101 ....................
lll-112 ················
llll-102 ······················
·1<-s 152 ....................
' J~ducation 103 ..........
~cicnce 101 . .............
•·nee 101, 102, 103 ..
101 ······························
101, 102 ··························
' 1

Art 101 ................................ ..

Chemistry 151, 252 .............. ..
English 201, 202 ....................
Mathematics 151, 152 ..........
Music 101 ............................. .
Social Science 201, 202 ......... .
Speech 101 ........................... ..
Bible 201, 202 ........................

2
8
6
3
1
2
6
3
2

Second Year
Semester Hours
Art or Music 101 .................. ..
Biology 101-102, 104-105 ......
Chemistry 151, 252 ................
English 201, 202 ..... ...............
Physical Education 203 ..........
Social Science 201, 202 .. ........
Bible 201, 202 ......... ............. ....

33

33

2
8
7
6
1
6
2

32

Third Year
Semester Hours
Third Year

Biology 251-252 ........... ...........
Chemistry 301-302 ................
German 101-102 ......................
Psychology 201 . ............ ..... ... ...
Physics 201-202 ......................
Electives ... ... ... .... .. ........ .. .........

Semester Hours
Biology 271 .......... ........ ..... ... ....
Chemistry 301-302 ................
German 101-102 . ...................
Physical Education 203 ..........
Physics 201-202 ......................
Psychology 201 . . ............. .........
Electives ..................................

4
8
6
1
8
3
4

6
8
6
3
8
4

35

/11/A RMACY
I udents of pharmacy may complete two years of their
l~<•a·c.

The following courses will meet the requirements
lrnission to the University of Arkansas School of Phar-

34

PRE-MEDICINE
Semester Hours

Most schools o£ medicine require a m1mmum
years of college work with a 3 .50 grade average for a.u.L.U.L<><>>v,. _
Preference is frequently given to those holding the .u"''"'·"'"J'
degree. Students who wish to complete the
Science degree before transferring to medical school
choose biological science or chemistry as their major
concentration. Upon request Harding will confer a .u"'"'"'"'"'r•
of Science degree with a major i n biological science on
dents who follow the suggested program outlined and
successfully complete two years in an approved school
medicine.
The following courses are designed to meet the requirements of the University of Arkansas School of Medicine.

Harding University

y 101-102, 104-105 ...... 8
1

try 111-112 ..... ..... ...... 8

h 101-102 ······················
···matics 151, 152 ............
... 11 Education 103 ..........
I Science 101 ............. .....
101, 102 ..........................

'I

6
7
1
2
2

34

Second Year
Semester Hours
Chemistry 151, 252 .. .... ...... ..
Chemistry 301-302 ................
Economics and Business
201 ········································
Physical Education 203 ..........
Physics 201-202 ......................
Social Science 102, 103 ........
Bible 201, 202 ..........................

8
8
3
1
8
4
2

34

l/OLOGY

The following program is recommended for those preto major in psychology and education with emphasis
• mentary education.
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Second Year

First Year

Courses of Instruction

Semester Hours
Art 101 .............. ......................
Biology 101, 102 ....... .. ...... ... ..
English 101-102 ..... ...............
Music 101 ....... .......... ...............
Mathematics 101 ..... ......... ......
Physical Education 103 .. ......
Psychology 201 ............. .. .......
Social Science 101, 102, 103 ..
Bible 101, 102 ....... ........... ......

2
6
6
2
3
3
3
6
2

English 201, 202
Music 115, 116 .................... .
Physical Education 203 .......
Physical Science 101,102 .. ..
Psychology 203 .................... ..
Social Science 201, 202 ....... .
Speech 101 ............................. .
Bible 201, 202 ...................... ..
Electives ................................. .

33

Fourth Year

Third Year
Semester Hours
Art 211, 212 ........ ....... ... ..... .... . 4
Educat ion 204, 360 .. ... ..... ... ... 6
Geography 212 ........................ 3
Psychology 205 ..... . ....... . ........ .. 2
Psychology 250 or 325 .. .... 2 -3
Psychology 322 .. . ....... .. ....... .. . 2
Psychology 323 .. ... ..... ... .... .. ... 2
Bible ..................................... ... 4
Electives (include courses
in one academic minor) .. 2-3

Semester
Education 361 or 362 ........... .
Education 451 ....................... .
Psychology (Electives) ...... 5
Bible ....... .................................
Electives (includes courses
to complete one academic
minor) ............................ 9-l

27--29

SOCIAL WORK
Most positions in social service require a
college course with a 2.50 scholarship average and one
two years of graduate training in a school of social
Students may choose as their undergraduate major any
of interest such as home economics, psychology or the
sciences, but must complete a total of 30 hours in at
three of the following subjects: economics, political scJ.enO'III•
psychology and sociology.
TEACHING
Students preparing to teach have three choices in
to preparation: (1) They may major in their chosen ~ ~~J--~~
matter teaching fields and take the minimum hours in .,uUI•·tion and psychology (usually 18-20) to meet
quirements; or (2) major in education as outlined
and take just enough subject matter to certify in two
ing fields; or (3) take a broader foundation of subject
ter in their undergaduate work and reserve most or all
the courses in education and psychology for the
Graduate Program for the Master of Teaching Degree.
preparing to teach home economics must major in
department.

Harding University
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following pages list the courses of instr uction for
end 1956-57. All courses will be offered as cataloged
I rrltmts justify. Courses offered "on demand" or "on
nl demand" are so indicated. When a course is desigollered on alternate years, in general the course with
t nlternates and the year the course is to be offered

t•·<l.
•r courses which must be taken in sequence, the first
• prerequisite to the second, are designated by joining
'' ·.c numbers for the two successive semesters by a
r, .g., English 101-102. Year courses which need not
c 11 in sequence are designated by separating the course
by a comma; e.g., Art 331, 332.
•urses numbered 100-199 are for freshmen; 200-299
11homores; 300-399 for juniors; and 400-499 for seniors.
numbered 250-299 taken by second-semester sopho• JUniors and seniors count as advanced credit. First' .-r• sophomores may receive advanced credit in these
provided they are preceded by a year of freshman
II\ the same subject. Courses numbered 250 or above
,f open to freshmen. Courses numbered 300-399 may
kc n by juniors and seniors only, except that second' ••r sophomores may enroll in these courses with the
r1t of the instructor and the department chairman.
numbered 400-499 are open only to seniors.
I ho semester hours credit which a course carries is
parentheses following the title of the course.
•~nglisb 331.

SHAKESPEARE.

(5)

Fall.

'ourse carries five semester hours credit and is offered
• fall semester.
llible 318. DANIEL AND REVELATION. (2 or 3) Spring.

c·ourse may be taken for either two or t hree hours credit
r offered in the spring semester.
Art 333.

demand.

ADVANCED ART IDSTORY.

(1-4)

Offered on

course may be taken for one to four hours credit either
•· ter.
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IIIIAND DRAWING AND COMPOSITION. (3) Spring. Intro!lrnwing in various media. Studio work in drawing and com<lblcms. Five studio hours per week.

History 301, 302. UNITED STATES InSTORY. (3,3) Fall,
Spring.

Either course may be taken for three hours credit as
uled. History 301 is not a prerequisite to History 302.
Mathematics 251-252.

CALCULUS.

( 4,4)

I l" IN CLOTHING. (3) Fall. Color and design as related to
nd designing a wardrobe. Individual projects.

.,..,l!il.,.

Fall, Spring.
Ill' IN THE HOME.

( 3) Spring. Home plans and architectural
• <'lion and care of furnishings and accessories, individual and
1 "ricnces in specific problems.

Each course carries four hours credit and must be taken
sequence.

INTRODUCTION TO PAINTING.

Art 201-202. INTRODUCTION TO PAINTING. (2 or 3,
2 or 3) Fall, Spring.

udio hours per week.

Either course may be taken for two or three hours credit
must be taken in sequence.

Offered

Prerequisites: 103, 104 or consent of

ART EDUCATION. (2,2) Fall, Spring. An introduction to
·hlc•ms of art education and methods of teaching art in the
t .ry school. Projects designed and executed by students.

Art
Professor:
Instructor:

(2 or 3, 2 or 3)

•11!. Creative experiences in water color, tempera and oil. Four

TECHNICAL DRAWING. (2,2) Fall, Spring. Basic problems
'eng designed for both general students and students needing
1•rofessional drawing. Use of instruments, geometrical problems
•ous projections.

Elizabeth B. Mason, Chairman
Herbert Prentice Dean

The Department of Art is designed to enrich the
understanding of all students, to develop greater n"''"t;,~; ,..n.t
in the arts, to supply the art training required by other
partments and to prepare teachers of art. Many
requiring no special ability are open to all students and
recommended as electives.

c t:RAMICS. (3) Fall. Materials and techniques involved in
· with clay. Class projects with clay in slab, coil and wheel
'•· glazing and firing.

Major: 30 hours of art including courses 103 or
331, 332, 375 and a senior exhibit. Those planning to
art in public schools must complete 18 hours of
work in education and psychology.

:0.11. COMMERCIAL ART. (2,2) Fall, Spring. Beginning problems
• rcises in lettering, advertising, layout, design and techniques.

I

Minor: 18 hours of art including six hours of
credit.

1.12.

101. ART APPRECIATION. (2) Fall, Spring. The principles
lying the beauty and worth of artistic creation-form, nrc1ncort.ion.
mood, tone, and other techniques. The principles of art are also
to the same principles in other realms such as music and literature
give the student an understanding of the principles which underlie
creative art.
103. VISUAL FUNDAMENTALS. (3) Fall. Art orientation u><;Iu•e>a survey of color, design, technique, theory and current trends.

Harding University

INDEPENDENT STUDY. (2-6) Offered on demand. Supervised
tunl work may be undertaken in the fields of print graphics, cellld water color.

HISTORIC COSTUME DESIGN. (3) Fall. Fashions of today
through historic background. Wardrobe problems and stage cosPrerequisite: 117 or consent of the instructor.
ART InSTORY. (3,3) Fall, Spring. A study of art from
to ric to the present day with emphasis on Western Art.

.\OVANCED ART InSTORY. (1-4) Offered on demand. Indestudy in art history for qualified students. Prerequisites: 331,
od consent of the instructor.
,,~

INDEPENDENT STUDY. (3-9) Offered on demand. Provides opfor the well qualified student to do supervised individual work
· field of his special interest. Concentration is permitted in the
mg areas: color theory, etching, sculpture, portrait painting and
• rlucat ion. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
onl~y
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Bible, Religion and Philosophy
Professors:

W. B. West, Jr., Chairman
James D. Bales
Fount William Mattox
Associate Professorss William Bryan Barton, Jr.
Jack Pearl Lewis
Earl Irvin West
Assistant Professors: Conard Hays
Andy T. Ritchie
Donald Rae Sime
Assisting from other departments:
Professors:
William Leslie Burke
Jack Wood Sears
Evan Ulrey
The aims of the Department of Bible, Religion and
losophy are to teach students the Bible as the will of God
men and Jesus Christ as the supreme revelation of God
men, to prepare students for special and vocational Christ
s_ervice,_ to d~velop in all students a Christian philosophy
hfe wh:ch. Will enable them to relate all learning and lifo
the Chnstlan Way and to prepare those interested in ~>~·"....'•"•
study in Bible and religion.
For yur~oses of a balanced and more adequate -t,.,,,..,...,.
courses m Bible and religion are divided into four
Biblical, doctrinal, historical and practical.
Major in Bible and Religion: Minimum 30 hours·
mum 40 including 18 hours of advanced work. A ~"''....uu.•u•
of 12 hours must be in the Biblical field with not
6 hours in each of the other three fields - doctrinal
cal an~ pra~tica~. One year of Greek is required.
'
Mmor m Bible and Religion: 21 hours with a
of 12 in the Biblical field and the remaining 9 hourss.....u.~b......j.ue.cut.u"'
the approval of the department chairman. Six of the
hours must be advanced work.
Major in Biblical Languages: See page 75.

BIBLICAL DIVISION
Old Testament
101. THE OLD TESTAMENT. (1) Fall. A brief historical study ~
the Old Testament; selected books and passages are given speci
attention in order to learn the message of the Old Testament for il.l
day and for today.
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IIIBUCAL WORLD. (2) Fall. A historical and religious
orld conditions in Biblical times with special attention to
nd religious conditions in Palestine.
• \\ ISH IDSTORY. (2 or 3) Fall. History of the Jewish people
inning to the founding of the nation and their contribution
tlizations.
.II \\ ISH HISTORY. (2 or 3) Spring. Continuation of Jewish
I ...m the founding of the nation to its restoration from Babylo1 avity.
11, HEBREW PROPHETS. (2 or 3)
Fall. The prophetic
ut the Jewish people, with their social, religious and historical
ond t he importance of their message to that period and to
mcs.
fll UREW POETRY AND WISDOM LITERATURE. (2 or 3) Spring.
'tns, Proverbs, Song of Songs, Lamentations, ~cclesiastes arl:d
•ho light of their historical backgrounds, e~pecrally the poet~c
lum literature of the ancient Near East; therr message for therr
I for t oday.

IIIE NEW TESTAMENT. (1) Spring. A historical study of
Innings of Christ ianity from the birth of the Christ to the close
ftrst century. Selected passages from the gospels, Acts and the
are studied to present Christ, His mission, His message and
arch a s revealed in the New Testament.
I.I FE AND TEACIDNGS OF JESUS. {1) Fall. The four gospels;
11ttention to Matthew; emphasis on the character and teachings

1

ACTS AND THE EPISTLES OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. (1)
· The New Testament churches in their congregational expressions
n lhe lives of individual Christians as revealed in the book of Acts
•ho epistles of the New Testament.
THE FOUR GOSPELS. (2 or 3) Fall. The origin, characteristics
, ••lationships of the four gospels; content and message of the four
Is.

ACTS AND CORINTIDANS. (2 or 3) Fall.. Historical back''tls; "introduction; the founding and expansion of the early church,
·, ms and their solutions in the Corinthian church; study of the
of Acts and First and Second Corinthians.
GALATIANS AND ROMANS. (2 or 3) Spring. Historical backand of the Galatian churches and the Roman church; the themes
nlh let ters; exegesis of the text.
SELECTED EPISTLES OF PAUL. (2 or 3) Fall. Alternates with
offered 1956-57. First and Second Thessalonians, Philippians,
· sians Philemon, Ephesians, First Timothy, Titus and Second
nthy; historical setting; introduction to each book with its individu~
•ures; common relations in setting, thought and life; content; exposrn of selected passages.
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316. HEBREWS AND THE GENERAL EPISTLES. (2 or 3)
Alternates with 314; offered 1955-56. Historical background, in•
tion, content and exposition of selected passages.

"AL DIVISION

318. DANIEL AND REVELATION. (2 or 3) Spring. Historic
ting, introduction, including apocalyptic pattern and message,
and exposition of selected passages.

t ,INNING PREPARATION OF THE CHRISTIAN MINISTER_. (1)
,, . r attit udes toward the ministry are presented. G!lldance
tho beginning preacher should know and do; preparat1on and
.• sermons.

DOCTRINAL DIVISION
107. SPECIAL BffiLE STUDY. (1)
interpretation; special Bible topics.

Spring.

PREPARATION AND DEUVERY OF SERMO~S. (2,2) . Fall,
Tho fundamental principles of sermon prepara~10n and delive~y;
1 1ng and preaching of sermons under the gmdance of the m . ilh his evaluation and that of the members of the class.

320. IUSTORY OF CHRISTIAN THOUGHT. (2) Fall. Alternat
322; offered 1956-57. The development of Christian thought fron
sub-apostolic age to the present; special attention to outstanding I •
and major doctrines.

II F. MINISTER AND IUS WORK. (2 or 3) Spring. Motiyes,
md work as a Christian servant; practi~ aspects of preac~;
of wor k and proper use of time; preparmg for and conductmg
, weddings and visitations.

322. THE KINGDOM OF GOD. (2) Fall. Alternates with 320; o((
1956-57. The Kingdom of God in prophecy, its nature, its laws anrl
consummation.

I'I'RSONAL EVANGEUSM. (2) Spring. Motives and meth?ds
onnl evangelism. The appreciation of Jesus and the early Chrlstpcrsonal evangelists.

324. EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY. (2 or 3) Fall. Special emph
on the credentials of Christ as constituting the heart of Christian
dence.
326. SYSTEMATIC CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. (2 or 3) Spring.
Biblical doctrine of God, Christ, the Holy Spirit, man, the atonemc
the church, the Christian life and eschatology.

JESUS THE MASTER TEACHER. (2-3) Spring. Jesus as an
for Christian educators; his qualifications, curriculum and teach" thods.

1.111

328. CHURCHES AND CREEDS. (2) Fall. The distinctive aoctrlnel
of modern Protestantism and Roman Catholicism in the light
New Testament; the question of authority in religion.

·rHE WORSHIP OF THE CHURCH. (2 or 3 ) Fall. Objectives and
ms of private and congrega~ioz:a! wors~p. The relationship of
1p to life. Improving leadership m worship.

329. MODERN REUGIOUS CULTS. (2) Spring. The origin,
beliefs and characteristics of the more significant cult movements
America.

IRSTORY AND Al~ALYSIS OF RELIGIOUS MUSIC. (2-3) Spring.
o•w and Christian music, hymn writers and hymns and an evaluaof hymns adaptable to the worship of the church.

HISTORICAL DIVISION
330. CHRISTIAN MISSIONS IN IUSTORY. (2) Fall. Selected st udi
in the expansion of Christianity, the development of various missionar
endeavors, insights into the problems and methods of Christian m ission
as viewed from their historical perspective.
332. CHRISTIANITY AND WORLD CULTURE. (2) Spring. The wor~
of the church as seen in the perspective of historical and present-da)'
social change, revolution and cultural conflicts as observed and ex
perienced both overseas and in the United States.

rk of the Church
111 THE WORK OF THE LOCAL CHURCH. (2 or 3) Fall.
1 uro, objectives, government and work of the local church.

THE EDUCATIONAL WORK OF THE LOCAL CHURCH. (2 or 3)
The church as an educational agency; the church schoo~ ve:sus the
"'lay school; supervision; aims, curricula, methods, orgaruzabon and
t~nistration of the church school.

335. CHURCH IUSTORY. (2 or 3) Fall. The history of the church
from the close of the apostolic age to the reformation led by Martin
Luther.

'1.

336. CHURCH HISTORY. (2 or 3) Spring. The Protestant Reforma·
tion. Origin, growth and expansion of Protestant denominations. History
of the Restoration Movement in America.

, 1.

Harding University

The

THE CHURCH AND THE CHILDR~. (2 or 3) Fall. The cl:ild
.J his religious needs. Special emphasiS on the methods and mater1als
ilable to parents a nd teachers who guide their spiritual growth.

THE CHURCH AND THE YOUNG PEO~LE. ( ~or 3) Sp~ing. The
ung people and their religious needs Wlth spec1al emphas1s on t he
. thods and materials available to church school teachers.
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PHILOSOPHY

majors may elect either the Bachelor of Arts
For the general science

)II lor of Science program.

201, 202. INTRODUCTION TO PIDL
philosophies underlying ancient and OSO:HY. (3,3) . Fall, ~~~
nature, man, personal condu
mo ern values, mcludm!·
to Christian principles.
ct, moral standards and their r('

1R0

250. CHRISTIAN ETIDCS (3) F 1
.
dations of human condu '
a _1. Ethical theory and mo
good; moral imperatives~ as stated m the Bible. Problems o( ,
320.

IDSTORY OF CHRISTIAN THOUGHT. See Bible 320.

324.

EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY. See Bible 324.

326.

SYSTEMATIC CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.

See Bible 326.

Approved Related Courses
Greek 251.

THE GOSPEL OF JOHN.

Greek 252.

THE GOSPEL OF MARK.

Greek 301.

ROMANS.

105 can be waived on recommendation of the department.

Greek 302.

ACTS OF APOSTLES.

Greek 303.

I AND II TIMOTHY AND TITUS.

Greek 304.

JAMES, I AND II PETER, AND JUDE.

Greek 306.

WORD STUDY IN THE NEW TESTAMENT.

Hebrew 303, 304.
Hebrew 305.

Speech 351.

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE. (3,3) Fall, Spring. An investigan s urvey, of the "strategy and tactics" of science and of the
(lntributions of biology to modern man. The major areas of
• tion are the dynamics of living things with particular emphasis
Jlhysiology and nutrition of man; the relationships among the
·• '{nnisms with emphasis on conservation; and heredity, eugenics
•lulion. Three lecture- demonstration-discussion periods per week.
o

READINGS IN THE HEBREW BIBLE.

ln:'l, LABORATORY BIOLOGY. (1,1) Fall, Spring, A laboratory
o rnl biology designed to complement the basic course.
Three hours
• • k. Prerequisite or co-requisite: 101-102.

WORD STUDY IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

Philosophy 250.

CHRISTIAN ETIDCS.

•

NATURE STUDY.

ORAL INTERPRETATION OF LITERATURE.

Biological Science
Professor:

77.

(Go.chelor of Arts): 30 hours of biological science
· 11 1-102, 104-105* and 18 hours of advanced work.
, (Bachelor of Science) : 30 hours in biological
h1ding 101-102, 104-105* and 18 hours of advanced
hours in two other sciences (chemistry, physics or
lie'!) ; 6 hours in a fourth science and additional
t ho four fields to total 67 hours.
(Geology or another
I cicnce may be substituted for one of the supporting
) One year of German or French or a reading proIf\ one of the languages, demonstrated by examina,,•quired.
Unor: 18 hours in biological science including 101-102,
• nnd 6 hours of advanced work.

d S
oo
ears, Chairman
Assistant Professors: John Bell Lasater
William Clark Stevens
The Department of B' 1 · I S .
meet the following object' IO .o~wa
<;Ience is . designed to
of biological science as ~v~s . o provide a basic knowledge
cation; to train teachers of ec.essar~ part o~ General Edu.
graduate study and to pre
bw~o~[' to eqmp students for
d_e ntistry, nursing, medica}a~e u Ients to pu~su.e medicine,
s1ons.
ec no ogy and Similar profes-

I

Spring. Lectures and field trips.

· .~2.

COMPARATIVE MORPHOLOGY OF THE VERTEBRATES.
Fall, Spring. An intensive comparative study of fossil and coni<lrar y vertebrates. First semester laboratory is concerned with
'lmphioxus, lamprey, dogfish and nect urus. The second semester
ntory is devoted to the dissection of the cat. Two lectures and
hours laboratory per week. Prerequisite: 101-102.
1

Jack W

h

(2)

I ADVANCED BOTANY. (3) Fall. Alternates with 325; offered
••·57. An intensive study of the plant kingdom with special emphasis
rlassification, anatomy and life history of each major group. Two
o ures and three hours laboratory per week.
Prerequisite: 101-102.
ol, VERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY. (3) Spring. Alternates with
lo offered 1956-57. The fundamental facts and processes of develop-

nt from germ-cell formation to the completed, free-living organism.

·o lectures and three hours laboratory per week. Prerequisite: 101~

Harding University
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271. BACTERIOLOGY. (4) Fall. The history of bacterioloa.
ology and morphology of bacteria, techniques of isolating and 1
ing bacteria, uses of and knowledge of bacteria in human affair
lectures and six hours laboratory per week. Prerequisite: 10 1
Chemistry 111-112.
275. HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. ( 4) Spring
structure, function, relationships and physiological processes
various parts of the human body. Three lectures and thr
laboratory per week. Prerequisite: 101-102 or Chemistry 111-11."

,
I
f

803. HUMAN HEREDITY. (3) Spring. Alternates with 313;
1957-58. Facts and principles of heredity as applied to human
ance, variation, selection and eugenics. Prerequisite: 101-102.
311. INVERTEBRATE BIOLOGY AND PARASITOLOGY. (3)
The classification, morphology, life history and physiology of t ,
invertebrates except the insects. Attention is given to the n,.,,,.. ,,,.,.
man. Two hours lecture and three hours laboratory per week.
to complement 101-102 and 251-252. Prerequisite: 101-102.
813. ENTOMOLOGY..... (3) Spring. Alternates with 303; offered 1
57. The structure, classification, life history, physiology and econ•
importance of insects with special reference to those of this region.
hours lecture and three hours laboratory per week. Prerequisite: I
102.
323. FIELD BIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY. (3) Spring. Alternates
263; offered 1957-58. The principal plant and animal groups of '
region; their classification and r elationship to physical and
environments. Two lectures and three hours laboratory or
trip per week. Prerequisite: 101-102.
325. PLANT PHYSIOLOGY. (3) Fall.
1957-58. The functioning of the different tissues and organs of 1
higher plants. Two lectures and three hours laboratory
Prerequisites: 104-105 or 256 and Chemistry 111-112.
410. MICROLOGY. (2) Offered on demand. The preparation c
microscope slides of cells and tissues. Emphasis is given to a !
simple and established techniques. Prerequisit;e: Consent of the instru•
tor.
420. READINGS IN BIOLOGY. (1-3) Offered on demand. An ind
pendent study or t utorial course for biology majors to fill any dell
ciencies in their biological backgrounds. Prerequisite: Consent of th
instructor.
450. SEMINAR IN THE HISTORY OF BIOLOGY. (2) Offered on
sufficient demand. Backgrounds and development of biological thought
and investigation. Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.

Harding University
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ltCS AND BUSINESS

Economics, Business and Political Science
Frank L. Holmes, Chairman &
Director of the School of
American Studies
Joseph D. Fenn
James A. Hedrick
Richard F. Staar
1 CJCiate Professors: Richard C. Baker
Pattie Jo Fenn
istant Professors: James N. Davis, Jr.
J ames Roy Ott
Melchior Palyi
1.. cial Lecturer:
he curricula of the department provide basic education
llomics and government, terminal and degree programs
•ness education a general course in business and degree
•IllS in accounting, economics, political scienc~ _
and
tffairs. In addition, the department offers a spec1ahzed
•rn of study for a limited number of advanced students
ltng to pursue leadership careers in business managelaw and government service.
t'lf80rS:

Bachelor of Arts Degree
unting
·
Mnjor: 30 hours in accounting with the followmg sup~~~ courses : Economics and Business 108, 201-202, 255;
'16 and 368.
.
Minor: 18 hours of approved work in accountmg plus
1ullowing courses in Economic and Business: 108, 201,
In addition, the election of 202, 316, 255 and 368 1s
mmended.
1 rtess Education
.
Ma jor: 54 h ours including Accounting 205-206, Busmess
,, ntion 101-2-3, 105-6-7, 116, 117, 217, 317 and Ecoacs and Business 108, 112, 201-202, 315-3~6 and the
aining hours in advan ced courses. Those planrung to teach
ness education subjects in the secondary schools of. Arf• '\S must complete a minimum of 18 hours of prescribed
1 k in psychology and education to be certified. Those pla~
' to teach in other states, however, should consult t~e1r
t'.lors or the Chairman of the Department of EducatiOn
•corning the requirements for certification. The department
., offers one-year and two-year terminal programs. For
·r.ccsted cu rricula see pages 42-43.
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Economics
Major: 30 hour~ _in economics including 201-202,
354, 38~ and 15 additiOnal hours of advanced credit plu

J.'UNDAMENTALS OF ACCOUNTING. (3,3) Fall, Spring.
accounting theory, practice and simple analysis; applicaangle proprietorships, partnerships and corporations. Prereq' o-requisite: Economics and Business 108.

ry

suppo~mg ~ours of acceptable work in political sc

Amencan history and sociology. Accounting 205-20G
Economics and Business 322 are recommended.
.
Minor: 18 hours of approved economics courses inrl
mg 201-202, 255 and 8 additional hours of advanced dcp
mental credit.

General Business
Major: 40 hours of course work including Accoun1
205-206, Business Education 250 and Economics and Busi
108, ~1_2, 201-202, 255, 315-316, 322, 342, 353 or 368 and
remammg hours in advanced departmental credit.

Political Science
Major: 3~ ~ours in political science including 250, 2
300, 301: A mmi_mum of 18 hours in comparative governmc
and. f~re1gn affairs and 12 hours in American government,
a mmimum of 18 hours in American government and 12 hou
in comparative government and foreign affairs are
Minor: 18 hours of political science including 250 2.l
300 and 301 and six additional hours of approved cour~es.

Bachelor of Science Degree
Business Administration
Major: 54 hours of approved course work includin
Accounting 205-206, Economics and Business 108, 112, 201
202, ~55, 315-316, 322, 368 and the remaining 21 hours
work m advanced departmental credit.

Public Affairs
.
~ajor: 5~ hours of approved work in political scien
mcl~dm~ ~ocxal Science 201, 202; 36 hours of advanced
credit Withm the department or in related fields plus 12 hour•
of a modern foreign language.

Harding University

INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING. (3,3) Fall, Spring. Analysis
rstanding of accounting theory and practice; the preparation
rpretation of operating statements and reports of partnerships
J>Orations, including such items as capital stock transactions,
Inventories and reserves. Prerequisite: 205-206.

I·

cOST ACCOUNTING. (3) Fall. Alternates with 307; offered
Ellements of production under the job cost, process cost and
·l cost systems; inventorying of materials; payrolls and taxes;
, wage plans and other related topics. Prerequisite: 205-206.
H:DERAL TAXATION. (3) Spring. Broad coverage of the
lax structure; preparation of declarations and returns for indipartnerships and corporations; gross and net income; captial
nd losses; allowable deductions; estates and trusts. Prerequisite:
C'ORPORATION ACCOUNTING.
(3)
Fall. Alternate years;
I 1956-57. Problems peculiar to the corporation resulting from
I of ownership, capital structure and legal characteristics; bonds;
o•d and common stocks; surplus; responsibilities to customers,
and community. Prerequisite: 205-206.
ADVANCED ACCOUNTING. (4) Spring. Alternate years; offered
•7. Coverage of the more complex problems; development of
•nting theory and practice; partnerships; venture accounts; parent
ubsidiary consolidations; compound interest and annuities; conlions and mergers. Prerequisite: 301.
PRINCIPLES OF AUDITING. (3) Fall. Alternate years; offered
58. Audit theory and procedure; internal control; detailed audit;
11ination of financial statements; working papers and reports; audiopinion; professional standards and ethics; practice audit case.
· quisite: 301.
GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING. (3) Spring. Alternate years;
I'd 1957-58. Accounting principles and practices as adapted to
• 1cipalities and other governing units; account ing for funds and their
· ·nditures; asset and liability accounts; report and statements. Pre' usite: 205-206.
C.P.A. PROBLEMS.
(3) Offered on sufficient demand. C.P.A.
rnination problems in accounting theory, practices, cost, auditing,
. "' and business law. Prerequisites: 351 and approval of department
arman.
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Business Education

res and Business

101. BEGINNING SHORTHAND. (3) Fall. Principles of
Shorthand Simplified. Presentation of theory with exttensivc
in reading and writing.

ECONOMICS.

(2)

Fall,

Spring

and

Summer.

The

r

•lllll concepts underlying the American economy and a brief

102. INTERME~I~TE SHORTHAND. (3) Fall, Spring. A rc~
fundamental prmciples, followed by assignments which st ress
accu:~cy, fluency, and vocabulary. Introduction to transcript ion
requ!Slte: 101 or equivalent ability.

IATHEMATICS OF FINANCE. (3) Fall. Simple and compound
11inking funds, depreciation, theory of probability applicable to
. annuities, net and gross life insurance premiums, mortality
nd some work on the elements of statistics.

103.. ADYANCED SHORTHAND. (3) Spring. Extensive dir•
pract1c7 J.? speeds. over 100 wpm. Emphasis on the improve!Xlr
transcnpt10n techruques and speed. Prerequisite: 102.

IIUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION. (3) Fall.
purpose, function, types and organizational structure of business.
•ton, personnel, marketing, risk and problems of supervision.

uf other economic systems. (Required of all freshmen.)

BEGIN~G TY~EWRI~G. (2) Fall. Introduction to
bo~rd and basic operative techmques. Practice in personal and ro
off~c.e problems. Open only to students with no prior training in ,

105.

PRINCIPLES OF ..ECONOMICS. (3,3) Fall, Spring. The
•wntal theories of economics and their application to the prob•1 production, distribution, money, wages, rent, profits, taxation,
•pending and international trade. Prerequisites: Social Science
J.

writmg.

10~. INTERMEDIAT~ TY~EWRITING.

(2)

Fall, Spring.

Pracll•

off~ce problems; contml!atlon of speed and accuracy drills. Emphar.•

INTRODUCTORY STATISTICS. (3) Spring. A mathematical
opment of the basic techniques of statistics. Problems of collection
onalysis of data, averages, sampling, graphics, frequency distribuindex numbers and related topics. Prerequisite: 108 or Mathe151.

office standards of achievement. Prerequisite: 105 or equivalent ah
107. ADVANCED ~EWRITING. (2) Fall, Spring. Occupatt
competence and product10n skills. Special attention to accuracy
speed on manual and electric machines. Prerequisite: 106.
116. BUSINESS ENGLISH. (2) Spring. Principles of English Gr
mar,. sn~ax, us~g~ and co~position applied to written business co
mumca~u;ms. T:t:~mmg on var10us forms of business letters. Prerequi
Typewntmg abihty and English 101.

BUSINESS LAW. (3,3) Fall, Spring. Alternate years;
, d 1956-57. History of legal development; organization of courts
11dministrative agencies; legal principles involved in the law of
•·y, bailments, bankruptcy, carriers, contracts, corporations, creditrights, mortgages and liens, insurance, negotiable instruments,
n •rships, real property, sales, suretyship, torts and trusts.

117•. Office Machi.nes. and Filing. ( 3) Fall, Spring. Lecture, d emo
strat10n and practice m the use of modern office machines; key-dri\
and .rotary cal~ulators; f.~ll-~eyboard. and 10-key adding-listing m achin
pos~mg machmes: . dupuca~mg eqmpment; dictating and transcriblr
equipm~nt; and fi!mg eqmpment. Prerequisite: Math 101 or Busin
Economics 108 des1rable, typing ability at 40 wpm.

MONEY AND BANKING. (3) Fall. Current banking institutions
I practices, the relationship between the Federal Reserve System
I the commercial banking system, monetary theory and banking
nriples. Prerequisites: 201-202, Accounting 205-206.

217. OFFICE PRACTICE. (2) Spring. The duties of the modtr
office worker. Attention to personal appearance and personality trail

PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING. (3) Spring. Alternate years;
. red 1956-57. The solution of a variety of problems and cases inlving the selection of channels of distribution, product policies of
~nufacturers and middlemen, price and general marketing procedures.

1 16.

250: . BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS. (2) Spring or Fall The COil
position of effecti':'e busine~s letters and r eports. Modern ·correspond
ence forms .. Attent10n to ?-<;iJustment, credit-collection, sales and servir
and e~ecutlve report writmg. Prerequisite: English 101-102 B ·
Educat10n 116, typing ability.
• usm<'
317.

OFF1CE MANAGEMENT.

(3)

Spring

or

Fall.

Alternate year

o::~re~ 195.6-57. The administ;ative problems of an office: relation or

o Ice u~ct10ns to modern busmess procedures and management work
flow, .offrce lay-out and standards, employment problems equipm~nt and
supp1Ies.
'

Harding University

PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE. (3) Spring. Alteryears; offered 1956-57. Insurance principles, concepts, rate prolllgation, risk bearing and regulatory concepts and legislation as related
• t he fields of Fire, Casualty and Marine Insurance. Prerequisites:
11-202, Accounting 205-206.

11.

Ill

IS. ECONOMICS OF TRANSPORTATION. (3) Fall. Alternate years;
tfored 1957-58. Development of water, land and air transportation
terns. Economic regulation, rate-making and valuation problems.
'rorequisite: 201-202.
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340. PUBLIC UTILITY ECONOMICS. (3) Fall. Alternate )'c
1956-57. Franchise and other operating permits; dut!t
utilities; problems of rate, base, structure and composition; r
rate promulgation; intercorporate relationships; and govern
latory agencies and methods. Prerequisites: 201-202, Accountu

t , llUAL PSYCHOLOGY.

.tang.

Alternate years;
(3 ) Spring
EMENT
IC'iONNEL MANAG
• . ·
needed. to handle human
)7-58. Techniques. and P?l~cie~f leadership situations; busil•roblems involved m a dariet.Y
Includes organizational re' try, government. and e .u~a IOniacement, discharge and labor
employee selection, tra~Bi P Economics and Business 353
' Prerequisite: Psychology
.
d d
' ology 363 are strongly recommen e .

343. CORPORATION FINANCE..... (3) Fall. Alternate ycnr
1957-58. Forms of business organization including the prom
ganization, capitalization, expansion, r eorganization and !isf '
tions; management and financing of modern corporate forms of
enterprise. Prerequisites: 201-202, Accounting 205-206.

C THEORY. (3) Fall. Alter~ate. ye~s;
I' n :RMEDIATE ~CONOMI h
f production, price, distnbutwn,
'1;,6-57.
Analysis
of
the
t
income, output and ~mpfry
oym~nt · Prerequisites: 12 hours of
and consent of the mstructor.
.

345. INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND FINANCE. (3) Spring. Alt
years; offered 1956-57. International and interregional trade; frc
dislocated currencies, tariffs, reciprocal commercial treaties and
topics. Interna tional money market, for eign investments and o
stabilization. Prerequisite: 342.

on demand. Students
I~I)EPENDENT RES~ARCH. (3). Offered
bilit and have clearly defined
monstrate ou~stan~ng scholas~{ bae gr1nted the right to wo~k on
nnal or vocational mter~sts lll be placed on research techmques

346. BUSINESS CYCLES. (3) Fall. Offered on demand. Major
and possible cont rols of business fluctuations.
Detailed e:x '
tion of the
theories of fluct uation. Monetary and fiscal cont rol
requisite:
322.

.dent research. Emp asls w . 't . Consent of the major adVISor
, ,.·cdures assignments. :r'rereqUIS~ ~. t. on
secured six weeks priOr to regiS ra 1 •

t"

•tal Science

352. INVESTMENTS. (3) Spring. Alternate years; offered 1!1..
The qualitative analysis approach to the problem of selective in
ments, risk determination, delimiting of risk, areas and fields of in
ment. Prerequisites: 201-202, Accounting 205-206.

io'UNDAMENTALS OF GOVERNMENT .
Social Science 102.

360. SOCIAL INSURANCE. (3) Fall. Alternate years; offered 1957-~
Economic aspects of legislative programs for old age, health, workman'•
compensation and unemployment insurance.

Harding University

(2)

Fall, Spring, Sum-

.••0

353. INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS. (3) Spring. Alternate years; otr~
1957-58. The conditions which give rise to the union movement, ,
ployer practices, techniques, mechanics and scope of collective bar11
ing; various approaches made by m anagement and labor to attain
dustrial peace. Emphasis on the American situation. Prerequisites: ll
201-202.

356. LABOR PROBLEMS. (3 ) Fall. Alternate years; offered 1956-r,
Current problems of unemployment, wages, leisure time, welfare bent
fits, productivity, labor unions, accidents, rehabilitation and collecti\
bargaining. Prerequisit e: 353.

See Psychology 363.

OUGHT (3 ) Spring. Alternate
U'ARATIVE ECONOMIC TH
s~cialism, communi~m and
, tl 1957-58. Capitalism! . state
hours in economics and
mic systems. PrereqUisites: 12

342. PUBLIC FINANCE. (3) Spring. Alternate years; offorr
Public expenditures, revenues and debts; their causes, distril
trends; tax principles, practices and burdens; production,
income distribution and prices. Prerequisite: 322.

354. HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT. (3) Spring. Altern,.
years; offered 1956-57. Development of economic thinking and econo,
ic systems, works of Marshall, Rousseau, Keynes, Muller, Marx e
others. Prerequisit e: 12 hours of economics.

79

SCIENCE

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS.

1 Science 202.

(3)

Fall, Spring, Summer. See
. .

VERNMENT ( 3) Fall. The ongm
NA!10~AL sys
GOtem, s truct~e of government, federal"" AMERICAN
American constltutlona
11 nd civil rights.

1

AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT. (3 ) Spring.
AMERICAN STATEd functions of state, city, county, town and
nature,
structure
an
ts
, ial district governmen
and their int errelationships.
TAIN AND FRANCE. (3) Fall. Alternate years;
GREAT BRI
. .
d
eration of governments and
'•·red 1956-57. The or.garuzatwnda~ op A survey of contemporary
.
. the United Kmgdom an
ance.
:nd French political issues and problems.

H),

~:i~~

ERMANY (3 ) Spring. Alternate years;
Ill. THE U.S.S.R. AND G
d. litics of the Soviet Union, We~t
lfcred 1956-57. The governmen~i· an ~o the East German Democratic
on Communist Party struci•·rman (Bonn) Fe~eral R~pu lC ~n .
Communist) Republic. Special emp a~ls uph
•ure and tactcs as well as political philosop y.
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320. FOREIGN POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES. (3) Fnll
nate years; offered 1957-58. A survey of current problems, im
study of courses of action. Position of the United States in work
techniques involved in the making of foreign policy and proc'
American diplomacy.
322. AMERICAN POLITICAL THEORY. (3) Fall. Alternate year
1957-58. American political thought from colonial times to thll 1
323. RECENT POLITICAL THOUGHT. (3) Spring. Alternatr
offered 1956-57. Major theories from the middle of the nineteen·
tury to the present, with emphasis upon the development of the J•
philosophies (Socialism, Democracy, Fascism and Communism ) ·
in Europe and America today. Analysis of t he conflict between
cracy and Authoritarianism.
324. PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION. (3) Fall. All·
years; offered 1956-57. The administrative processes of national,
and local governments.
325. GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS. (3) Spring. Alternate
offered 1957-58. Governmental regulation of business and the fotr
government al promotion and encouragement of business entll11
including the broad economics of public policy.
350. INTERNATIONAL LAW. (3) Fall. Alternate years;
1957-58. Fundamental principles governing conduct between
nature, sources and application; internat ional agreements; memb
in the international community; territory; nationality; jurisdict ion;
responsibility and international claims; force and war. (A stud
cases. )
351. INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION.
(3) Spring. Altt·•
years; offered 1957-58. Methods devised by states for dealing with t
common problems. Special attention to significant problems faced b~
United Nations and t h eir importance in current international relat•·
Structure, purpose and conditions affecting U. N. efficiency. Subordit
and related bodies.
352. THE BACKGROUND OF AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONALISM.
Fall. Alternate years; offered 1957-58. The origin and development
the American constitutional system from colonial days to 1876.
353. RECENT DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAIJSM
(3) Spring. Alternate years; offered 1957-58. Continuation of 352
the present.
354. AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTIES. ( 3) Fall.
offered 1956-57. The organization and practices of
electoral systems and campaign methods.
355. PUBLIC OPINION AND PROPAGANDA. (3 ) Spring. Alternat
years; offered 1956-57. The factors which influence public opiniiJ
how public opinion affects policy-making and execution, the probl
of measurement and the media, techniques and content of propaganda

Harding University
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\'!'ION
1 NIOR

SEMINAR.

(3)

Spring.

Alternate years; of~ered ~9.57-

,'1111 coordinating survey of the scope and method m political
well as bibliography and methods of research.
t'ltOBLEMS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE. (2-6) Offered on demand.
1 ndvanced student s wishing to co~centrate, through ~es:arch
inl s upervised reading, upon a particular. :probleJ?. Emp asis on
•10n to graduate work in the field of political science.

Education
l'rofessors:

Russell A. Lewis, Chairman
Leonard Lewis
\ssociate Professors: Edward G. Sewell
Calvin Stanley
. \ssistant Professor: Edwin M. Hughes
ft~tructor:
Florence M. Cathcart

Assisting from other
departments:
Professors:
William Knox Summitt
Richard Staar
'rhe objectives of the Department of E~ucation are to
r training in the art and science c;>f ~eachmg; to develop
understanding of the philosoph:y, prmc1p!es and methods of
u•otion; to provide actual teachmg expenence un~er sup~~
ann· to provide an understanding of human behavwr whiC
It h~lp students apply psychological principles to everyday
, problems and to prepare majors for graduate study.
Major with emphasis on elementary education: 36 hours
, 1cation including 204, 250, 360, 361, 362, 441, 320 or 375,
1f) or 317 or 410, and Psychology 203, 307, plus Art.s 2111 ', Music 115-116, Geography 212 and an approved mmor.
Minor: 20 hours including 204, 250 or 360, 361 or 362,
II and Psychology 203 or 307.
Major with emphasis on secondary education: 34 hours
,. luding 301, 305, 317, 320 or 375, 431, 451, one course from
'1-327, Psychology 203, 307, and 351 or. ~mo~her 3-h~mr
•urse in psychology, plus completi~:>n of. cert1f1catwn reqmre'' nts in two subject-matter teaching f1elds.
Minor : 20 hours including 301, 305, one course from
') l-327, 451, and Psychology 307.
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Minor in Education: 18 hours in education inolu
hours of advanced work.
Minor in Psychology: 18 hours in psychology
six hours of advanced work.

) C t "b t "on of audio-visual mater ill ! VISUAL .AIJ?S. (~ h on i~ ~t~ention to research litera, tonal obJectives Wit s~ec
d
f films records and
' governing t.he se~ectiOn e~fenc~s~e~essary 'for using the
, unity for manip~atiye expanization of visual and auditory
, nctice and ~ele.ction m org
ial rocedure of preparation
'uction, ap~hcatiOdn of ~n :-ssen\ th~ important audio-visual
.p, observation an eva ua IOn o
lltble.

Requirements for Certification
The Arkansas requirements for certification to I•
the elementary and in the high schools of the state llr•
able in a separate bulletin. Students desiring in{oro
concerning certification in other states should con( 1
members of the Department of Education.

t'IPLES AND TECHNIQUES OF COUNSELING.

The Fifth-Year Program leading to a degree of
of Teaching is designed to enlarge and strengthen Hnrd
offerings in teacher training. The plan is an attempt t o 1
the needs of prospective and experienced teachers who rc
nize the personal and professional benefits to be gained f
additional training in academic, cultural and profesNic
fields.
Specifically, the Fifth-Year Program offers teachen
administrators advanced training in subject-matter fields
in professional education. The work of the Fifth-Year I'
gram is concerned primarily with the field of teacher train.
The program is aimed at the needs of the classroom teach r
terms of knowledge and practices, certification requirem ·•
of State Departments of Education, salary-schedule incr
ments of Boards of Education and other advantages norm11ll
expected from a year of advanced study and a Master's d
gree.

AMERICA (3) Origin, developSCHOO~S I~. lement~ry schools; educatio~al
nd present status 0 pu ~c e
nization and administration
md practice as todthe futn~t~on, ~rgtdeas and concept s regarding
, ntary schools; fun amen a ISSU '
•.
of children of elementary school age.
1, 1"1on

tl EMENTARY

A t d of the various types
(3)
I'IULDREN'S LITERATl!RE.
Exte~hr/ reading required to
rurces of children's hterat~re.
wealth of material available
•lit the prospective tdeacher dwith ~e the t eaching of literat ure to
field; demonstrate proce ures
··n. Prerequisite: 204.

( 3 ) Directed observation on the
DIRECTED OBSERVATihON .. h t qualify for the 60 hour permit.
nt.ary level for those w o WIS . 0
' •luisites: 204 and Psychology 203.
(3) The reading program in the
1
...
in
' in reading and other ~edia ;t!ge~~ltb~o~~n~~ereJ in the light of
ltt\l work and developmen rea ..
best modern practice. PrereqUisites: 204.

~!~YC~:O~l, ~th~~~~~~~aterials val~able :~m~=!i~::S~ ~~=

203. PRINCIPLES OF CHILD GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT.
See Psychology 203.
(3)

See Psychology 307.

317. EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS. (3) The con
struction and use of achievement examinations with emphasis on teach
er-made tests. Primarily concerned with principles of test construction
identification and definition of objectives to be m easured, criteria ol
good achievement tests, descript ive statistics useful in the interpreta
tion of t est data including frequency of distribution, graphical methods,
measures of central tendency, variability, relationships, standards, scor~
and making and using norms. Prerequisites: 204 or 301 and Psychology
203 or 307.

Harding University

See

tu.ry

General Courses

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY.

(3)

~
al
N (2) A urvey of ancient, mediev
tORY OF EDU<?ATIO :
etati~n of the significant moven education with an Jnter:i cation Special notice given to
· have influenced mo ern . ulu
·d special fields of learn,f teaching, objectives, curnc um an

Fifth-Year Professional Program

807.

83

\ ltY EDUCATION

S AND SCIENCE (5) The meaning
TEACHING SOCI.AL ST~DIE d science in reiation to human and
1 importance of socia\ s~udih. ~r: a study of the experience unit; the
•ural resources and
a.bons
t' hing in both areas will be a vital
ticipation of the child m ~~ot . ~~ and 250 or 360.
t of this course. Prereqmsi es.

I

J

:e

AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION. (5)
·!. TEACHING ~RI~HMETIC "ect matter adapted to the needs and
lf'ction and org13;mz~tiOn ~~ su~~ hi~ total development; consideration
•crests of the c~ild m. rea IOn .
education in the lives of children
1
t the place ?f arithmet~0 ~d0 f~YSI~~g· emphasized functional uses and
ath emphasis upon met
eac. •t '. 204 and 250 or 360.
ial values in both areas. Prereqmsi es.

1
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410. ORGANIZATION OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.
analysis of the types of elementary school organization WI'
attention to those which influence the modern educational
Consideration of the qualifications, preparation and duties o( I'
er; grouping of pupils, elementary curriculum, evaluation o£ l'
program, class scheduling, pupil personnel and student acti\
search findings in this area will be considered and their BPI
emphasized.
Prerequisites: 204, 250 or 360, 361 or 362 and
logy 203 or 307.
421.

THE PROBLEMS OF TEACHING IN THE ELEMENTARY , ' f
The problems of teaching and learning and the functions of
ials and other resources in meeting such problems. Attention
selecting, producing, organizing using materials of instruction; 1
findings in this area will be considered and their applicatioJU
sized. Prerequisites: 204, 250 or 360, 361 or 362 and Psycholc
or 307.
(3)

441. DffiECTED OBSERVATION AND TEACHING IN THE
TARY SCHOOL. (6) Classroom teaching experiences are provl
obser:vation, critical analysis of lesson types and classroom pr()()<
funct1?nal room arrangements, r ecords, reports and directed tt·•
n;ater1als . and proc~dures helpful to beginning teachers will bo
f1ed, stud1ed and discussed. Prerequisites: 204, 250 or 360, 361 ~
and Psychology 203 or 307.

TEACHING PHYSICAL EDUCATION. See Physical Education.

123.
TEACHING MUSIC. See Music 324.
TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS. See Home Economics 405.
TEACHING SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS.
TEACHING SOCIAL SCIENCE.
llt()BLEMS OF HIGH SCHOOL TEACHING. ( 3) Problems ?f
nd learning· the functions of materials and other r.:;sources ill
1\uch problem's. Treats such topics as choice of teachmg ma~er
•nization of units of work, class m~na~~ment, lesson plannmg,
, problems of evaluation. Considers s1gn~1cant facts a.nd accepted
, . ltions derived from research and expenmental stud1es of learnhlcms. Prerequisites : 301, 305 and Psychology 203 or 307.
IIIRECTED OBSERVATION AND TEACHING. (6 ) A functional
a nalysis and study of current metho~s, procedu:;es !lnd prac·llrccted participation in teaching; instructiOnal pl?-nnm!f ill the use
ning aids· practice in classroom managements, mclud1;ng care of
·m, use of materials and supplies, keeping rec?~ds, makillg r eports
,, of various evaluation procedures. Prereqms1tes: 301, 305, one
(rom 321-327 and Psychology 203 or 307.
1. •r

English and Humanities

Secondary
301. SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN AMERICA.
(3)
principles underlying secondary education; the historical
of the secondary school; its purposes, program of studies, un•>t1u z,.,
and administration, integration of its activities and the relatlonsh11
the secondary school to both elementary and higher education.
305. CURRICULUM AND TEACHING IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
Issues and th~ries underlyin.g curriculum development; purpc
methods, matenals and evaluatiOn procedures used in the curricuh
z:ature of teac~ing and l.:;arning on the secondary level, including fu
tl_on~ ?f teach~g, selection of subject matter, instructional plann1
to~1plme and drrected study. Prerequisites: 301 and Psychology 20:1
401-;107. METHOD_S IN. HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS. (3) Each 11 ,
dem1c department m whiCh a teaching major may be taken will ort
under. the direction. of ~he department, a course in specific problems a
techn1ques of teachmg m that department. Prerequisites: 301, 305, o
Psychology 203 or 307.
401.

TEACHING OF BUSINESS EDUCATION.

402.

TEACHING OF ENGLISH AND SPEECH.

Harding University

Professor:

Lloyd Cline Sears, Chairman

Associate Professors: Orlan Lester Sawey
Ruby Lowery Stapleton
Assistant Professors: James Hooks Atkinson
James L . Atteberry
Dale C. Hesser
Pearl Latham
Robert R. Meyers.
The purpose 0 £. the Department of Eng~ish an~ the
llllanit ies is to assist the ' student in deve!opmg habits of
1cal thinking and clear effective expressiOn a.nd to lea.d
, 1t to an appreciation of the creative mind.
Literature. ·1s
, 1ted not merely as artistic expression but a~ a progressive
..·clopment of human culture, thou~ht . and Ideals. ~yh ret 1ng to our own age the finest thinkmg and the hig est
hievement of the past, we can understand more fully the
,11 rce of our present culture and can grasp more pedrfec~lh
hr means by which the minds of men have broadene wit
,, passing of each age.
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Major: 32 hours including 101-102 201-202 'i(
331 and .333. Those qualifying to teach i~ the ele~~"'
may omit 333.
Minor: 18 hours including 101-102
hours of advanced work.
'

SNYSON AND BROWNING. (3) Fall. The best short poems
'uthor a nd many of the longer ones, including selections from
' II•, the dramas and the Ring and the Book. Attention is given
writer as contributing to and as reflecting the thought and
f his age.
t

Studen~s preparing to teach should take Sp< '
ose ne~dmg a better understanding of gramml
e1~ct Enghsh 3d22. Since high school teachers of E~;.,
o en expecte to coach debate and supervise tho
newspaper, Speech 125 or 273 and Jou
I'
strongly recommended.
rna Ism

I ATER NINETEENTH CENTURY POETRY.

Th

100

111(.

I

English Language and Literature
100 a,b. IMPROVEMENT IN ENGLISH AND
Spring. Designed for students who have
. RE~~ING.
1,1 '
~he dbasic principles of English and the sklll~srflCldr
0
Is a apted to the need of each t d t
h
. r7a ng.
spee~ in reading, a better kn~~ledn ~ w ether It Is cc;>mprehM
spellmg or a broader vocabulary D g of grammar, Improvt>ttl•
minor.
·
oes not count toward the m
101-102.

IIEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH NOVEL. (3)
volopment of the novel and the different types
1\t•nture stories of Defoe and the historical n ovels
'" novels of Hardy. The course is critical as well

Fall. The rise
of fiction from
of Scott to the
as historical.

MODERN DRAMA. (3) Spring. The major dramatists of Engt:urope and America from Ibsen to the present. Attention is given
changes in dramatic technique, to social and philosophical back•ule and to cultural concepts.
MODERN ENGLISH GRAMMAR. (3) Spring. The basic prinof English grammar which are necessary to an understanding of
"nguage today. Designed particularly for those who plan to teach
' h and for those who need a better understanding of language
•· ture.

FRESHMAN COMMUNIC

fundame~tal principles of interpret~J~~~~d
(~f3~ffe ctF~l,
Sp:~lr·
as essential grammar sem t ·
d
1ve wr1tmy

organization. Instrudtion htn ~~~ ~f~h u~!l:e, cle.arfthinking and J,
methods and writing of the re
e 1 rary Is o1lowed by
~he student to college life; sele~~i~~: /aper. lkadings in t~e fall
ta
rom we - nown Amencan aut
m the spring develo im
readings furnish mate~ials f~: wrni~t. concepdtsd. of A_merican culture
mg an
ISCUSS!On.
201,202 OUR WESTERN HERITAGE
iz:ation of the most important idea • (3,~) Fall, Spring. An o
h1s place in t he world throu h
s. regarding ~he n!lture of man
classical times to the present
m~or productions m literature r,
representative of certain co~ce ~ee . dours a week are devoted to writ
which have had special infl P s, 1 eas, movements or creative ty 1
is closely r elated to Art 10 t:~c; .;;_n .our presel?'t ctr!ture. The cou
underlying creative work m' art
d USI<; 101 whiCh give the princll
an music.

h_

.
301, 802. AMERICAN LITERATURE
m ent and significance of Am .
·. (3,3) Fall, Sprmg. The devol
and philosophical background:~~~~ ~~erbeatu;e, .with its historical, so.e gmmng to present times.
309• THE ROMANTIC PERIOD 1798
tion of the thought and art f W
-1832• (3). Fall. An interprota
Keats ~ its individual achf:ve~!~:wordh! C?lendge,. Byron, Shelley an
the penod. The shorter oem
an ~ Its relation to the spirit <
selected passages from lo~ger s are readdWitlh close attention along wit
poems an re ated prose.

Harding University

(3) Spring. The
ts of the later nineteenth century exclusive of Tennyson and

ADVANCED COMPOSITION.

See Journalism 323.

SHAKESPEARE. (5) Fall. Shakespeare's genius and developlit as a dramatic artist and as an interpreter of humanity. Attention
•lvon not only to the richness and perfection of his language but to
penetration of his thought, the breadth of his sympathies and
lllrstanding and the wholeness of his view.

I.

•~. CHAUCER.
(3) Spring. Chaucer as an artist and a man, the
•rloty of his interests, the richness of his humor and his sympathetic
ulorstanding of humanity. Attention is given to important changes
1 the English language through the period and to Chaucer's social and
'"rary background.

UO. SE;MINAR. (2 or 3) . Offered on demand. An independent study
r1d research course for seniors in English and humanities. The work
r the course is adapted to the needs of each student.
·

Ilumanities
THE HEBREW PROPHETS.
-Nard the major or minor.

10(1.

See Bible 306.

Does not count to-

:108. HEBREW POETRY ANP WISDOM LITERATURE.
Ooes not count toward the major or minor. -

See Bible 308.
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Foreign Languages and Literature
Professor:
Assistant Professor:

William Leslie Burke, Chairn
Velma R. West

Assisting from other departments:
~rofessor:
Russell A. Lewis
ssociate Professor: Jack P. Lewis
. The yep~rtment seeks to satisfy the needs of thoso
oreig.n language for its cultural values thoso ,
ch~sene fi:l~o:~~n lan~ullge ~or greater proficie~cy in tl
Greek
H b
especia Y t ose who desire a knowled({ .
Bible. or e rew for a better u nderstanding and use of I
d

r:s~~ a

Majo~ in Biblical Languages: 34 hours of G k
H eb rew with
· ·
f
ree "'
450 and 16 ad~ifumihm o FO hours in the latter. Grc
languages.
wna ours o advanced work in one or U. •t

101-fJ~n~~j~~~~~~a~ti-3~2ages·: 2~

are required.

.

Ix

hours including Gr
ours of advanced cr tl

Minordin Gr~ek: 19 hours of Greek includi' ng
o f a d vance credit.
six hour

ICAL LANGUAGES

89

.\CTS OF APOSTLES. (3) Spring. Reading selected passages
ho Greek text, study of grammatical structure and style; exegesis
ted passages. Prerequisites: 251, 252 and 301 or consent of dent chairman.
I AND ll TIMOTHY AND TITUS. (2) Fall. Offered on sufficient
Reading and exegesis of the Greek text with emphasis on
and syntax. Prerequisites: 101-102, 251 and 252 or consent
1 rtment chairman.
JAMES, I AND ll PETER, AND JUDE. (2) Spring. Translation
Greek text; analytical and comparative study of grammatical conion and style; exegesis of selected passages. Prerequisites: 101l51 a nd 252; or consent of department chairman.
ADVANCED GREEK GRAMMAR. (2) Fall. Intensive, syste, and analytical study of the grammar of the Greek New TestaAttent ion is given to the meanings of cases, tenses, moods, con' ions with participles, infinitives, prepositions, conjunctions, par• various types of clauses. Prerequisites: 101-102; 251 and 252;
unsent of the department chairman.
WORD STUDY IN THE NEW TESTAMENT. (2) Spring. Oft on sufficient demand. Concordia!, contextual, lexical and gramlc·al study of selected words in the Greek New Testament which
r.sent cardinal ideas of the New Testament message. Prerequisites:
and 252 or consent of department chairman.
SEMINAR. (2-4) Offered on demand. Directed study or rewith primary emphasis on meeting the needs of the individual
Readings in Greek and Roman history and the development of
llcnistic culture. Prerequisites: 301 and 302 or consent of department
lrman.

BIBLICAL LANGUAGES
Greek
101-102. ELEMENTARY GREEK ( )
.
syntax of the Greek of the N · T 55
'
Fall: Sprmg. Grammar an•l
the ba;sic inflections and vocab:rar e~tam~t·t ":Ith emphasis on learninr
ment m the spring semester.
y, rea mg m the Greek New Testa
251. THE GOSPEL OF JOHN
(
.
further study of grammar; atte~tio~\o Fall. Rea~mg the. Greek t ext,
passages. Prerequisite: 101-102.
vocabulary, exegesis of selected
252. THE GOSPEL OF MARK (
.
text; more intensive study f • 3 ) ~prmg. . Translation of the Greek
of the author; exegesis of s~e:e~ar, atten~on to ~~e linguistic stylo
rerequlSltes: 101-102 and
251 or consent of department chair:!~~es.

1-802. ELEMENTARY HEBREW. (5,5) Fall, Spring. Elementary
•cl essential principles of the Hebrew language and grammar; attention
' vocabulary with special emphasis on the verb; exercises in reading
1d writing.
lOS, 804. READINGS IN THE HEBREW BIDLE. (2,2) Fall, Spring.
••ading of selected parts and books of the Hebrew Old Testament; atntion to grammar, vocabulary and exegesis. Prerequisite: 301-302.

lOIS. WORD STUDY IN THE OLD TESTAMENT. (3) Fall. Alternate
"ars; offered 1956-57. Concordia!, contextual, lexical and grammatical
•udy of selected words in the Hebrew Old Testament which represent
he central ideas of the Old Testament. Prerequisite: 301-302.

MODERN LANGUAGES
German

.
.
301. ROMANS. (3) Fall Tr
tensive study of grammar .:._ mo~d~atiOn of the . Greek text; more exselected passages. Prerequisites: 101=~0~es,2g1articles, style; exegesis o!
department chairman.
•
and 252 or consent o!

Harding University

101-102. ELEMENTARY GERMAN. (3,3 ) Fall, Spring. Study of
rammar and syntax reduced to a practical minimum with the reading
,)( graded texts; chief emphasis on reading ability; elementary conversation. The spring semester includes an introduction to scientific German.
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201-202. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN
mand. Review of
ammar. • (3,3). Offered on eutr
an~ appreciation ofmore ilif~~ecifl attention ~o vocabulttt
Iynes of German literature Prlecu :;t;Ptres1entatlve prose, rl
·
r equ151 e: 01-102.

Russian
201-202. BEGINNING RUSSIAN. (3,3) Fall
.
offered 1957-58. Basic grammat ical
• Spnng, f\ltcrn
common expressions, idioms
. st ructu:e. workmg v.
versation for the beginning ~t~~~~~~abon, reading and element

Spanish
101-102. ELEMENTARY SPANISH (
pronunciation readin wr't'
•
4,4) _Fall, Spring. Prn
t raining and the funJa'm e ltlnlg afnd conversation with emphasl'
n a s o grammar.
201
-~02. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH (3
.
r~ading of Latin American and Sp : h I't,3) Fall, Sprmg. l111
t mued with attention to senten
ams 1 erary works. Gramm•
requisite: 101-102.
ce structure and idiomatic usar1.,

General Science
Professors:

Charles G. Pitner, Chairman,
Department of Mathematir•
Joseph E . Pryor, Chairman,
Department of Physical Sea ..
Jack Wood Sears, Chairman,
Department of Biological Sclo
Assistant Professors: John Bell Lasater
Department of Biological Sci"
Maurice L. Lawson
Department of Physical Sci ,
William Clark Stevens
Department of Biological Sci
William D. Williams
Department of Physical Scion
The Departments f B' 1 · I
.
and Physical S .
o
IO ogica Science, Mathemnta
Cience cooperate in off ·
.
d
mental major This
.
ermg an mter epnr•
for those wh~ need {r'?g~am. m general science is design
in order to teach scien~:I~1i Ih sherjl branches of scion
a_ny other reason desire a bro!d ~~d~~st~~~/::r those who ~·
twn of the sciences Both th B h 1
g and apprecJ,.
Bachelor of Science .degrees
e ffac edo: of Arts an? the
are 0 ere In general scien

Harding University
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HtY AND SOCIAL SCIENCE

planning to certify to teach in the mmrmum time

1 elect the Bachelor of Arts program in order to com-

IS hours of approved courses in education and psycho!-

~fo.jor (Bachelor of Arts): 52 hours in the biological and
rt·nl sciences and mathematics including Biology 101-102,
105• ; Chemistry 111-112; Mathematics 152; Physical
nee 101; Physics 201-202 and a total of 24 hours of
need work in two of the following fields-biology, chem' mathematics and physics - with a minimum of six
' in ea ch of the two selected.
Major (Bachelor of Science): 67 hours in the biological
I physical sciences and mathematics including Biology
I 102, 104-105*; Chemistry 111-112; Mathematics 151, 152;
' ical Science 101; Physics 201-202 and a total of 24
•rs of advanced work in two of the following fields •logy, chemistry, mathematics and physics-with a miniun of six hours in each of the two selected.
Minor: 32 hours in the biological and physical sciences
•I mathematics including Biology 101-102; Chemistry 1111:'; Mathematics 152; Physical Science 101; Physics 201-202
"I six hours of advanced work in the area.

'104-105 may be waived on recommendation of t he Department of
Biology.

For a description of course offerings consult the Depart" nt of Biological Science, page 58; the Department of
M.\thematics, page 84; the Department of Physical Science,
rtge

90.

History and Social Science
Professor:
Clifton L. Ganus, Jr., Chairman
Associate Professor: Lonnie E . Pryor
Assistant Professors: James Gordon Burrow
Benny Paul Gallaway
The work of the department is designed to give students
l>nsic information concerning the social forces and institutions
which affect civilizations; to prepare teachers for secondary
nnd elementary schools; to furnish the knowledge and academic discipline needed for graduate study in history, social
science or in a related professional field.
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Major: Social Science 101, 102, 103, 201, 20~

\!tOPE SINCE 1914. (3) Spring. Alternates with 345; offered
Social and political development of Europe from 1914 to the
Prerequisite: Social Science 201.

History

~b2~ 16 hours of advanced level history courses incl\lll
Minor: Social Science 101, 102, 103, 201,
hours of advanced history including 301 or 302.

'1•. ENGUSH illSTORY. (3,3) Fall, Spring. Alternate years;
1957-58. Fundamentals of the political, religious, literary and
• activities of the English people and the development of English
•ems with emphasis on the English constitution. Prerequisite:
:dcnce 201.

Social Science

tl7.

mSTORY OF THE FRONTIER. (2,2) Fall, Spring. Alterwith 251 and 310; offered 1956-57. Settlement of the West, the
•nd policies related to its development and the effects of the
r on natioanllife. Prerequisites: Social Science 101, 102, 103.

H " Major: 36 hours in social science including 1'1
Is_t'?ry 30~-302. Six hours of advanced work in
P~h~Ical scien;e, economics, sociology or geography
~urumhrum of SIX hours to be elected from two of the r 1
mg t ee fields.
Minor: 18 hours of social science with six hour.• , f
vanced credit.
"

IOSTORY OF THE SOUTH.

(3)

Fall.

Alternates with 307;

.t 1957-58. The "Old South," the problems of reconstruction, the
•Pment of the "New South" and an analysis of continuing trends.
•1uisites: Social Science 101, 102, 103.

History

FUNDAMENTALS OF GEOGRAPHY. (3) Fall. Alternate years;
r•d 1957-58. Regional geography including climates, soil, river
• ms and mountain ranges. The aspects of geography affecting racial
Ions and human population.

251. LATIN AMERICA
(3)
F II
1957 58 Th
1 ·
•d
a · Alternates with 366· , r
b
- ·
. e co oma1 an national periods of our hemis h '·
c~r~~bYiecial attention is given to Mexico, Argentina, Bra~il~Chll·

ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRIAL GEOGRAPHY. (3) Spring. Al•llte years; offered 1956-57. Natural resources of the major countries
I their relation to commerce and business.

7

301! 302. UNITED STATES IDSTORY (3 3) F 11
·
S?Cial and economic development of th U 't d aS' Sprmg. ?ol••
give the history and social science rna. e m e
tates. Design~
~~rican life and development. Prere~~isi~e!~0s~ci!f ~~~~~ta" 11 '

10

303, 804. JEWISH IDSTORY.
toward the major or minor.

S

ee

B'bl
1 e 303, 304.

Does not <'•

307. REVOLUTIONARY EUROPE
offered 1956-57 Th
t'
• (3) Fall. Alternates with
·
e revo1u 1onary and nat'
1
Continent down to 1848. The French Rev
I?na movements .on '
are emphasized. Prerequisite: Social Scien~~u~OL and Napoleomc \\
310. illSTORY OF THE FAR EAST
·
367; offered 1957-58. The early history. of~~ Spr~~h· Al~ernates w
a more intensive stud of the
p~n an
ma IS followed
and other Asiatic couJries dursm.e gtwtho cloutnttnes, Kore~, the Philipptr•
e as wo centur1es.
335, 336. CHURCH illSTORY S B'b
counts toward the major. Do~s n~~ colunlet 3t35, 3d36t.h Onl_y one semcst
owar
e mmor.
345. EUROPE IN THE AGE 0
(3) Spring. AltE:Tnates with F ~ATIONALISM AND IMPERIALISM
Revolutions of 1848 to the First ~:;ld~red p1957-58: _Europe_ from tl
201.
ar.
rereqms1te: Social Scicnr

Harding University

~.

204. GENERAL SOCIOLOGY. (3,3) Fall, Spring. Introduction
the general principles of sociology -giving a broad perspective of the
lure of society and its problems in terms of social institutions, forces
•d change.
~IS.

MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY. (3) Spring. Historical family
riations, courtship patterns, mate selection, marriage and divorce
ws. Designed to give the student a thorough background for his
wn standards.

'OIS. THE AMERICAN COMMUNITY.
(3)
Fall. Alternates with
11; offered 1957-58. A study of the behavior of typical American comrnunities. Prerequisites: 203, 204.
~21.

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY.

See Psychology 321.

Hl.

CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL PROBLEMS. (3) Fall. Alternates
with 305; offered 1956-57. Our present social system, the organization
Into communities, states and races. The fundamental problems which
nffect these social organizations. Prerequisites: 203, 204.
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342. CRIME AND DELINQUENC
offered 1956-57. Crime and ·uve ~· (3~ Spring.
law enforcement and treatme~ts nilPre de~quency <:.mJ
·
ereqursrtes: 203, 204

Social Science
1 ~1.
THE AMERICAN SCENE
.
history with attention to geogr~p~~ f Fall, Spnn~. Survc
actors and mdustrirtl
102· FUNDAMENTALS OF GOVERNMEN
organization, structure and funct·
f
T. (2 ) Fall,
rons o present-day govt:n
103. BASIC ECONOMICS (2 ) F
.
cepts underlying the Am • .
all, Sprmg.
economic systems.
encan economy and a

201. WESTERN CIVILIZATION
(3
.
Western civilizat ion from earli~ t t• ) Fall, Sprmg. Dove J,
placed on major political e
s . rmes to the present. latt~ntion to the influenc~ ofonomrc ~d social movement.
butrons of older civilizations. geographic factors and signific '

~02. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
mterpretation of international
rt: (3) Fall, Spring, Sunil
attempt to provide a foundationpfo 1 rcs ~s a struggle for powc
~urve;v ?f the modern state syste~: a so er B;PProach to world I
=J?~nahsm; war as an instituti . ileo~a~hrc, ~uman economt·
pohtrcs and world organizationon(R e ~e atwnship between inh
.
equrred of all sophomores.)
450. SENIOR SEMINAR IN THE
Synthesizes the various disci li
. S~CIAL ~C~CES. (2)
course content and bibliograp1ynes .mt"if~e socral scrence field. h
' scren rc research and critical lito

Home Economics
Professor·
Th I
Dum
.
·
e rna
as Bell, Chairman
Asszstant Professors: Mildred L. Bell
Elaine Camp Thompson
The Department of Home E
.
women in meeting their res
~o~~~ucs offers aid to you'
consumers; preparation for p~nsi~p.Ities as homemakers '"
foundation tra ining for diete~~~
dhome . economics; Ill
and other careers related to h
'
~· .s~rvice managem '
not maj oring or minorin . throe ac IVIbes. young wom"
to choose basic courses
e depart.r;tent are encouraJ{c
orne economics as electives.

£!

!h

Harding University

llo Haven is the Home Economics Department's modwhere college women may gain valuable experience
y phases of managing a home. Those who live there
''c themselves into working units and carry out their
11nder supervision of a resident teacher. All Home Ecomajors live in the home sometime during their junior
ruor years. The house accomodates six girls, and the
nee period is 9 weeks. Any junior or senior girl may
n the house if she chooses to take Home Economics 324
lective. Credit of 3 hours is given for the course. The
prerequisite for girls choosing the course as an elective
11t of junior or senior standing.
Major (Bachelor of Arts): 30 hours in home economics
uding 101, 102, 103 or 202, 201, 312, 313, 324, 331 or 333
I six additional advanced hours plus Art 117, 118. This
..:ram includes nine hours in foods and nutrition, six in
hing and textiles and nine in home and family. Sociology
is strongly recommended.
Major (Bachelor of Science for Teachers): 37 hours in
11\C economics including 101, 102, 103 or 303, 114, 201, 202,
1, 313, 323, 324, 405, 331, 332 or 333; Art 117, 118;
203; Sociology 255; Chemistry 111-112; Biology
I,
and 12 additional hours of approved courses in
lucation. This program includes eight hours in child and
nine in home management, 12 in foods and health
in clothing and textiles. Non-teaching majors must
Biology 101-102 and Physical Science 102, but may
rnit education courses and 325 and the two-hour lecture pa rt
r Physical Education 203. Sociology 255 may be substituted
<>r Psychology 203.
•lllC
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.
Major (Bachelor of Sci
f D' ..
Ice Managers). 32 h
. ehe or Iehtians {Uicl
114, 201, 313 324 3 25r331 32e economics inc 1
try 111-112,
~nd 324 . B'103I ' 333, 335 a n d ;~
0
and 351. Recommended
~Y 271, 275; Psy 1 1
Chemi~try 151 and Accounti~ec~OSs are Biolor,'
Mmor- 18 h
· h
g
·
201-202 and six h~~~~ ~~ dme ecdonomics includi 11 ~
a vance work; Art 117~11

t 1111,0 DEVELOPMENT.

(3) Spring. Normal development of
his guidance and care in the home. Emphasis on recognizing
I problems and remedial measures in overcoming them. Lab. xperience in the observation of a child four hours a week.

I

301

IIUME MANAGEMENT. (3) Fall, Spring. Nine weeks of residence
llome Management House. Participation in the various phases
··hold management including marketing, food preparation, meal
care of equipment, budgeting, laundry and entertaining. Preor co-requisites: 313 and consent of department chairman.

101. FAMILY CLOTHING PRO
clothi.ng to meet the needs ofBLEMS• . (3) Fall. Tho
. the various members o! ,
Practical experience in 1
and children.
P annmg and constructing clothjnJ~

NUTRITION. (3,3) Fall, Spring. The principles of nutrition
I to normal and special diets for various ages, occupations and
runs of health. Laboratory experience in planning diets. Preltcs: 201 and Biology 101-102 or Chemistry 111-112.

!~~· s:~y F~~D

PROBLEMS. (3)
. mg nutntional meals adapted Spring. Plannina
to the food habib
'1'
serVIce.
ami Ies. Table appointment.
eco~omic and social needs of f

t

103. TEXTILES. (3) S r·
~ousehold t ext iles. Em
J.?g. Thhe natur~ and limitations or
m the home.
P asis on t e selection, use and caro ( 1

~ 14· FAMILy HEALTH

!n the home. Preventio~
In

the care of the sick.

(2)
·
of illnSprmg.d Phersonal health and ,,
ess an t e function of the ho11 ,

201. FOOD SELECTION AND p
of cookery and food costs in rel!~ARATION. (3) Fall. Tho P•
prod.ucts and grades, labeling
d Ion to food value, markets, ftl
nomic system. Laborator e a~ cons~mer responsibility in u,
problems in the home sJch ?serience 'Yith tabl~ service, enter t,..,
rather managerial problems. Prer!~a:isi~~~~;· Simple refreshmcllto

~02. CLOTHING. (3) S rin
. .
tn 'lthedsele_ction and consEruct1~n T~e thorfe mild!fficult problems in
ai o:e; smt or coat and
.
e. a
Y wardrobe. Mnlu
reqUisites: 101 and Art ll{enovatmg child and adult clothing.

EXPERIMENTAL COOKERY AND DEMONSTRATION TECH(3) Spring. Scientific principles of food preparation applied
JOr food problems. Laboratory experience. Prerequisites: 201 and
''istry 111-112.
~;s.

QUANTITY COOKERY. (3) Fall. Organization and manage•', menu planning and standard methods of food preparation in
•llity. Observation and practice in the college cafeteria. Prerequi201.
FOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATION. (3) Spring. Selection, laynnd maintenance of the physical plant, equipment, furnishings and
• ns for a food service department; organization and management of
onnel. Observation and practice in the college cafeteria.

to.1. TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS. (3) Fall. The basic philosophy
I home economics and its place in the total educational program of
" community; techniques in creative teaching and leadership develop,,.nt.

Journalism

3 3

~ •. ADyANCED CLOTHING.

(
..
ongmal, Simple designs through dr 3 )_ Sprmg. The development
ence with infant, child and adult apmg and flat pattern work; o 1
garments. Prerequisite: 202.
312. J'!OME EQUIPMENT. (3) Fa
.
ment, Its operation cost care and ll. TI:e selection of household CQ•
management.
'
'
repair as related to efficient hr
313_. . HOME MANAGEMENT PROBLEM
position of the consumer and he
b S. ( 3 ) Fall. The econo11
~~g the cost of commodities· th/~~~ lems rs. a buyer; factors influtr
e management of the hom' e p
us~ ? time, energy and monoy
·
rerequisite; 201.

Harding University
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Professor:

Neil B. Cope, Chairman

The Department of Journalism offers training for those
planning to make journalism, advertising and public relations
their vocation. It also offers courses for those who need the
practical techniques of journalism for use in another vocation
or for those who want to write creatively.
Major: 27 hours in journalism including 18 hours of
advanced work with approved supporting courses in social
science, political science, economics and English.
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Minor: 18 hours m J. ournalism .
advanced work.
mcluding

Mathematics

111

l'rof essors:

2 01. INTRODUCTION TO JO
of ~h~ broad field of journalis~ALISM.. (3) ~all. An
tumties. Exercises in readin
and an mqm.ry mto vocnt
grou~? and problems of th
g newspapers and understnr
requ1s1te: English 101 _
_ e press, both metropolitan and
102

Charles G. Pitner, Chairman
Joseph E. Pryor

\ 11sistant Professor: Maurice L. Lawson

20~. RELIGIOUS JOURNALISM
articles for publication th
• (~) Fall. The writing 1
~edia used by church~s a:dPf:P~~atwn ?f copy. for the pre
m~e~est to ministerial student dividdualsh m pubhc relations.
m1sswn work.
s an t ose preparing for d

The objectives o£ the Department o£ Mathematics are
avo cultural training in mathematics, to prepare teachers

'

204. PHOTOGRAPHY (2 ) S .
dev eloping and printin'g enl p;mg. The fundamentals of phw
standard techniques ar~ studf!cff' 1se of photographic equipll .
Y ecture and laborator y wur
301. REPORTING. ( 3 ) Fall
.
F undamentals of ga thering and wr"ii~ernates With 3~1; offered
and news values, with empha ·
mg ne~s. Ex_er~ases in n ow
papers.
SIS on good JOurnalistic practice ft•
302. EDITING. (3 ) S .
Preparation of copy co p:emg: Altern<;tes with 322; offered
ml!kel!-P· Attention' gi~~n ~~n;~ headlme writing, desk work on.
te~hm_ques an~ edit orial proble:Ss value~, reade:: interest, pror
editonal practices of small town d. il' Special consi?eratwn is lfh •
a 1es and weeklies
303. ADVERTISING. (3) S .
.
58. Advertising met hods an~rmg. d'~ternates wit? 323; offered I
psych?logy of advertising S
. ie la, .Problems m selling anct
techniques, to mechanics. and~~~ou~tten~otn tdiro.newspaper and m nr
an
ect mall methods
321. THE PRESS AND SOCIETY
.
offered 1956-57. Background of th (3) ~all. Alternates with
pr?b~ems of editorial freedom ethi e ~~lean press; examinatio ..
opimon and the place of the 'news;:PZ . e pdress, pr<?paga~da, put
r m a emocratiC society
3~2. TYPOGRAPHY AND GRAP
.
:Wit h 302; o~fered 1956-57. Princi:JLC ~TS. . (3) Spring. Alternrot
mg mechamcs. Types and t
es ? . graphic presentation and rr
:~\rast and use of color as t~~ !rS::~1e;'h l1gibilt~ty, spaci_ng, h ar! o,'
er.
e unc wnal des1gn of print

°

323. FEATURE WRITING (3
.
1956-57. Study, analysis ~nd ~ .t~J?rmg. Alt ernates with 303· offer
papers ~nd magazines. StylP. :~ lCism o~ non-fiction articles
DC\'
gi~~!~i~o~~~ litera~ dmarket~ ' and~;:~~~q~Ithm:~~scrip~ prepa_ratior
expe e to write for publication.
ors ale consider<,r

in

450. SEMINAR. ( 2) Off
search on selected topic of ~r~d on demand. Individual study or rc
m erest to the student.

Harding University
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u:MATICS

•condary school mathematics, to give the basic training
1111\thematics needed by pre-professional students or stu' of science and to lay a broad foundation for students
' ore majoring in mathematics.
Major (Bachelor of Arts) : 30 hours of mathematics in.ling 251-252 and 10 hours of advanced credit. Physics
I -202 is required.
Major (Bachelor of Science): 30 hours of mathematics
·
251-252 and 10 hours of advanced work, 27 hours
two other sciences and six hours in a fourth science.
201-202 must be included.
of mathematics including six hours of
BASIC MATHEMATICS. (3) Fall, Spring. Designed to give
udents an acquaintance with the language of elementary mathematics
nd the ability to appreciate and use the mathematical aspects of our
ulture. Does not count toward the major or minor.

1111.

10~. INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA.
(3)
Fall.
Designed for those
•ludents who present fewer than one and one-half entrance units
an algebra or have inadequate preparation. Does not count toward the
major or minor.

108.

MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE.

See Economics and Business 108.

151. COLLEGE ALGEBRA. (4) Fall. Rapid review of elementary
1lgebra, quadratic equations, functions and graphs, inequalities, logarithms, ratio and proportion, variation, progressions, mathematical induction, binomial theorem, introduction to the theory of equations,
determinants and complex numbers. Prerequisite: 105 or consent of
instructor.
152. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. (3) Spring. Trigonometric functions,
functional relations, logarithms, solution of right and oblique triangles
with application, identities, inverse functions and equations. Prerequisites: 105 and one year of plane geometry or consent of instructor.

153. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. (3) Spring. Properties of the straight
line, circle, ellipse, parabola, hyperbola, transformation of axes and polar
coordinates. Prerequisites or co-requisites: 151, 152.
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251-~52. CALCULUS. (4 4) F
.
o_f differential and integral 'calcul all, ~Pr.mg. Fundamt·• ,
~IOn a nd integration of funct"
us. L;.zruts and continull
mtegration, series Part"al diffons, ~a~R and minima, "' j
requisites: 151, 152 ani 153. erentiation and multiple lnt

!!~~ 2~DAMENTALS

OF STATISTICS.

See Economl'

301. COLLEGE GEOMETRY
.
1956-57. Advanced plane • ( 3 ) Sprmg. Alternates with
a_nd homothetic figures p geo~_etry, Geometric constr uct!<'
Circle. Prerequisite: 153. rope res of the triangle, quadrll
302. THEORY OF EQUATIONS
.
offered 1957-58. Properties of p~lyn(3) 'alSprmg. Alternate•
on roots of an equation solut·
om_r s, complex number
of n~erical equation; dete~~f cfbiC and quartic equation
a gebrarc results. Prer~quisite: 25~~ s and geometric interpr ,
322· IDGHER ALGEBRA (3
scales, mathematical ind~cti ) <?ffered _on sufficient demand •
permutations, combinations ;r:;b:bm'iuahties~ indeterminate .til•
of numbers. Prerequisite: i53.
y, contmued fractions anti
343. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
1957-58. Ordinary differential
•. (3) !fail. Alternate yeara, ,
252. Physics 201 202
equations wrth applications p
recommended.
·
ron
351.

ANALYTICAL MECHAN
ICS. See Physics 351.
353.. AD_VANCED CALCULUS
P~r~ral differentiation, applicatfons(3{ Offered on sufficient dt'
~mn:na, Lagrange's multi lie
.
o ge?metry of space, maxim"
~e mt~g:als, Green's the~re;.,s·a~dd:;ermfmate _forms, elliptic intc·¥
ereqws1te: 252.
ans ormation of multiple intt r

Music
Professor:
A
Erie T. Moore, Chairman
ssistant Professors.· K
h
ennet Davis, Jr.
Assisting from other E. Glenn Fulbright
departments:
Assistant Professor: George Edward Baggett
The Department of Music i
.
dents to teach music, to train st
orgaruzed to prepare stu
pe_rformance and to provide foru ents for a career of musicttl
tainments afforded through th a~I dtudents the cultural at
of concentration are music d e ts. u y ?f music. The aren•
e uca IOn, Piano and voice.

d

Harding University

f.1jor in Music Education with emphasis on Vocal.!: 48 hours in music including 111-112, 131, 211, 212,
\:.l, 331, 335, 351-352, 363, 365; 12 semester hours
l'lllied music with at least four hours of voice and 14
of approved work in education and psychology.
Major in Music Education with emphasis on lnstru' .t : 40 hours in music education including 111-112, 131,

211, 212, 251-252, 324, 332, 351-352, 361-362, 363,
hours of piano and eight hours in private instruments.
Major in Piano: 52 hours in music including 111-112,
I. 132, 251-252, 335-336, 351-352, 371-372, four
•rs of private or class instruction in voice and 16 hours of
no. A piano recital satisfactory to the music faculty must
•civen during the senior year.
Major in Voice: 52 hours in music including 111-112,
I, 132, 251-252, 331, 335-336, 351-352, eight hours of piano
••I 16 hours of private voice. A voice recital satisfactory
the music faculty must be given during the senior year.
Minor: 18 hours in music including six hours of advanced
·•rk selected with approval of department chairman.
MUSIC APPRECIATION. (2) Fall, Spring. A study of the
tnciples and techniques which underlie artistic creation in music such
form, theme, rhythm, mood, tone, and harmony, and their relation
1 principles in other art media.

111 1.

103. FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC. (2) Fall, Spring. Elementary
1usic theory, including notation, scale construction, rhythmic organition, practice in music reading and song leading. One lecture and
two hours laboratory per week. Does not count toward the major.
111-112. THEORY I. (4,4) Fall, Spring. Ear training, part writing,
keyboard harmony, analysis, diction, melody writing and harmonization
hased on the diatonic harmonies of major and minor keys. Three lectures and two hours laboratory per weeki Prerequisite: 103 or satisfactory score on a qualifying examination.
115-116. ELEMENTARY MUSIC EDUCATION.
(2,2)
Fall, Spring.
Music reading, use of pre-band instruments, presentation of music
appreciation materials, production of operettas, organization of junior
high school vocal ensembles and problems of the changing voice.

131, 132. ENSEMBLE. (1,1) Fall, Spring. Participation in one of
the following music organizations. Open to all students. Maximum
credit two hours. Choral groups:

A Cappella Chorus, a mixed ensemble selected by audition,
prepares a balanced repertoire of sacred and secular works by
composers of various periods from the Renaissance through the
contemporary. Concerts are presented on campus and on tours.
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The Harding Chorale
works. Open to all st~dep~res
repertoire of 8Utll
en s.
ppearances arc pru

A

Other groups include W
,
and Symphonette.
omen s Ensemble, Me'ns Qui!
205• ITAUAN FRENCH
demand. The study of son AND GER~AN DICTION. (.IJ
for the purpose of ac ui J5S of the ~t~h~n, French and Ct .
working knowledge of s~~!xa fa:filianty with the promu
to each language in the order li~~ed.grammar. Six weeks "'
~11, 212. INSTRUMENT
Instruction in the playin ~ tNS~UCTION. (2,2) Fall
and two brasses.
g
and Instruments including t\v<>

251-252. THEORY II
(4 4
harmonies, chord dict~tion
·Fall, _Spring. Modulation
Iblody writing and harmoni~~i read~~ keyboard h armo,'l.
a oratory per week. Prerequisife~· 112. ee lectures and U

·rJ

323. ELEMENTARY MU
offered 1956-57. Techniq~~~ ~THODS. _ (2) Fall. Alternnr
grades one through eight Re . t
.matenals for music instn
by permission of the inst~uct~~~ ration restricted to music majo,
324. SECONDARY M
offered 1956-57. OrgaJz~~?on~~~HOD_S. . (2) Fall. Alternatt
¥J'a~s, methods of instruction d obJe~bve~ of music educatlo
m. h!gh school. Registration re:~i :1tirecb~g of choral organl
mission of the instructor.
c e
o music majors except h
331.

CHORAL CONDUCTING
t. h (_2 ) Fall. Alternate years · II
mterpretation, reperto;~e gp ec ruqubes, rehearsal procedures' ,!!
Emph .
h
u
'
rogram uildin
d
.
' ... t
asis on t e problems of high scho 1 hg an VOice classific ,,
o c oruses.

~956-57. Choral conductin

332. INSTRUMENTAL
offered 1956 5 7
CONDUCTING (2) S .
Includes bat;n
the'
earsa1 procedures.

tecf~~::;a;~o; r~h

conduct~;I~1· hi~te;:~l Yb,

103

INSTRUMENTATION. (1,1) Fall, Spring. Scoring and ar·r instrumental ensembles with emphasis on the concert band.
PIANO MATERIALS AND METHODS. (2,2) Offered on sufmand. The standard literature and teaching materials for
'· techniques of teaching and problems related to the work of
• teacher.

n:

INSTRUCTION

, .,.nte instruction is offered in piano, voice, violin, and brass,
nd and percussion instruments. In each, the student's level of
is determined and an individual program of study is followed,
to help each student to attain the maximum musical developvithin his capability.
'' private study, one 30-minute lesson per week plus one hour of
· l' per day counts for one semester hour of credit. The normal
•·r of lessons per week in any one subject is two. Make-up lessons
h given for lessons which are missed by the teacher or by the
nt if the student's absence is due to a reason which would excuse
from a class absence.
In addition to the regular lessons and practice periods, all applied
•c students will be required to attend performance-discussion periods
held each two weeks at an hour mutually convenient to the teach,nd his students.
Course names shall be assigned according to the type of private
•ruction being taken (Voice, Piano, Violin, etc.) Course numbers will
1ssigned according to the number of semesters during which credit
been earned in any one subject according to the following schedule:
First semester ................ 101
Fifth semester ... ..... .... ...... .. 301
Second semester ....... .... . 102
Sixth semester .. .... ...... ...... .. 302
Third semester ... .. .. ... ... . 201
Seventh semester .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 401
Fourth semester ....... .... . 202
Eighth semester .. ..... ..... .. .. 402
liROUP INSTRUCTION
1115-106. FlRST YEAR CLASS VOICE. (2,2) Fall, Spring. Group in•ruction for beginning students. Special attention to voice development
nd freedom and poise in singing.
!05-206. SECOND YEAR CLASS VOICE. (2,2) Offered on sufficient
clcmand. Further voice development with consideration given to advanced technique and repertoire.

Physical Education and Health
Professor:
M. E. Berryhill, Chairman
Associate Professor: Hugh Harvley Rhodes
Assistant Professor: Cecil Murl Beck
Instructor :
Imogene McAlister
The Department of Physical Education and Health is
designed for three groups: those needing recreational activity

Harding University
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for health and social values thos

1

!CAL EDUCATION

.

ph~s~c~l education and tho;e inte:!::d~gt~o tc

I

UNDAMENTALS OF SCOUTING. (2) Spring. The history of
' , organization of the local troop and problems of promoting the
tctivities that characterize the progressive troop. Students work
nd observe local scout leaders to gain practical experience in
with scouting problems. Separate sections for men and women.

t

Major: 30 hours· h · 1 d
. .
203 205 206 332 33P6 ystca e ucatwn mcludu.
hou~s. '
'
'
' 408 and ten addition.,·
.
Minor: 18 hours in ph · 1 d
203 206 408
d thr
dd!~ICa e ucatwn inc)u. t
'
'
' an
ee a Itlonal advanced hou•

CAMP LEADERSHIP. (2) Spring. Instruction and experience
•nping. Among the areas studied and engaged in are camp organi'· camp promotion, campfire programs, nature observation, camp
lcs, hiking and outdoor cookery.

*103. HEALTH EDUCATION (3)
.
the findings of science and •
. . Fall, Sprmg. The rei ,
personal health habits Tw0 midicmhe to the development c '
activity per week.
·
c ass ours and two hours of r
(1 )

Fall.

udents presenting two hours of recreational activity credit will take
nd 203 for two hours each. Those pursuing a B.S. degree program
ho biological or physical sciences, mathematics or home economics
enroll in 103 or 203 for one hour each. Those presenting credit
hc•nlth and safety will enroll in 203 for only one hour; those precredit in personal hygiene will enroll in 103 for only one hour.

Instruction ancl

~12.. ADVANCED SWIMMING
.
m fmer techniques of th
.• (1) Sprmg.
e Various strokes.

Instruction and

r

113
· SWIMMING AND WATER
Red Cross Life Saving course
SAFETY. (1) Spring. Tho '
the Senior Life Saving certifi~at~:udents may complete requircmr

~d2.. FIRST AID.

()ACHING AND OFFICIATING BASEBALL, TRACK AND FIELD.
Same procedure as in 305.

1 rmg.

achvthes or in youth group work such my Mo '"'I
camps and scout programs.
as . .( .A

~11. BEGINNING SWIMMING
m elementary swimming.
•

105

(2) Fall The t d
Students may qualify f~r th
adnCard R~d Cr?ss course 11
e e
ross First Aid certificat1

R

ORGANIZATION AND SUPERVISION OF RECREATIONAL PR0(3) Spring. The methods employed in the organization and
rvision of various types of institutional and community recreation
•~:rams.
Brief consideration of the historical development of the
rcation movement in the United States and of vocational opportuniin the field.
·~ . METHODS
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR SECONDARY
IW'JIOOLS. (3) Spring. The selection of games, types of instruction
nd organization of a physical education program.

*2 03.

.
HEALTH EDUCATION (3)
Classroom. instn!"~f· Sprmg. School and comtn"
actiVIty two hours per week Not o
oton frtwohmhours and r ecrc"t
·
pen
es en.

he~lt~ problems.

205. KINESIOLOGY. (2) F 11
•
!Duscle groups to various bod a . The functiOnal contribution of m
mg or minoring in physical edu::naotyements. Open only to those m '
JOn.
206
· SURVEY OF. PHYSICAL EDUCA
development of physical educat'
.TION. (3) Fall. The histor•
place in the educational program~on, Its underlying principles and ,
3 0
~ · , AT~ETIC~ FOR WOMEN.
girls athletic activities.

(2 )

Fall.

ORGANIZATION AND SUPERVISION OF INTRA.l\WRAL ATH(2) Fall. The organization and supervision of intramural
thletics related to individual. dual and group competition; activities in
'tie gymnasium, playground and athletic field; seasonal activities; prornotion of leadership; methods of point distribution; scheduling, record
keeping and types of honor awards.

EVALUATION AND APPRAISAL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION. (2)
Fall. The method of testing and measuring the effectiveness of the
leaching program in physical education. Acquaints students with the
various individual and program testing devices available in he field
nnd gives practice in the use of these devices. Prerequisite: 206.
~S2.

Coaching and officiatu1

305. COACHING AND OFFICIA
(2 ) Fall. Principles of the a TING FOO'!BALL AND BASKETBALl
and care of common injuries. g m es, coaching techniques, conditionin

Harding University

,!G.

1 t:TICS.

S36. CORRECTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION. (3) Spring. The r ecognition of deviation from the normal in various age groups, analysis of
activities for correcting common abnormalities and agencies dealing with
extreme remedial cases. Experience is gained through work with
restricted cases. Prerequisite: 205.
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Physical Science
Professor:

Joseph E. Pryor, Chahm
Assistant Professors.· MauriCe
. L . Lawson
William D. Williams
The Department of Ph · 1 S ·
.
the following object·
. YSI?a Cience IS organ •
culture of all student~~e:o m VIew: ~o increase the·
ers; to provide the b' . ~repB:re high school scicnr
dents of medicine en~~c :amm~ for pre-professiora
and to prepare ch~mistr eeru;:tg
other profession.ol
trial work. The Ba h ma~os . or graduate study C•r
chemistry majors. Fore
o
ctenlce. degree is awn•
see page 77.
e genera sc:tence degree pr.

rili

f

Chemistry
Major: 35 hours of h ·
·
252, 301, 311, 351 and 1oemist:~ mcluding 111-11:.!. I
credit. The following
ad~htwnal hours of ad\.ar
must be completed: Phy=~~P2ot~~2 c~rses or. equiv,ol
man 101-102 and addit' al .
• athematics 251, 1
total 67 hours in this arion ChCle~ce and/ or mathematl(
252, and Physics 301 are :at.
elm:tstry 302, 352, Mathem It
rong Y recommended.
Minor: 18 hours of chemi t · 1 d'
of advanced credit.
s ry me u mg 151 and six he·

Physics
Minor: 18 h ours in h .
vanced credit.
p ystcs including six hours of ,f
GENERAL EDUCATION
101• 1 02•. PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
2
.
to the Philosophy and methodolo ( •2 ) ~all, Sprmg. An introducti1·
o_f the physical sciences. Astronor!: of jcience; basic concepts of son..
tlon of natural resources are in I d,dg~ ogy, meteo~ology and conserv
102.
c u e m 101; chemistry and physics It

Harding University

112. GENERAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (4,4) Fall, Spring.
fundamental principles and fRets of inorganic chemistry including
hnsic laws and theories, atomic structure, the periodic table, a
rnatic survey of the more common elements, chemical reactions and
• ntary calculations. Three class periods and three hours laboratory
·cck in 111. Students who have had no high school chemistry or
a weak background will meet an additional period each week for
·~lion.

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. (4) Fall. The theory of inorganic
1tative analysis and an application of the theory to the semi-micro
n·~ru•.•uu and identification of the more common cations and anions.
., class periods and six hours laboratory per week. Prerequisite: 112.
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. (4) Spring. The theory and techof gravimetric and volumetric analysis with emphasis on fundantal principles, calculations and precision of determination. Two
periods and six hours laboratory per week. Prerequisites: 151 and
thematics 151 or 152. The mathematics may be taken concurrently.

lUes

l-302. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (4,4) Fall, Spring. Fundamental
nciples of organic chemistry including nomenclature, classification,
•t•rlll)arati.o n. properties, uses and characteristic reactions of aliphatic and
r·omatic compounds of carbon. Three class periods and three hours
boratory per week. Prerequisite: 112.
311. CHEMICAL LITERATURE. (1) Fall. The sources of information
•n the field of chemistry and the use of chemical literature in research.
An independent study course. One conference per week. Prerequisite:
12 hours of chemistry.

U2. ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (2) Spring. Alternates
with 324; offered 1956-57. The periodic system, atomic structure and
Jpecial topics in inorganic chemistry. Two class periods per week. Prerequisite: 151.

Sl3. INORGANIC PREPARATIONS. (1 or 2) Offered on sufficient
demand. The preparation of inorganic compounds by various techniques.
Three or six hours laboratory per week. Pererequisites: 151 and consent
of instructor.
324. BIOCHEMISTRY.
(3)
Spring. Alternates with 312; offered
1957-58. Basic concepts of biochemistry including carbohydrates, fats,
proteins, vitamins, hormones and their role in digestion, metabolism
and nutrition. Three class periods per week. Prerequisite: 301.
333. ADVANCED ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY. ( 1 or 2) Offered on
sufficient demand. Selected techniques of chemical analysis including
instrumental met hods. Three or six hours laboratory per week. Prerequisites: 252 and consent of instructor.
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343. ORGANIC SYNTHESES. (1 or 2) Offered on auf'
The synthesis of organic compounds using more adv"'
than in the basic course. Three or six hours laboratory 1
requisites: 302 and consent of instructor.

Psychology
William Knox Summitt, Chairman
Professor:
Assistant Professor: Edwin M. Hughes
Assisting from other
Departments:
Fount W. Mattox
Professors:
Leonard Lewis

351-352. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. (4,4) Fall, Spring
principles of physical chemistry including states of matte f
solutions, thermodynamics, equilibria and phase dio.gr 11
kinetics, conductance and electromotive force. Three cia
t hree hours laboratory per week. Prerequisites: 252, l'h
and Mathematics 251, one of which may be taken concutrc

Physics
201-202. GENERAL PHYSICS. (4,4) Fall, Spring. Tho lu1
principles of physics with emphasis on basic concepts an d pr, I
ing. Mechanics and heat are studied in 201; sound, light ancl
in 202. Three class periods and three hours laboratory per
requisite: Mathematics 152.
301. MODERN PHYSICS. (3) Offered on sufficient d cm nr j
of the important twentieth century advances in the fi eld • '
selected from elect romagnetic radiat ion, atomic structure, X-r •
troscopy, theory of relativity, the quantum theory and nuclt'llr 1
Three class periods per week. Prerequisites: 201-202 a nd Mntl
251. Calculus may be waived with consent of instructor.
311. UGHT. (3 ) Offered on sufficient demand. A study • r
metrical and physical optics, including a rigorous t reatment c
principles and the theory of certain optical instruments. Th t'
periods per week. Pren:quisities: 201-202 and Mathematics 2.• ·
latter may be taken concurrently.
321. HEAT AND THERMODYNAMICS. (3) Offered on sufficil r
mand. A study of the basic concepts and fundamental laws of h e 11
a rigorous viewpoint. Special attention is given to the developmt·n•
applica tion of the laws of thermodynamics. Three class periods Pt't
Prerequisites: 201-202 and Mathematics 252. The latter may bo I
concurrently.
343. ADVANCED PHYSICS LABORATORY. (1-3) Offered o n
cient demand. This course will consist of experiments at an advar
undergraduate level designed to meet the particular needs of the stuct.
Three hours of laboratory per week for each hour of credit. Ono h
of credit per semester will be permitted under normal circumston.
Prerequisite: 201-202 and consent of instructor. Enrollment or Cr<
in 301, 311 or 321 may be required.
351. ANALYTICAL MECHANICS. (3 ) Offered on sufficient dem~~r
Statics and dynamics of point masses and bodies with an introduch·
to vector analysis, stressing the use of mathematics in interpret ing n
tural phenomena. Three class periods per week. Prerequisite: 201 111
Mathematics 252.
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The objectives of the Departmend~ of ~sb~~~o;~:~=~i~~
t d t to gain an understan mg o
b.
st s u en s
'b t to the general education o Jec1 expf erhie~ced;. t?dcoanltsrtlude~t· to help the student apply psy' s o t em lVl u
'
f l'f d' t ent·
logical princit~es !~:::;~~~Ya~~~~::st~ai~i~: i~u~sr:cho:
l to prepare e s
1 d f' ld
' education, social service dn~ re ~~~ ~it~· emphasis on
Major in psy~hology an e ¥~a ls ~hology and educao·mentary_ educatwnl: 42 233u2o5 2~0yor 325, 322, 323 and
•m includhmg Ps_Ycho ~f?ology' to t~tal twenty-five, not countours m psy
362 441 plus
1
0
360 361
212,
one

~ ~ilc~~~~ii iiu~~u~i~i~:f~16, G~ogra:hy

and

pprove~ ac~demic :~nor.
0

nd education with emphasis on
MaJOr m psyc ogy a
.
h 1
and education
• ···coJna:u education. 42 hours m psyc o ogy 323
d dd'
ncluding Psycholog; 203, 205, 250 or 325, 3f~;~ not ac~u!tin~
!tOnal hours in psychology to total twenty'f
321-327
p h 1
201· Education 301, 305, one course rom .
'
15i~ p~u~gihe c~mpletion of certification requirements m two
ubject-matter fields.
h 1
Minor in psychology: 18 hours in psyc o ogy.

Psychology
· g and
The methods
science of
of
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY. (3) Fall. ' S pn~~s
with special.
to
forgetpsychol~gy,_ charactenstb~s of bl~; ~otivation: emotions, frustration
ting,stress
thinkingd
and
an ~ndi~
m Vlpdro
ua1ediff:~ences' and their measurement. Does not
count toward the major.
! 01

beh~vior

205

r~ference

FIELDS OF PSYCHOLO GY.

s~~: i~~~~n~s ~emembering,
(2 )

S Pring.

Alternates
323;
h siolo icalwith
psycho-

offe~ed 1957-58. ~e fields otf. psyr·h~~~TY's~~f~
a!?n:rmal,g ed~cational,
physical, comparatlv~, gene zc, c m
'
'
industrial and vocat10nal.
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250. PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSONAL
principles of scientific s ch 1
~DJUSTMENT. (2)
personal problems of a~j~st~~~[ t~1~!~ to the social, em.
303. PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN
Fall. The physical mental
G~OWTH AND DEVELOPMJ
human individual f~om b" ' emotwnal and social developrnr
of the factors which influ~~~e throl!gh akin~oldsescence, includin•
of the princi les f
h
vanous
of behavior. A:
with emphasls ono uzi'J:;st~g to fandunl derstanding of h um''
201.
g o a o escent behavior. Pro
307
· EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY (
.
and. principles of human behavior th. d 3) I Sprmg. The basic J
eqUipment for learnin
h I ' . e eve opment and growth , '
n;otivation, principles ~f fe:rn~argmn~hproce~s, learning and (11 ,
bon of the rinci 1 0 f
• WI special efforts to mako J
t eacher. Pr~requi~i~!: 20eYchology to the problems of the c1
321. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (3) S ·
in their reactions to other i. d" .
prmg. The behavior of indl
instit~tions. An appraisal 0~ ~~d~~~ialnd dther socia~ sit uatf11 ,
behaVIor. Prerequisite: 201 .
an cultural influen~
322.

BASIC PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES-

Alternat~s with 355; offered 1956-57 An

M«?~ATION. (2)
of the historical and experimental . ·
examm.ation and evuhr
behavior. Prerequisite: 201.
eVIdence regardmg the motivnt•·

~i~SE~~SI&) PSlC!JOL~fiCAL PR~CESSES

nation and evalu~~~!· of
cesses. Prerequisite: 201.

_

DISCRIMINAL
1
1956-57. An t
e eVI ence regarding the discriminnl I

~~nate~dWith 205; of~ered

825• ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
·
offered 1956-57. Emphasis
• ( 3 ) Sprmg. Alternates with
abnormalities in human beha~on causes, .s:ymptoms and treatment
instructor. 322 and 323 are otr. PlrerequiSites: 201 and approval of I
s rong y recommended.
355. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSON
with 322; offered 1957-58 Th
th F Y . (2) Fall. Altern111
study of the normal person~lit e ~e o. s ll;nd . r esults of the scient.r
of personality traits and th ~·
ttention IS given to the basic concct
fluences and the problems ofir inmeasw_-ement, the. developmental ••
tYPes and methods of analyses tefation.. . Theones of organizatlm
instructor. 322 and 323 are t . I rerequisites: 201 and consent (
s rong Y recommended.
363. INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY
(
.
325: offered 1957-58. The a r . . 3 )
Sprm~. . Alternates witt
psychology to selected problenf: .ICa~IO~ . of the prmciples of scientifl
201.
m usmess and mdustry. Prerequisit~

Harding University
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School of American Studies
The primary purpose of the American Studies program
to train young men and women for leadership careers in
iness, public life and education. The task is undertaken
ough formal training, observation tours, special seminars
ath the staff members of the School and lectures by faculty
- .....,,,.,.,,,,,tives of other educational institutions.
Curriculum: Each student's study program includes a
lcction of courses which are intended to broaden cultural
and appreciation of our American heritage
present day life and institutions, furnish background infor advanced study and provide specialized trainin one or more of the following fields of learning: accountbusiness, economics, history, government, secretarial
-..,.,T,,...,. and elementary and secondary education.
Tours: One or more extended t rips are arranged annually
a wide variety of financial and industrial organizations,
•overJrliile11t~H institutions and places of historical importance
""'.."'"" the country. American Studies itineraries of the
past four years have included visits to Chicago, Cleveland,
Dallas, Galveston, Houston, New York, San Antonio, St.
Louis, Washington and other important metropolitan centers.
Seminars: During each school term students and faculty
members of the American Studies program meet informally,
nt regularly scheduled periods, to discuss a wide range of
problems of personal, national and international importance.
Guest Lecturers: To supplement the curriculum of the
college several recognized authorities are invited to the campus each school year to lecture in their specialized fields of
learning. During their two-day visits students are urged to
attend special lectures and informal discussion periods. Recent guest lecturers have in cluded representatives of such
university faculties as Chicago, Cornell, Emory, Harvard,
Syracuse and other institutions.
Briefly, the above program attempts to combine the
virtues of an academic and a practical approach to learning.
It stresses the uniqueness of the American scene but not at
the expense of international understanding. It affords students the opportunity to search for truth through objectivity
-.nd faith in proven values. It stresses the need for profes~;onal competence and service to humanity.
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Students interested in specific courses offered ll
School of American Studies should investigate depn111
offerings in business, economics, education, history, 1·
science or social science or write to the Dean of thl
for special American Studies bulletin and additiona l 111ft
tion.

Speech

121. PROBLEMS OF ACTING. (2) Fall.
%6-57. Principles and practices of acting.
122. PROBLEMS IN DffiECTING.
1oroblems in directing one-act plays.
•nt of instructor.

Alternates with 310; offered

(2) Spring. Special laboratory
Prerequisites: 120 or 121 or con-

125. DEBATING. (2) Fall. Principles of argumentation inc~uding
research and organization of argument and evidence. Opportumty to
participate in inter-collegiate debate.

Evan Ulrey, Chairman

200. INTRODUCTION TO SPEECH FIELDS. (3) Spring. An. introduction to the various areas of the speech field and to the t ermmology
nd tools of the field.

Assistant Professors: Richard Walker
R. Glen Wiley
Wanda Luttrell Wiley

250. SPEECH CORRECTION. (3) Fall. A survey of commo? speech
defects· training teachers to correct minor defects and to recognize those
that should be referred to experts. Supervised clinical practice. Prerequisite: 101.

Professor:

The Department of Speech has the following objectt
to improve the communicative skills and attitudes of a ll
dents, to develop specialized abilities in public speaking, cit
matics and oral reading and to prepare teachers of speocl•
Major: 30 hours of speech including 110, 120 or 255, I
or 273, 200, 250 and 337. The minor should be in a relnl
field such as English, social science, Bible or journalism. St
dents planning to teach speech in high schools in st.11
which do not certify speech as a teaching field should co1
plete an English minor. In such cases advanced cout
should be elected from English 301 or 302, 320, 331 and 3:1
Minor: 18 hours including 102, 200, 250 or 337 and :.!.
or 273.
100a-100b. SPEECH IMPROVEMENT. (1,1) Fall, Spring. Sp 1
training for those who have minor speech difficulties. Does not COl•
toward the major or minor.
101. BASIC SPEECH EXPERIENCES. (3) Fall, Spring. Preparat••
for experiences such as reading aloud before an audience, participatl•·
in discussion groups, organizing and delivering short speeches; critlrn
listening and evaluation. Does not count toward the major or minor
110. PUBLIC SPEAKING. (2) Spring. Preparation, delivery 1\r•
critical evaluation of prepar ed speeches. Prerequisite: 101 or conson•
of instructor.
120. PROBLEMS OF PLAY PRODUCTION. (2) Fall. Special labor,
t ory problems in lighting, make-up, and scenery as they relate to stagin
dramas.

Harding University

255. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORAL INTERPRETATION. (3 ) . Fall. Oral
mterpretation stressing pronunciation, eml?ci:~.tion, phrasmg, rhythm
and bodily expression as means of commumcat10n.
275. DISCUSSION METHODS. (3) Spring. Alternates with ~37;
offered 1957-58. Principles and practices in conducting the symposium,
forum and round table.
300a.-300b. CLINICAL PRACTICE. (1,1 )
speech correction. Prerequisite: 250.

On demand. Laboratory in
j

305. ADVANCED SPEECH CORRECTION. (4) Spring. Treats the
more difficult types of speech abnormalities with special attention to
l)l.lysiological and psychological problems. Prerequisite: 250.
310. CONTEMPORARY DRAMA. (2) Fall. Alternates
offered 1957-58. A study of plays for amateur theatricals.

with

121;

324. COSTUME .. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION. (2) Spring. On
demand. Designing and constructing of costumes for theatre productions.
331. RADIO SURVEY. (3) Fall. Voice adaptation, radio announcing,
techniques of program construction, continuity and script writing.
332. RADIO SPEECH. (3) Spring. Technique of the radio a?dress,
including preparation and delivery and phases of radio programmmg.
335. ADVANCED ARGUMENTATION. (2) Fall. Applicat~on of the
principles of argumentation to speech making and debatmg. Prer equisite: 125.

Office of the Provost
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1955 HONORS AND DEGREES

337. PHONETICS. (3) Spring. Alternates with 273; offer d
General phonetic principles and practice. Regional dialects or
general American, southern and eastern; also standard British 1
speech. Prerequisite: 200.
341, 342.
342.
341,

PREPARATION AND DELIVERY OF SERMONS.

115

Honors and Degrees
June 2, 1955 and August 12, 1955

So

HONORS
350. ADVANCED PUBLIC ADDRESS. (3) On demand. A ,
analysis of speeches and speakers in order to develop a sound rht
theory and practice. Prerequisite: 110 or consent of instructor.
351. ORAL INTERPRETATION OF LITERATURE. (3) Spring. 1'
Proverbs, Job, Ecclesiastes, Song of Solomon and selections frou
New Testament are used as a basis for theory and criticism.
requisite: 255 or consent of instructor.

Summa Cum Laude

Degree

Elizabeth Jane Sutherlin

B.A.

Major
English

State
Arkansas

Magna Cum Laude
James Donald Brown
Robert Steven Brown
Carolyn Yyvonne Davis
Glenda Ruth Givens
William Joe Hacker
Jewell Ozbirn
Tommy Lee Parish
Harold Dean Roper

B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A.

Chemistry
Arkansas
English . Texas
Social Science and English Arkansas
Chemistry
Oklahoma
Bible & Biblical Languages Oklahoma
English _
Oklahoma
Accounting
Arkansas
Social Science
Missouri

Cum Laude

Business Machines Class, one of numerous special fields.

Carolyn Odom Allen
Ronald D. Bever
Mary Burton Dunlap
B€tty Sue Helm
Paul Ross Magee
Emma Joan Nance
Richard Edgar Pflaum

B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.S.

Social Science & Education Alabama
Bible
Colorado
Biology
Tennessee
Elementary Education Washington
Bible
Arkansas
Chemistry & Mathematics Arkansas
Chemistry
New Jersey

I:

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Thomas Leroy Alexander
Camille Anderson
Rita Jo Baldwin
Frances Merle Bateman
Leah Anne Bradke
Mayry Jane Brumitt

Harding University

Bible
English
Music
Elementary Education
Home Economics
English ,

Q)

::::s
"'
0

·e"'u
Arkansas
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
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Alta L. Cheek
Neil M. Clark
Betty Josephine Cole
Lawrence Henry Crawford

Social Science
History
English Business

Be be Joyce Daniels
Bobby Rex Davis
Barbara Cooper Dean

Elementary Education
History
Home Economics

Don C. England

Social Science

Gene Cleveland Finley
Estelle Calhoun Floyd
Hubert M. Franks
Aquilla Fuchs

EnglishSocial Science
Bible
Bible

Gerald D. Gibson
Donald Rafel Glenn
Mary Etta Grady
James Otis Griffith

Economics
Business
Horne Economics
Biology

Lehman Gale Hall
Mary Sue Hart
Ralph Dale Hartman
B. Weldon Hatcher
Sam F. Haynes
Jack Hazelbaker
James Hembree

Physical Education
Horne Economics
Social Science
Bible
Music Education
Social Science
Physical Education

Inez Jones

Physical Education

HONORS AND DEGREES
Norma Elizabeth Rogers
Donald See
Grover William Sexson
John Paul Slatton
Joseph Titus Slatton
Melva Dean Smith
Marion Hazel St ephens
Edwin Keith Stotts
Milton Harold Truex
James Wesley Tuttleton
Percy Clark Witty
Wanda Rue Wright
Ikuo Y arnaguchi

Ttn

Home Economics
Arkansas
Speech
Kentucky
Speech
Missouri
Physical Education
Arkansas
Arkansas
Business
Social Science
Arkansas
Home Economics
Arkansas
Bible
Ohio
Education and Psychology
Michigan
English Rhode Island
Education and Psychology
Canada
English
Texas
Social Science
Japan

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Arknn

Zelta Jeanette Kee

Social Science

Norma Cornelia Lee
Margaret J. Lydic

Social Science
English

Bonnie Dell McAdams
Jenny Lois Majors
Carlton Mayfield
Hollis Bruce Maynard
Madge Miller
Keith Raymond Mountjoy

Elementary Education
Business
History
Biblical Languages
Elementary Education
Bible

Kenneth H. Noland
Satoru Nurnajiri

Political .Science
Biology

Kathryn Privett Olbricht

Elementary Education

Beatrice Ellis Patterson
Henry Edward Pipkin
Bobby Dean Purdom

Social Science
Bible
Bible

Paul Kent Rhodes
Barbara Elizabeth Richards
Kenneth Walter Riley
Nancy Anne Roberts

Arkansn
Tennesset
Missouri

Business
Business
Bible
English _...

Kansa.
Tennessct•
Floridft
Kentucky

Harding University
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t

T
Tennca •
Q),,

Arkan •
Californt
Arkan ,
Ten
Arkan. •
Alas~ •
ArkallSII
Japnt•
Arkansn

Robert Morgan
John Wesley Figgins
George Kennedy French
Cecil Dale Garrett
Dwight Hesson
Coletta Lemmons
Paul Vernon McCullough
William Joseph Mattox
James Delano Maxwell
Bobby Jahliel Nossaman
Kenneth Perrin
Morgan A. Richardson
Mary Olive Vineyard
William Lewis Woodruff

Business
Chemistry
Business Administration
Mathematics
Accounting
Home Economics
Mathematics
General Science
Business Administration
General Science
Mathematics
Biology
Mathematics
Business Administration

Tennessee
Missouri
Arkansas
Kentucky
West Virginia
Arkansas
Ohio
Arkansas
Indiana
Kansas
Arkansas
Illinois
Arkansas
Arkansas

MASTER OF ARTS
DEPARTMENT OF BIBLE AND RELIGiON .
Reece Vernon Boyd
Freddy Carl Brecheen
Albert Dale Buckley
Billy Mack Fulks
Harold Edward Holland
Wendell Lavern Moore
Glenn Calvin Olbricht
Robert Raymond Page
Billy Leslie Phillips
George L. Rogers
·.· Oliver E. Rogers

Tennessee
Oklahoma
Mississippi
West Virginia
Tennessee
Mississippi
Arkansas
Arkansas
Tennessee
Kentucky
Kentucky
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HARDING COI 1

Honors and Degrees
May 31, 1956
HONORS
Summa Cum Laude
Klaus Goebbels
Jack McNutt
Neale Thomas Pryor

Degree

Major

B.A. Biblical Languages
B.S. Business Administration
B.A. English

St t
Gt·rr
A r~

Kent

Magna Cum Laude
Wilma Faye Paxson
Louise Irene Shults

B.A.
B.A.

English
English

Oklnh,,
Arknn

Cum Laude
Lawrence Edwin Barclay
John Hugh Hall
Bobby Earl Holloway
Jo Ann Holton
Arnold Martin Kellams
Jacqueline King
Michael Garrett Moore

B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A.

Bible
Bible
English
Physical Education
Social Science
General Science
Biblical Languages

T ,
Oklahor•
Kent uc'
Oklahon
Californ•
Arka n 1
Arkan 1

BACHELOR OF ARTS
J0

Lilly Alexander
Robert Mitchell Atkinson
Margaret Ann Austin
Sylvia Jeanne Bankston
Jerome Medwick Barnes
Marcus Barnett
Maurice James Barnett
Max Walton Bates
Ellis Ray Bedford
Dovle Border
EthlYn Brecheen
Ileta Bu<:hanan
Mar!!aret Bu<:hanan
Jay R. Byerley

Social Science
Arkanso•
Bible
Ohio
General Business
Arkansn•
Psychology and Education
Oklahoma
Biblical Languages
Texs
Business
Arkansn
Bible
California
History
Ohio
Biology
Pennsvlvarun
Business Education
Arkansas
Home Economi.-:s
Texas
Elementary E<'fucation
Missouri
El<>mentary Education
Louisi,nn
Bible
Connecticut

I lONORS

AND DEGREES
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Carol Estelle Cato
Psychology and Education
Arkansas
Ronald Lee Coble
Biology
Indiana
Lois Coburn
Home Economics
Washington
Bobby L. Coker
Bible and Speech
Arkansas
Harold Veteto Comer
Bible
Indiana
Patsy Sue Craig
English
Arkansas
Genevieve Blackburn DuBois Home Economics
Missouri
Susan Virginia Dykes
Elementary Education
Georgia
Carroll John Eades
Biology
Missouri
Evelyn Joyce Eggers
Colorado
Elementary Education
Richard Work Fletcher
Ohio
Physical Education
Peggy Ann Futrell
Arkansas
English
James Francis Gilfilen
Georgia
Business
Floyd Leon Goff
California
Bible
Donald C. Goodwin. Jr.
illinois
Business
Charles Edward Grubbs, Jr. Bible
Ohio
Opal Juanita Haddock
Missouri
Elementary Education
Dennie Hall
Journalism and History
Tennessee
Laura Joanne Hartman
New Jersey
Art
Henry Herbert James
California
Biology
Bobby Allan Jolliff
California
Bible
Inez Fitch Jones
Physical Education
Arkansas
George Allen Kieffer
Bible
Missouri
Cleone J. Kiel
Education and Psychology
Wisconsin
Sara Jo Anne King
English
Tennessee
Iva Lou Langdon
Home Economics
illinois
Joe Emery Lewis
Music
Kansas
Donald E. Michael
History
Iowa
0. D. Morrow
Bible
Missouri
Benjamin Niblock
History
North Carolina
Robert Pearson Nichols
Bible
Kentucky
Gayle Edward Oler
Bible
Texas
Eugene Thomas Ouzts
Biblical Languages
Georgia
Dale Martel Pace
Social Science
Michigan
Leo Hugh Powers, Jr.
Bible
Mississippi
Patsy Ann Prevett
Elementary Education
Oklahoma
Barbara Judaun Ragan
Social Studies
Florida
Dortha Lucile Richards
Elementary Education
Arkansas
Ivan Inez Roberts
Home Economics
Arkansas
Andrew Benny Sanders
Physical Education
Arkansas
Ramona Ann Thompson
General Science
Ohio
Will Roger Todd
Social Science
Oklahoma
Aaron Lynn Turner
History
Texas
Guy R. Vanderpool
History
Arkansas
Doyle Glynn Ward
English
Missouri
John Kennard Ward
Social Science
Arkansas
Kyoko Yamada
General Business
Japan
J ohnice Ann Young
English
Arkansas

G

E
0
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0
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1:>5 ENROLLMENT SUMMARY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Vera Joy Bell
Barbara Mans Billingsley
Harry Adolph Boggs
Mary Jane Claxton
Will Jerrel Daniel
Larry G. Gatlin
James Lewis Hearn
W. Doyle Helms
Marjorie Nell McGinnis
Eleanor Ann Petree
James Ray Wilburn

Enrollment Summary

Business Administration
Home Economics
Business Administration
Home Economics
Mathematics
Business Administration
Business Administration
Business Administration
Home Economics
Chemistry
Business Administration

1954-55
COLLEGE ENROLLMENT
llcgular Session 1954-55
Male
Female

Freslunen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
Post-Graduate
Graduate
Unclassified

MASTER OF ARTS
Summer 1955
Freslunen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
Post-Graduate
Graduate
Special
Unclassified

DEPARTMENT OF BIBLE AND RELIGION
Harvey LeRoy Floyd
Joe Ronald Johnson
Floyd Furman Kearley
Arnold Gene Lowder
John Robert McRay
Paul Ross Magee
Charles Pittman
Jerry Dean Porter
Leon Sanderson
Edwin Keith Stotts
Byron J. Thrasher

Total College, Regular
and Summer
Total College,
Without Duplication

MASTER OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Freddy Carl Brecheen
Wendel Lavern Moore
Rober t Raymond Page

121

Oklahom,
Mississipp
Oh1~

MASTER OF TEACHING
Billy Gibbons Moore

2

6

47
5

14
12

Total
394
165
104
98
8
61
17

476

368

844

12
18
18
22
1
31
11
1

21
9
17
18
0
22
13
0

33
27
35
40
53
24
1

114

100

214

590

468

516

433

1,058
949

201
102
58
61

193
63
46
37

1

HIGH SCHOOL AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
ENROLLMENT
Regular Session 1954-1955
Male
Female
Total

High School
Elementary School
Summer 1955
High School

68
62

57
54

116

125

30

7

37

150

118

278

TOTAL ENROLLMENT
Total, all divisions, Regular
606
469
Total, all divisions, Regular
and Summer
740
586

1,085

Tennessel'

Harding University
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NDEX

STATES AND COUNTRIES REPRESENTE[)
IN REGULAR AND SUMMER SESSIONS

Index

WITHOUT DUPLICATION

States
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Nebraska
New Jersey
New Mexico

Number States

16
5
1
403
24
6
1
9
3
1
26
11
3
14
17
33
3
1
15
1
15
65
4
3
5

New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

Total

Harding University
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38

44

18
34
20
7

16
42
43
18
.. :_::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::: 33
A
·
Studies Bmldmg .. · .... · .. ·· .. .. · · · .. · · ·.. · ·
20
AmeriCan
·
Studies Schoo1 o f · .. ·.............. · ...... · · .... · ............... . 111
merican
'
............... . 64
Art Department of .. · .. · .................... · ·.. · · .. ·· · .. ·· · .. · ·

!i:~ni...A~~~~-i~tl~~-

54
7.1
I

H

5
:l

Foreign Countries
Africa
Canada
China
France
Germany
Greece
Indonesia
Japan
Korea

\cademic Informa~ion ········ ····:::::::::::::::: .... ...................... ..
\cademic RegulatiOns · · · ·· ·· ·· · ··
........ .... ...... .
\cademic Standing · ·· · · · ·· · · ··· · · ·· · · ·· ·· · ·· ·· · · ··· · · ·· · · ··· ·
· · ·
Student
··············· ······ ············ ···· ······ ······ ····· ··
Audlt~-~lum
Building .... .... .. ..................... .
Actn:rt:es, .
Administration......... ..... .
Administrative Officers ....................... .. .... .... .... :::: ........... ... .
Administrative Staff ............ ...... ... ............. ::::::: ..... ..... ....... ..
Admission .... .............. ........ .. ......... ......... ......
.... ............ .
Advanced Standing .. · .... · · · ...... · · .. ·· · .. ·· · .. · · · · .. · .. ·· · · ··
............................

1954-1955

2
1
2
1
2

1
1
5

1
949

.. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
....................

Bachelor of Arts J?egr~e .. ..... ....... .... .. ... ..... ::::::::::::::::::::: .... .
B
t Memorial Library ................ .. ..
eaumon
.................. .

~~~~:, ~~~;~~n. ~~~i. Phii;~~ph~·,· .D.~p~rt~~~~: ~~-.::::::::::::::::

Biblical Languages ................ · .. ...... · .... · .. ·
........ .......... ..
Biological Science, Department of ........ :::::::::: ................... .
Board of Trustees . · · .... · ........ · · · .. · · .......... ·
.... ................... .
Buildings ..... ..... ....... ........... ................ ..... ..... .. .............. ..... .
Business Education ............... ......._. .. ............... ..
Business, Department of Economics,
............... .
and Political Science .................... ..... ......... ..
Calendar 1955-56 ········································.························

20
29
47
20
39
66
88
70
6

19
51
73
4
5
39
106
39
44
44
44

Calendar: 1956-57 ······················::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Chapel Attendance ......................
.. ............................. .
Chemistry ..............................................
. ............. .
Ch h Attendance · · ··· · · ··· · ·· ·· · · ··· · · ··· · ·· ·· · ·· · · ·· ·· ·· ·· · · ··
urc
.........
.. ..... . ..
Class Attendance · ·· · · · ··· · · ·· · · ··· · ·· · ·· · · ·· · · ··· · · ·· · · · ··· · ···
Class Changes .. ·. · · ··· · · ··· · · ·· ·· · · ·· · · ··· · · ·· · · ··· · · ··· · · ·· · · ·· ·· · ··· ..... ......... .
Classification of Students ............ .. .. ..... ............ :::::::::::::::::::
38
Clubs, Social ····· ················ ··········· ··· ···· ·········:::::::... ........ ....... . 37
Clubs, Special Interest ............ ................. :::....... ... ............... .
Committees, Facul~y .... ......... .. ........ :·:::::: ................... ... ...... . 14
Courses of Instruc~wn ... .. .. .... · .. ·· · .... · · ..... ...... ..... ......... .. .... . 63
Curriculum Orgamzatwn .. ..... ............ .
47
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125
Degree Requirements ................................. ............ ...... ..
Dormitories ................ ............................................. ...... .. ..
Dramatics ....... .... .. ............... .............. ................... .... ....... .

,.

.,,~.u,,...,_... ___ '

nd Dietetics ··· ·· · ·· · · ··· · · ·· ·· · · ···· · ··
tutional Courses
Managemfent
a
o ················· ······ ····· ··········· ······· ····· ·····

Echo Haven ........... .. .. ............... .......................... ...... ... .. ...
Education, Suggested Program ................. .. ........ ... ... .....
Economics, Business and Political Science,
Department of ............................. ....................... ....... ..
Education, Department of ....... ....... ........... ....... .... ...... ... .. ..
Emeriti Faculty ..... ......... ....... ... ........................... ...... ...... .. ,
Employment, Student ............. .................. ....... ........... .... ...
English and the Humanities, Department of ....... ... .... ... ..
Enrollment, Late .......... .................... ......... .................... ..... ..
Enrollment Summary ....... ......... ....... ................ ..... ....... ..... ..
Entrance Tests .... ......... ....... ... .... ......................... ...... ..... ..... ..
Examinations ........... .. ...................................................... .. .. .
Expenses ......................................... ..... .. .............. ............. .. ...

55

63
97

and Studios ······· ··· ··· ........... ::::::::::::::: .. .
L
uages
Biblical
............ ..... ........ .
an
' L
m ·······.······
Senes ·················::::::
. ·· · ··· ·· · ·· · · ··
Lecture and yceut Memori~l ....... .............. ... ..................... .

88
37

t~~;:;;· ~-~~~~-~-~···· ············::::::::········:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

24

20
23
29
19

Loan Funds······ ··· ········· ········ ..... ...
.... .................. .
Location ··
······· ···········
.
....... . .
49
.
f C ncentratwn ..... ... ...... .. .
Ma. or and Minor Fields o o ... ............. ... ... .... ... ............ . 40
.... ........ ........... ...... ..... :::::::: 99
Mathematics, epa
........ ........ .................. ..... .
40
Moral
Con:d':l~t ··················:::..... ........ ..... ··························
36
M · Activities
. · · · ·of
··· · · ·· ··· · · ........ ...... ..... ..
. · ··· · · ··· ····· 100
USIC
nt
Music, Depart?le
. . ... . . . . ......... ...... ........ .
56
Music EducatiOn ·· · · · ·· · ·· ··· ·· ···
.......... .
21
Music Hall ··················· ········· ····

Ma~riages,_ StuDdentrt~~~t··~£··::::

Non-Resident Students ...... ..... .··································

21
4N

1
!)( 1

4.,
D

32
21

Health, Department of Physical Education and . .. .. .. .. ... . ... 103
Health Service . . . .. .. . . . ... . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . ... . ... . .. .. . ... . . ... . . . .. . . .. .. . . . 41
Historical Sketch . .. . . .. .. . . ... . .. .. . . .. . . . ... . . . ... . ... . ... . . .. . . .. .. . . ... . . . ... . . 19
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"Dedicated to tho•• who love Hording College"

Mrs.Fiorence M.Cathcar+

Lloyd 0 . SandeMion
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